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Paymaster WinsPepperill Mills, Biddeford,
'osity in his possession in the
a large piece of cotton made
■pruce log which some of the
Mattkks.
<

ials are unable to detect from
:e.

The cost of manufaetur-

by this process is too high to
with the natural growth, but it
be rapidly approaching markcures.Monday, July 1st, the
perintendent of schools passed
! e State treasurer a list of the
turns. The returns were un•
ill and few deficiencies were
According to law, such schools
d made returns, July 1st, will
per cent, of the school fund.
igg and deputies made the bigure of beer for the year,
July
establishment of the Eiddeutling Co., where they seized ale
valued at nearly $500.
Half
express loads of beer were
iway from this place by the ofii
izures were also made at four
Notwithstanding the seizure,
boons were running full blast
t.The Lewiston school board
1 to adopt the educational sysmusic in the first four grades of
ic school.
They have unani•
elected I. C. Phillips as superand George AV. Horne as inof music.The official trial of
do boat Biddle was held over
iiport course July 2nd and she
.ceded the speed called for in
•ract.
The contract speed was
and without at any time
idled to the limit, said those
u
she averaged 28.fi knots.
asset A Quebec railroad ceast at 12 o’clock Sunday night,
all of its franchises passing
■•■■ntroi of the AViscasset, AVa■v Farmington Railroad Co.
It
••i that the road will be built
cli’s Mill to AVaterville the preson and the remainder of the
u inington next season....Zion’s
gives the chief credit for the
■t the battle to keep the doors
open to women to Rev. F. AV.
of Haverhill, Muss., a former
•y and a graduate in the class
Anthony Columb of North Jay
hands, J uly 1th, through a mis.
landliug fireworks. He was
dttle home, celebration for his
Iren and lighted the fuse of a
nacker, thinking it was a Kobe.
He held the cracker and
vploded it shattered both hands
imputations at the wrist were
:a.George Hawley, a veteran
ier of Bath, and well known in

i

I

■

circles, died July 4th, aged 77

He was a native of Nova Scotia,
lived in Bath 55 years. Heissur> a widow, four sons and two
ers.More than half of the cenrtion of Blaine village was de"1 hv a fire which started from
iiknown cause last Friday evene
property loss will exceed $20,d is only partly covered by insurMany of the residents lost everylliey had in the world and are
destitute. Blaine is a town of
'•«•
inhabitants, situated on the
the Bangor and Aroostook railwenty-six miles north of IIoulA roostook county. It formerly
own as Alva Plantation, but was
•rated as a town in 1874 and
;
in honor of James G. Blaine,
al value in 1890 was less than $150,•Vhile it was generally believed at
it for a number of’ weeks that
ison’s pack of sardines would be
small and unsatisfactory one
to scarcity of fish, there now is
prospect that it will be a good
A two days race meet at Bangor
Friday. There were three clas|. 2.21 and 2.33, all for purses of
Ray AA ilkes, owned by I). C. Mitl AVaterville, won the 2.29 class;
lime, 2.20 1-2, in straight heats.
i class went in straight heats to
■it. owned by E. II. Greely, Ellsbest time, 2.25 12. In the 2.33
there were six heats, Fowler,
by A. F. Gerald of AVaterville,
lie winner; best time, 2.20 3-4.
og question is bothering BidileThe assistant assessors returned
ere have been licenses issued to
'■
dog officer has killed 229, and
are many unlicensed canines at
1 here were 170 arrests in Porthiring June against 110 for the
month, a year ago. Of the 170
119, or more than the total of
*.*00, were for drunkenness.A
•it of the late Associate Justice
is II. Haskell of Portland is to be
:-d by Coombs, the Auburn artist,
■Hate House collection....Senator
Hid Congressmen Allen and Lit1 go with the naval militia in the
;
a this week.
The cruise will be
ichman’s Bay, probably dropping
bar Harbor, Rockland and Squirrel
mil on the return. The Congression•Hegation go as the guests of Cap:

soutlierland.

uliiiiEF.

Charles H. North, who
lurmerly at the head of the pork
""'king establishment of C. H. North
A
out of which the present North
king & Provision Co was formed,
■/'itereu a heat shock while bathing at

I.. street bath-house in South Boston
4th, and died shortly after.
rnor Crane has issued a pardon
; Henry L. Gregory of Pittsfield,
htss., who has served two of a three
at the State prison for
pus term
pKery. At the time of his sentence,
hregory was a man of considerable
c,11 ['lie influence The Western Union
Glegraph company is advised that the
1

i:v

Argentine Congress has declared Buenos Ayres in a state of siege for six
months, and has established censorship

all messages thereto.Uncle Sam’s
surplus of $“5,ooo,000 for the fiscal year
that ended June 30th, is a fine showing.
France ran behind $100,000,000 last year
and there are deficits in England, Germany, and, in fact, the majority of
nations.The Chicago Tribune of July
5th, presented reports from all over the
country showing the number killed and
wounded as a result of the celebration
of the Fourth of July. The number
actually killed is less than last year,
being nineteen against thirty then, but
the number injured is considerably larger, being Kill against 1325.Mrs.
Ronalds, one of the American ladies
who raised the fund with which the
hospital ship Maine was bought and
equipped for the use of the BritishBoer war has been gazetted as an
honorary lady of Grace of the order of
St. John of Jerusalem.The official reports of the deaths from heat for the
week ending .1 uly ii show that the actual
number in the live boroughs of Greater
New York was 98!*. For the boroughs
of Manhattan and the Bronx, the number was 099; Richmond, 12; Queens, 24;
Brooklyn, 204.
on

Washington

Wiiispi-hings.

The

most important action decided upon at
the cabinet meeting July 2nd was a
change in the civil service rules regarding clerks and carriers in the postal service fixing the maximum age limits
within which applicants could apply for
positions as carriers and clerks at 45
years.Major C. L. Pruden, the former
assistant secretary to the President,
who was appointed a paymaster in the
regular army and has been re-appointed
to his old position of assistant secretary
to tlie President. This is the office to
which the late Adelbert Hay was to
have been appointed.The big naval
tug Fortune, now at Boston, has been
ordered by the navy department to make
the trip around South America to Puget
sound, where naval tugs are in much
demand. The trip will be about 14,000
miles and will be one of the longest on
record for a craft of this character.
President and Mrs. McKinley left

Washington last Friday night for Canton, Ohio, where they are to spend the
remainder of the heated term, except

that the former may visit the Buffalo
exposition and run on to 'Washington
for a few days.The navy department
lias issued formal orders re-establishing
the European station with Rear Admiral J. B. Cromwell in command.
The
cruiser Chicago is ordered to proceed
from Rio de Janeiro, and will be the
flagship of the Admiral. The Albany
and Nashville have sailed from Singapore en route for the new station. The
headquarters of the squadron will be
designated by Admiral Cromwell and
probably will be in the Mediterranean.
Old Home Week in Belfast.

BASE

ball.

MAINE, THURSDAY,

JULY 11, 1901.

Two-base hit, Abbott. Three-base hit,
Home run, Gorman. There
were no passed
balls, wild pitches or
double plays. Bases on balls,
by Hall 2;
by Doherty 2. Hit by pitched ball, by Hall
3; by Doherty l. Struck out, by Hall, 4:
by Doherty, 7. Left on bases, Belfast 8;
Waterville, 7. Stolen bases, Johnson (running in place of Webb), Doherty. Sacrifice
hit, Gorman. Time 1 hour, 30 minutes.
Umpire, Dilworth. Scorer J. S. Fernald.

OBITUARY.

PERSONAL.

Mrs. Mary E. Beckett died at her home at
No. 38 High street the morning of July 4th,
after a long and severe illness, during
which she submitted to a surgical operation
at a hospital in Boston. She was born in
Nova Scotia, 63 years ago, and her maiden

Mrs. J. G. Damon spent the Fourth with
friends in Bangor.

Patterson.

The game between the Warrens "and Belfasts on the Congress street grounds July
4th was largely attended, and resulted in a
victory for the home team by a score of 16
to 6. Warren lost through poor battery
work, and was obliged to change her players positions twice. The game opened with
Saunders p., and Kelley c.; in the 4th inning
Jason caught, Feehan played 3d and Kelley
right field; and in the 5th and later, Jason
was in the box, Kelley again behind the bat
and Saunders played 3d. Very few fielding
errors were made, but base hits were numerous.
Darby got a 3-bagger and a home run,
the latter by knocking the ball over the
right-field fence, and Saunders got a home
by a long one over the fence at centre. But
one double play was made. Patterson hit
a long fiy to right
field, which Feehan
caught and threw to 1st, where Teague put
out Ring.
The most interesting situation
was
when the last Warren man went
out.
There were three men on bases, 2
men out and 2 strikes had been called on
Feehan, and everybody was looking to see
something happen. ’Tis said that the unexpected often happens, but in this case the
expected didn’t happen. Feehan struck
at the ball and hit nothing but the atmosphere. The score:
A.B.
F. Johnson, c.. 3
Ring, 2b. 4
Patterson, c. f. 5
Webb, s. s. 4
lb...
4
Goode, 3b. 5
Colcord, r.f. 5
Gorman, 1. f. 5
Doherty, p. 4
BELFAST.

Darby,

Total...3!)

R.
2
3
1
2
3
1
2

2
0
16

R.O.
0 17
2
0
0
1
2
1
2
5
1
1
1
0
2
3
10

B.1I.

12

27

WARREN.

A.B. R. B.ll. 1*.0.
4
2
3
1
4
1
0
2
4
2
2
7
5
0
0
2
1
Brown, s. s. 5 0 2
Jason, 3b., c., and p... 5 0 1 2
Kallock, 1. f. 5 0 1 0
112
Feehan, r. f. and 3b.... 5
Kelley, c. and r. f. 4 0 0 6

Saunders, p. and 3b...
Meserve, c. f..
Teague, lb.
Pike, 2b.

Total.45

6

10

23*

A. E.
0
0
2
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
l
0
0
0
0

10
5

4

A. E.
1
0
0
0
0
2
2
0
0
0
3
1
0
0
10
1
0
8

3

'Johnson out, hit by batted ball.
Two-base hits, W’ebb, Goode, Gorman 2,
Doherty. Three-base hits, Darby, Colcord.
Home runs, Saunders, Darby.
Bases on
balls, by Saunders, 4; by Jason, 1; byDoherty 1. Hit by pitched ball, by Doherty-,
2.
Struck out by Doherty 16; by Saunders,
4; by Jason, 4. Left on bases, Warren, 11;
Belfast, 6. Sacrifice hits, Pike, Goode. Passed balls, by Kelley, 4; by Jason 2; by JohnStolen bases, Belfast, 3; Warren, 3.
son, 0.
Double play, Feehan and Teague. Umpire,
A. Colburn. Scorer, H. T. Harmon. Time,
1 h. 45 m.

Innings.

456789
Belfast. 11550301Warren. 30 0 100200
12

3

16
6

The game Friday was even more of a
walk-over for Belfast than that of Thursday, the score being 20 to 4 in favor of Belfast, The Boston Journal team seemed to
be troubled in the same way as the Warrens,
with a weak battery.
The first pitcher,
Barre,-went all to pieces and was exchanged in the 5th inning for McDermott, who
did no better. Belfast got 5 hits with a
total of 6 off Barre in the 5tli, and 5 singles
off McDermott in the (1th. Belfast got in all
23 hits, with a total of 32.
The visitors failed to score after the 2d inning. Shaw was
injured by cutting his leg with his shoe
calks and spraining his ankle in the 4th,

The central committee of the Old Home
Week Association met Tuesday evening and
made considerable progress. Mayor Small
presided. He reported that Rockland is to
entertain the State Old Home Week Associate n on Tuesday, August 13, and that the
North Atlantic squadron will be there. The
finance committee reported good progress
made in securing subscriptions and collect
ing funds. It was voted to observe Wednesday and Thursday, with the parade on the
second day. Mayor Small is in correspondence with Congressman Burleigh in regard
to having a portion of the North Atlantic and
Viau, a new man, was put at centre;
squadron here. The order of exercises is McDermott going into the box and Barre
not yet arranged, but the exercises will into 3d. The score:
clude the High School reception, the opera
BELFAST.
A.B. li. B.lt. P.O. A. E.
l*i rates of 1 ‘enzance,” yacht race, base ball,
3
0
Johnson, c. •> 3 3 10
horse race, band concert, and other features. Ring, 2b. 0
4
4
0
5
0
f.
0
2
2
c.
3
0
0
Arrangements are being made to have the Patterson,
4
4
0
2
0
Webb, s. s. 3
various Grand Army Postsand Sons of Vet3
5
7
1
l
Darby, lb. 6
erans Camps represented in the parade, and Goode, 3b. 0
1
2
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
Coloord, r. f. 5 0
a contingent from the war ships will prob3
1
0
0
3
0
Gorman,
ably take part. The Belfast Band and prob- Doherty, p.
1. f. 4
2
1
2
0
0
one
other
will
band
furnish
The
music.
ably
Total. 45 20 23 27
committee on invitations reported that they
9
2
BOSTON JOURNAL. A.B. R. B.ll. P.O. A. E.
have 750 addresses.* Invitations will be sent
2
1
1
5
1
to all former Belfast residents whose ad- Spiller, s. s. 3
1
1
8
3
1
Burke, lb. 4
dresses are known to the committee. Per- Lafferty, r. f. 4
1
2
0
1
2
sons who know of any to whom invitations
1
2
0
1
Barre, p. and 3b. 4 0
0
0
0
8
0
should be sent should leave the addresses at Kelley, c. 4
f.
and
c.
3
0
0
1
0
0
p.
the postoflice. The meeting adjourned sub- McDermott,
3
0
0
0
1
3
Neagle, 2b.
ject to the call of the president.
Shaw, 3b. 10 110 0
1.
f.
3
0
1
2
0
0
Kopp,
Viau, c. f. 1 0 0 1 0 0
The Best Way to Visit Buffalo.
Total. 30
4
7 24 13
5
Residents of Maine who desire to visit the
123456789
Innings
great Pan-American Exposition at Buffalo Belfast.0 2015624
20
in the most comfortable and expeditious Boston Journal.2 20000000
4
manner will find the arrangements of the
Two-base hits, Ring, Darby, Goode, SpilMaine Central Railroad by all odds the best
ler. Three-base hit, Patterson. Home run,
for that purpose. By special through train
Darby. Bases on balls, by Gorman 1; by
one can start at a most comfortable hour,
8.50 a. m. from Portland and w ithout change Barre, 2; by McDermott, 2. Struck out, by
of cars arrive in Buffalo the next forenoon. Gorman, 9; by Barre, 2. Hit by pitched
ball, by McDermott 1. Left on bases, BelBy no other route is this possible. The fast,
7; Boston Journal, 2. Double mays,
route, too, is celebrated for its beauty, inKelley struck the ball into Darby’s hands
cluding the far famed Crawford Notch of at
and he threw to Ring who put out
1st,
the White Mountains, and the hills and
lakes of Vermont. With commendable en- Barre at 2d. Neagle struck into Darby's
hands at 1st and he tagged out McDermott
terprise the management have made arrange- who was
just off the base. Stolen bases
ments
whereby they not only furnish the Belfast 1. Time, 2 hours. Umpire, Dilbest facilities for reaching Buffalo, but also
worth.
Harmon.
Scorer,
hotel accommodations, trips to Niagara
Falls, in fact they can give you complete
arrangements from start to finish, and in
The Belfasts won their third consecutive
any way or style desired. Wednesday, July
on the home grounds Saturday, by
17th and 31st there will be a personally con- victory
Their opponents were the
ducted high-class tour under the personal large odds.
supervision of Mr. F. A. Elwell, the well- Watervilles, who played a very good
known tourist conductor, occupying a pergame but were outplayed all around. Hagiod of eight days. These parties will have
special Pullman cars, take dinner at the Mt. garty was hit by a pitched ball but once in
Pleasant House, with special buffet service this game, one taste of Doherty's pitching
for supper and breakfast. In Buffalo they being evidently enough to
satisfy him.
will stop at the Niagara Hotel, one of the
best hotels in Buffalo, and in all ways be Some of the features of the game were a
made as comfortable as possible. Full in- sprint to second by Johnson, a three-bagger
formation in regard to all matters connect- bj Patterson, a running catch by King, a
ed with a visit to the great fair can be home run
by Gorman, and running f.y
obtained by addressing Mr. F. E. Boothby,
Gen’l. Pass. Agent, Maine Central Railroad, catches by Abbott, Elmer Allen and the
Belfast out-fielders.
Portland, Maine.
Webb was knocked
senseless by being hit in the head by a
The Weather for June.
pitched ball, and Johnson ran for him, stealing second as his first move and getting in a
Abstract of meterological observations score. The Belfasts
and Watervilles are
taken at the Maine Agricultural Experisharp competitors, yet the best of feeling
ment Station for the month of June, 1901:
Eat. 44° 54' 2" N. Lon. US’ 40' 11" \V.
prevails between them, and good plays by
Altitude above the sea 150 feet.
the visitors were applauded as vigorously
Highest barometer, June 13.30.07 inches
from the grand stand and bleachers as were
Lowest barometer, June 8.29.52
those of our own boys. Following is the
Average barometer.29.70
Number of clear days.
12 score.
Number of fair days.
7
BELFAST.
A.B. R. B.H. P.O. A. E.
Number of cloudy days.
11
1
2
7
2
0
Total precipitation as water_ 1.79 inches Johnson, c. 4
5
2
3
5
1
1
Average for June for 33 years.. 3.55 inches King, 2b.
c.
2
f.
5
0
0
3
0
Total movement of wind. 4,808 miles Patterson,
s. .. 4
1
0
2
Webb,
0
0
Average daily movement of wind 102.3 miles
1
2
5
0
1
Darby, lb. 4
TEMPERATURE.
Goode, 3b. 5 2 1 2 0 0
1
1
1
0
03°.8 Colcord, r. f.5
0
Average for the month.
3
1
1
0
0
Average for June for 33 years..
02°.09 Gorman, 1. f.3
10
12
91°.0 Doherty, p. 4
0
Highest, June 20, 27, 29.
Highest for June for 33 years...
93°.5
Total.39 13 11 27 5 2
38°.0
Lowest, June 17.
Lowest for June for 33 years...
34°.2
A.B. R. B.H. P.O. A. E.
WATERVILLE.
Average of warmest day, June 28
79' .0 Abbott, c. f. 4
2
1
2
0
0
of
coldest
June
3..
51°.0
Average
day
1
o
1
Haggarty, r. f. 4 1 2
lb.
3
0
1
9
0
1
Barnes,
Red, White and Blue.
York, c. 4 1 1 5 0 0
Elwin Allen, s. s. 4
0
1
0
0
0
Under the white of the daisies the fields Pickens, 2b. 4
0
1
2
2
0
are fairly red with the strawberries.—Ken- Elmer Allen, 1. f. 4
0
0
3
0
0
nebec Journal.
Sickle, 3b. 4 0 0 2 3 2
Hut the beauty of the red under the white Hall, p. 4
0
0
0
4
0
does not prevent the farmer whose fields
are infested with the daisies from
Total.35 4
7 24
9
4
feeling
blue, and there you have the national com123456789
Innings.
bination of colors, red, white and blue.— Belfast.0 022143113
Biddeford Journal.
Waterville.1 00010020 4

NUMBER 28

name

M. M. Bickford returned to Augusta last

Monday.

Mr. and Mrs. S. N. liacklitf visited friends
in Bangor last Friday.

W. A. Clark went to Portland
business.

Dr. G. F. Fames of Boston arrived last
Friday for a short visit.

Gallagher.

She received a liberal
Games booked for the future include Bel- education, and was a graduate of a female
fast vs. Vinalhaven at Belfast July 17; Bel- college in Nova Scotia. She first married
B. F. Staples of Monroe, by whom one son
fast vs. Old Town at Old Town, July 24.
survives, Alfred V. Staples of Dorchester,
The Old Towns came to Belfast yesterday Mass. After Mr. Staples’ death she came to
by a special trip of steamer Cimbria from Belfast and was employed in the Registry
Islesboro, where she brought a large excur- of Deeds in making records and indexes,
sion from Bangor. The game was unfinish- for which work she was specially adapted,
ed when The Journal went to press.
being a fine penman and very accurate and
painstaking. A few years after coming
The manager is arranging for a lively seahere she was married to George A. Beckett,
son, with three or four games per week, who
survives her. She was a member of
here and elsewhere, with some of the best
the Methodist church, and was secretary of
independent teams in Maine.
its sewing circle. In the W. C. T. U. she
A Belfast nine went to Searsport last Sat- was an active member and for several years
urday, and found a nine too much for them, has been treasurer of both the county and
the score standing I0to3. The Belfast team local unions. Mrs. Beckett was an active,
was made up as follows: II. Brown,
p.; H. conscientious and willing worker in the
T. Harmon, c.; Chas. Harmon,
lb.; Berry, church and temperance societies, and ever
2b.; W. Johnson, :1b.; Fernald, s.s.; Shuman, ready to lend a hand in forwarding any
l.f.; W. Brown, c.f.; McMahan, r.f. Bel- cause which she considered just and for the
fast had no official scorer present.
good of humanity. She was strong in her
convictions of right and firm in her support
Waterville was badly defeated at Belfast of them. The funeral was held at her late
Saturday afternoon. The boys declare that home Saturday afternoon, Rev. G. E. Edgett
Belfast is by far the fastest team they have
been up against thus far this season. Water- officiating. The floral offerings were many
ville played in hard luck, several of the and very beautiful, and included memorials
regular men, including Bushey, being out of from the societies with which she was con•lie game. With the regular team victory
nected and from many friends individually.
w, d .have been doubtful, but with a crippled nine defeat was sure. Belfast has an The interment was in Monroe.
unusually heavy hitting team, and in a game
with Warren, last week, made things very
Mrs. Lizzie Knox died at her home in
hot for Saunders. If one team won all the
time there would be no fun in going to the Somerville, Mass., June 27th, at the age of
games.—Wateiville Cor. Kennebec Journal. 55 years. She was a daughter of the late
Robert Thompson of this city, and wife of
Yachts and Boats.
George Knox of Somerville. She leaves to
mourn their loss, her husband, two brothers,
E. II. Blake's steam yacht Aria was in
Charles of Barre, Vt., and Fred of Somerthe harbor a short time Sunday.
ville, and one sister, Mrs. Fred Clements of
Roland Patterson arrived home Friday Waldo.
Funeral services were held at her
from Islesboro, where he arrived July 4th late home June 30th, and the interment
from New York in a knockabout owned by was in Forest Hill Cemetery, Boston.
Dr. Derby.
was

PERSONAL.

Mrs. A. A. Howes went to
Saturday for a short visit.

Rockport

Miller Colby of Watertown,
visiting relatives in Belfast.

Tuesday

S. W. Freeman went to Rockland
business.

on

last

Mrs. Esther Carter went to
for a short visit.

Mass., is

on

Monday

Unity Monday

Mr. and Mrs. George A. Gilclirest went
to Rockland the 4th.

Mr. and Mrs. Herman 0. Stevens arrived
Sunday from a business trip.

Miss Flora E. Rich of this city is spending
the week in Sandypoint.

Miss Edith Ellingwood arrived from Boston last Thursday for a vacation.

Mrs. Harvey Gray is visiting her
father,
Ralph Hayford arrived home last Thurs- who is quite ill in Bluehill.
Thomas F. Davis has arrived home from
day from Boston, for a short vacation.
Mrs. Emma A. Fisher of Boston is visit- Portland to spend the summer.
Frank W. Twombly went to Ilailowell
ing Mrs. S. C. Sherman of East Belfast.
Frank Ellingwood returned to Boston last last Monday to visit his aunt, Mrs. W. S*
Arey.
Thursday, after a short visit in Belfast.
Sidney P. Young of Greenville arrived
Stanley Houston of Concord, N. H., visited
last week to visit the family of E. 0. Penhis sister, Mrs. Wm. Holt, the past week.
dleton.

Miss Ethel E. Thomas has arrived home
from Melrose, Mass., to spend the summer.

Dr. W. C. Libby will leave
Saturday for
week’s fishing trip with a party from
Pittsfield.

a

Miss Lillian A. Leydecker spent a few
days in Belfast from Boston the past week.

Rev. Clifford B. Abbott spent a few
days
the past week with his sister, Mrs. L. F.

A. H. Harding and family of Bangor are
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. John G. Damon.

McDonald.

Mrs. Wallace Shaw of Bangor arrived
Saturday to visit her mother, Mrs. Lucy
Hall.
Fred

Dyer

Mr. and Mrs. .1. S. Ilarriman and Miss L.
M. Sleeper went to Boston
Monday for a
short visit.

returned home to Brockton
a short visit in

Mr. and Mrs. George Percy Miller and
daughter Gladys are visiting Mr. M.'s father,

Mass., last Thursday, after
Belfast.

Geo. W. Miller.

Miss Edna Burdin arrived home last
Thursday from Brockton, Mass., fora short
vacation.

Miss Kate Bickford arrived from New
York last Sunday morning to
spend her
summer vacation.

Percy Greer arrived from Boston last
Thursday, and is visiting friends in Bucksport and Belfast.

Mr. and Mrs. L. W. George arrived home
from a trip in the West, including
Utah and Colorado.

Tuesday

Mrs. B. B. Grant of Boston arrived Sat-

Mrs. Amanda M. Bean returned to Boston
a short visit to her
daughter,
Mrs. Abbie B. Cox.

urday to visit her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.

Tuesday from

H. Trussell.
Mrs. Mary Whitmore and son Linvill
arrived home Saturday from a visit in
West Newton, Mass.

Mrs. Essie P. Carle and Miss Nellie
Hopkins are spending the week at the Seaside
House, Seal Harbor.

has been received of the death in
Mrs. F. J. Biather of Boston is spending
Oakland, Cal., of Russell W. Glover, for- the summer with her
mother, Mrs. Mary E.
merly of Camden. Mr. Glover has been in
California for 42 years and when a resident Haugh, at Swan Lake.
been out of commission two years.
of Camden was in the shipbuilding business
Miss Gertrude Stevens arrived home
The yacht Helen, owned by T. George with the late Thomas Ilodgman in the yard
now owned by H. M. Bean.
He is survived Saturday from South Brooksviiie where
Dodworth, was launched Saturday, which
by a wife and several children in Oakland, she had been visiting friends.
leaves but one of the local fleet, B. E. Mc- one brother, George W., of
Camden, and one
Mrs. E. R. Thomas arrived from CamMahan’s knockabout Bessie, not in com- sister, Mrs. Martha Eaton of Rockport.
bridge, Mass., Saturday to join her husband,
mission.
James Moore, an aged and respected who came several weeks ago.
The schooner yacht Frolic, owned by
citizen of Camden, was found dead in his
Mrs. Sarah E. Hersey of Bangor returned
Herbert White of Boston, is stationed at chair
Wednesday morning, July 3d, heart home last Friday from a short visit to her
Saturday Cove, Xorthport, in charge of the trouble having been the cause of his death.
Mr. -Moore was for many years employed as daughter, Mrs. Frank R. Wiggin.
owner's brother, Norman White.
The
spar maker in H. M. Bean's yard and was a
J. A. Gammans of Chicago left Monday
yacht was in Belfast Monday with Mr. faithful and industrious workman. The
White and a party of friends on board.
deceased was aged 70 years, 11 months and to return home, after a short visit to his
28
A devoted member of the Methoparents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Gammans.
The schooner yacht Sperauza, which was distdays.
church, an affectionate and indulgent
Mrs. G. B. Willis and child of Providence,
in winter quarters at the railroad wharf, husband and a man genial to all, his death
will be mourned by many. A ivife sur- R. I., arrived in Belfast last Friday mornwas taken to Bangor and was on the Stetvives him.
ing to visit her mother, Mrs. Fannie Shute.
son railway last week.
She was towed

Mrs. Hannah J. West, who is
spending
the summer in Unity, was in Belfast last
week visiting friends.

The centre-board boat White Star, owned
by Minot F. Stearns, is being changed over
to a fin keel by E. L. Macomber. She has

back to Belfast Friday, and her new sails
were bent.
X. S. Lord & Co. made her a
full suit of special yacht duck, all handmade.
The

Northport flyers, Caprice

and Anita,
were out Sunday and had their first
contest,
in which the former is said to have had the
best of it. Neither boat, is however, in complete trim for racing, and when both are
tuned up there will be some pretty sailing. It is already demonstrated that not
one of the local fleet has
any business with
Caprice or Anita.
The Roberts yacht Anita arrived at her
moorings at the North Shore, Northport,

Wednesday night, July 3d, from Vinalhaven, where she had a new mast stepped.
She left Carver’s Harbor at 4 o’clock in the
afternoon and had a rough passage. She
was docked at Belfast Friday and had her
bottom smoothed, and some changes made
in her iron work.

The sloop yacht Quero is to be sold at
auction by U. S. Marshal Saunders at the
steamboat wharf in Tenants Harbor at in a.
m. July 12th, and her tackles,
furniture, etc.,
will be sold July 13th at lo a. m., at 148
Middle street, Portland. The yacht is in

good condition with the exception of some
damage to her stern above the water line,
caused by acollison with the steamer City
of Bangor on the 18thday of June.
James Gordon Bennett has just taken possession of his new yacht, the Lysistrata,
which is the finest vessel of the kind in
existence. She was built on the Clyde and
is of 2,000 tons burden, with engine of 7,000
horse-power. Bennett is very fond of owls
as emblems and has them not
only on the
Herald building hut also on the bow of this
splendid vessel, whose cost is $625,000, being the most expensive yacht ever built.
Her complement is 100 men and the total
outlay cannot be less than $600 a day or
about a quarter of a million a year.
News oi

the Granges.

Seaside Grange began a discussion last
Our counSaturday evening, of the topic,
try : its perils and possibilities.” The subject was found to be too big for one evening,
and the discussion was continued to the
next meeting.
The following resolutions of respect were
passed by tiie Rising Sun Grange, Knox, in
memory of Ruth Mixer:
Whereas, God, in his infinite wisdom, has
seen fit to remove from us by death our
most worthy sister, Ruth Mixer; be it
Resolved, That in the death of our sister,
the Grange has lost one of its charter members, who will ever be remembered as a
constant attendant and faithful worker until
sickness prevented her meeting with us.
Resolved, That Rising Sun Grange has
met with a great loss in the death of Sister
Mixer; that we shall miss her face and hear
no more the sound of her voice, but we are
resigned, knowing that our loss is her gain.
Resolved, That we extend our sympathy
to her bereaved friends in their great affliction. A faithful sister and dear mother has
been taken and we can only look to Him for
comfort,“who doeth all things well.”
Resolved, That we, the members of Rising
Sun Grange, in token of our respect, drape
our charter and
altar in mourning for
thirty days, and that a copy of these resolutions be sent to the Bangor Commercial and
The Belfast Journal for publication, a copy
be spread on the records, and a copy be presented to the bereaved family.
Precious sister, she has left us
But she’s only gone before,
Where she’ll be so safe with Jesus
Till we reach the golden shore.
Evie A. Wentworth, ( Com
Nancy E. Crosby-,
\ on
Mellissa Reynolds. (Res.
The Blaine Monument.
James G. Blaine deserves a monument as
high and as solid as the shaft on Bunker
Hill, but it should be erected by his countrymen and not left to a single individual like
Mr. Carnegie to erect, though all praise is
due the latter for his noble declared purpose.—Waltham News.

News

County

Workers.

Words of encouragement and cheer (backed up by money and subscriptions, which
speak louder than words) have come to us
from Mrs. Josephine Hardy, a loyal temperance worker in Winterport.
Many thanks
to her and Brothers Runnells, Erskine, Wood
and many other workers in Waldo county,
who have so kindly assisted us.—The Search-

light.

Secret Societies.

Enterprise Lodge, A. O. U. W., held a
special meeting Tuesday evening, to elect
delegates to the meetings to be held in Augusta to-day for the purpose of organizing
the Grand Lodge of Maine.
George E.
Johnson was elected representative and A.
J. Mason, alternate.

are

in

Cunningham

visiting their

and

Florence

uncle, Charles

Sandypoint.

II.

T. Harmon is at home from Salem,
Mass., but will return soon to Massachusetts, where he has employment.
Mrs. T. J. Frisbee returned Tuesday from
visit of three weeks to her daughter, Mrs.
C. K. Wade of Xew London, Ct.

a

Mrs. Charles Ludwig and child of Camare
spending the summer
with Mrs. L.'s parents, Mr. and Mrs. K. K.
Thomas.

bridge, Mass.,

('apt. Geo. R. Carter spent a few days in
Bangor the past week, the guest of his son
(apt. Alzo M. Carter, of schooner Henry
W. Cramp.

Albert Jones of Freedom has been in
town for the past few days visiting friends,
lie is a graduate of the M. C. I.—Pittsfield
Advertiser.

Mrs. John Macdonald of Boston visited
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Bicknell,
the past week. Mr. B. has been <iuite ill,
but is gaining.

C. E. Sanford of New York was in town
last Thursday and Friday on business, lie
is stopping with his family at their cottage
at Fort Point.

Mr. and Mrs. ("has. Thompson of Barra,
Vt., Fred Thompson and George Knox of
Somerville, Mass., are visiting friends in

The engagement of Mr. Edward W. Berry
of Rockland and Miss Annabelle Walker of
this city has been announced. Mr. Berry
has been visiting here the past week.

Belfast and Waldo.
C. W. Follett and Miss Alberta Wadsworth of Belfast, who passed file Fourth
with relatives and friends in this city, returned home Friday.—Rockland Star.

II. I,. Woodcock has returned from Bangor, coming down river July 4th on lion. E.
II. Blake's steam yacht Aria. lie will go to
Criehaven about the Uth for sketching.

Mrs. William F. Hopkins and Misses
Annie Rossiter and Annie Drink water returned to their homes in Xortliport Friday
from a visit to Mrs. K. L. Cox in Rockland.

II. C. Gallagher of Milton, Mass., A. V.
Staples of Dorchester, and Mrs. Cora Murphy and sons Harold and Tlieo. arrived
Mrs Mary J. Lowe and daughter Mrs.
Saturday to attend the funeral of Mrs. Helen
McKenny and the latter’s children
Mary E. Beckett.
arrived Tuesday from Gloucester, Mass., to
By the burning of a pavilion at Haverhill, visit relatives at the old home, on the Read
Mass., last week, the orchestra of which farm.

Win. H. Whiddon was a member has its
season’s work broken up, as they were engaged there for the summer.

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. II. Patch wish to anthe engagement of their daughter,
Elizabeth Havener, to Ralph Miller Perry,
manager of the Lafayette Club, Minnetonka Beach. Minnesota. Minneapolis panounce

L. I). Cijndage has gone to Bar Harbor
for the summer, as clerk in the American
Express office. George Havener is express
messenger on the Belfast branch and Alphonso Wood continues on the delivery
team.

I

pers please copy.

Monday, July sth, was the 80th birthday
of Mrs. David W. Dyer, and her friends remembered the day, sending her many tokens
of regard and affection. A few called at
her pleasant home on Xortliport avenue
and found her enjoying perfect health, and
unusually strong fora lady of her age, both
mentally and physically.

Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Howard, John R.
Dunton, II. T. Field, Misses Marion
Hawkes, Jane A. McEellan, Louise JohnLouise Hazeltine and Caroline W.
Field made a trip down the Reach to Brooklin, July 4th on steamer Castine, and returned the next day.
son,

John R. G. Pitkin, former Postmaster of
Xew Orleans, former Minister to the Argen
tine Republic and president of the Trans-

The New York Christian Advocate in its
issues of June 27th and July 4th contained
a story by Mrs. Flora Longfellow Turknett,
author of“ Esther in Maine,"entitled “Helen
Dunn’s Microbe Party.”
Mrs. Turknett's
home is at Williamstown, Mass., where her
father, Dr. J. E. C. Sawyer, is pastor of the
Methodist Episcopal Church.

Mississippi Commercial Congress, died suddenly at Xew Orleans July 4th. M r. Pitkin was widely known as a stump speaker
in political campaigns and twice addressed
Republican meetings in this city.
A press correspondent in Brunswick wonders if any graduate of Bnwdoin or any
other college ever made a better record in
the matter of attending commencements
than Rev. E. Ii. Palmer, a Massachusetts
clergyman, who was graduated in 18,Ki. lie
has attended hi consecutive commencements
at Brunswick. Some years he has been the
only member of his class to return, but last
week 11 of his classmates were back to celebrate the 43th anniversary of graduation.
The class had 42 men, of whom 22 are living.

Congressman Stevens of Minnesota in his
speech at the Bowdoin commencement dinner got in a good natured dig at
football
as a factor in intellectual development w hich
was much enjoyed,
lie told of a university
team in a Western State which won the
State championship and defeated several
college teams from neighboring States only
to be badly beaten at the close of the season
by the eleven representing a local school
for the feeble minded .'—Rockland CourierGazette.

George Staples, who lias been employed on
yacht Admiral, arrived Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hoyt Hilton and
Freeman Howard, first officer of the steam
yacht Malay, visited his home here for a daughters Katherine and Charlotte Walton,
night last week.
arrived Saturday morning to visit Mrs.
The steam yacht commanded by Capt.John Hilton's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
T. Lowe of this place came into the harbor
Sibley. Mrs. Hilton and children will spend
July :l for a few days stay.
the summer here.
Howard Hilton of
Capt. C. II. M. Pressey, first officer of the Chicago accompanied them. Mrs. Hilton’s
White
yacht
Heather, visited his family brother, Harold T.
Sibley, arrived home
while the yacht was at liar Harbor.
the same boat from Dartmouth college,
by
Mrs. George D. Haskell went to Bar Harbor Wednesday to visit her husband, who where he graduated.
commands the steam yacht White Heather,
Mr. R. H. Cassens of Belfast is in this
now at that place.—Deer Isle
Messenger.
city on business and calling on old friends
Thanks to Waldo

Crocker,

mer

The Fourth in Belfast.

Deer Isle Yachtsmen.

Misses Ada

Clough

Miss Sadie A. Russ is at home for the sumvacation from New Bedford, Mass.,
where she is a teacher in the public schools.

William Collins, pilot of the United
States revenue cutter Woodbury, which is
so well known along the Maine
coast, died at
his home in Castine June 2.3th, after an illness of two months,
lie was on years of
age and had been employed on government
vessels twenty years. lie leaves a widow,
one son and a daughter.
He was buried
with masonic honors.

The 4th of July was not publicly observed
in Belfast, and many of our people spent
the day elsewhere. Seaside Hose Co. had a
flag-raising at their hose-house in the morning. The grounds had been graded and a
flag-staff set up. The building was elaborately decorated with flags, bunting, etc.,
and at sunrise on the 4th a salute was fired
and the new flag raised to the masthead.
The flag was bought by a general subscription in the neighborhood. Refreshments
were
served and considerable
powder
burned.
Brooks celebrated in the good, old-fashioned way, with a parade, in which Belfast
Company, U. IB, K. of 1’., took part, an oration by Frank V. Wilson of Belfast, and
other features common to 4th of July celebrations. The trains to and from Brooks
were crowded during the day and a special
train went up from Belfast at 7 o’clock, returning after the dance in the evening.
The steamer Cimbria called in the forenoon with a large excursion party on board
from Bangor to Islesboro, and a goodly
number joined them here. They returned
in the evening. But one serious accident
was reported during
the day. Roy Macomber, aged 8 years, son of Mr. and Mrs.
E. L. Macomber, was holding a can of powder from which some boys were loading a
small cannon, when the powder exploded.
One leg was quite badly burned, the skin of
his arms slightly burned, and his eyebrows
and hair singed. With the exception of the
burn on his leg his wounds are not serious.
A few stores and residences were decorated with flags and other emblems, and public offices and places of business were closed
during the day and evening. The boys made
less than the usual amount of noise “the
night before the Fourth” with bells, crackers, etc., and no damage was done or no
mischief attempted.
The ball game in the afternoon drew the
largest croud of the season. A report of
the game is given in our base-ball column.

John Lane went to Rockland
Monday to
join the schooner Annie F. Kimball on a
voyage to Jacksonville.

at his former home.
Mr. Cassens is associated with his father-in-law, Hon. E. F. Hanson, in the Helgiap hare business, and they
have formed a company, with correspondents and patrons in almost every State in
the U nion, for conducting the business on a
co-operative basis. They have placed over
800 hares during the present season, which
sell at from $15 to $50 each, and their business is rapidly increasing.—Rockland Opinion.

Charles W. Coombs spent Sunday with
his family in this city.
He was a cook in
the Little Northern Hotel in Millinoeket
when that hotel was burned, and lost everything he had there, except a little clothing
he hastily put on when the fire alarm sounded.
He was quite badly burned about the
face and hands.
He went to Bangor Mon-

day, expecting

a situation for the summer
in a hotel near Moosehead Lake.

I

I

Mr. and Mrs. J. Linton Ginn of Silver

Creek, Xeb., visited bis uncle, (.'has. F.
Ginn of this city, the past week, and left

Tuesday

for their home in Nebraska.
Mr. Ginn is a native of Prospect, and
after living a few years in Aroostook went
to Nebraska 13 years ago. lie bought, on
credit, a quarter section of land, l(i() acres,
at $12 per acre, and now has it under good
cultivation, with a good set of buildings, and
is out of debt. The principal crops are corn,
wheat and beans, Mr. Ginn raising corn
chietiy. lie also raises hogs and young
cattle. lie buys young calves and sells
them as yearlings. He is enthuiastic over
Nebraska as a farming .State, but says that
it has its drawbacks, like all other sections.
He has seen but.two blizzards, or cold winds,
in 13 years, but the crops are often injured
by warm winds, which ,dry them up. Nebraska has what is knbwn as the Slocum
license law. Saloons are licensed under
restrictions not to sell to minors nor to permit any gambling on the premises. They
are not to be opened on Sundays, or after q
o’clock i’. m. Mr. Ginn says Nebraska finds
more trouble in enforcing her license law
than Maine or Kansas do their prohibitory
laws.

[Atchison, Kansas, Globe.]
Store teeth hardly ever look natural.

And It ft Educational Institutions.

Feyebvbg, Me.,

LONDON IN SUMMER.

GLOBE SIGHTS.

FRYEBURG-ON-THE-SACO

July 7th,

1901.

Where the Saco River leaves the White
Mountains and meanders through the
intervale, there is a wooded tract of>
land which in former days was the site
of an Indian village. Now there is situated there an educational organization

It beats hell how other

rain.

In

White stockings are fashionable, hut
they should be clean.
Heavens! Suppose' it wants to rain,
and has forgotten how!

door that

surroundings of peculiar natural beauty
and restfulness, devoted not merely to
vacation pleasures, but also, and more
distinctively, to mental re-invicoration.
To this settlement has been given the

OF THE “DEAR OLD TOWN."

be kicked open.

We are all inclined to do more talking when the home team wins.

Am American Finds Many Things
Which We Do Better at Home—Antiquated Transportation Facilities
and Dingy Lodging Honses.
[Special Correspondence.]

London, June 24.—Before I
I had the hallucination

came

common

here

to us

Of the United States that the English
railway system is superior to ours. It
la not. It is inferior even in the country, and, as to ways of getting about
London, they are a century behind
those of Chicago or even New York.
Enter an underground station here.
You wish to go to a particular place.
A sign is up close to the track telling

It is hard to tell whether dies or peo-

ple aggrevate

a man

the

more.

of

"Fryeburg-on-the-Saco.”
“1 feel,” said a bakeman yesterday,
One of the departments is called the
“like a nickel’s worth of dirty ice.”
Fryeburg School of Methods. It is a
The smartest men in the country
summer school for teachers, lasting two
weeks; this year from July 16th to July have bought gold bricks in theirtime.
30th. By the Maine State Educational
Why do people give advice? Fools
Department it is recognized as one of won’t take it, and wise men don’t need
its official schools, but it differs from it.
the others in having for its exclusive
“What are you smoking?” a brakeuse a separate corps of instructors.
It man asked a man yesterday; “a nickel
therefore does not parallel the work of movement?”
the other schools, hut supplements it.
Most mothers seem to believe that it
Besides, whereas the other schools vary is necessary to teach boys industry, and
in location from year to year, this girls idleness.
school is permanently situated at FryeWith the average company the secburg. The courses of instruction are
does the work, and the other
retary
designed for common school teachers officers get the credit.
in all grades, including the high school.
Call a woman in trouble “poor little
Of the teaching force Dr. Stetson, the
to follow you off
State Superintendent of Maine, has girl,” and she is ready
as faithfully as a dog.
written that it is “one of the strongest
corps of instructors ever connected
A baby crying during a hot night,
with one of our summer schools.”
even if a block away, has a tendency to
Another department is the Fryeburg discourage matrimony.
School of Theology’ and the Church.
Is the tree on which poison ivy grows
Courses of lectures on Biblical, theolog- a Christian Scientist? It shows no bad
will
ical and practical subjects
be given effects of the poison.
by professors from Andover and HartPay a woman a compliment, and the
ford and by various ministers. The sesnext time anything annoying happens,
sion oi this school is from July 30 to she doesn’t fly all to pieces.
name

■

can

SOME HOT WEATHER DISCOMFORTS

people get

departments, resembling
university in form. The
If you love your husband, fan him
corporate name of the organization is
these hot nights.
the Maine Chautauqua Union, but the during
Some people pay too much attention
Chautauqua Assembly, which lias been
greatly modified in process of time, is to the talk of the insane.
only one of its various departments.
A boy never takes his hand to open a
fact it is a summer settlement in
with various

in miniature a

August

girls and adults
tin,'Ugh July is another department.
It is designed especially for high and
grammar school pupils who need to carry on their studies during the summer.
Another department is the Sunday
School Institute, August 26 to August
boys

and

31.

fifth department is a Summer
School of Music, for six weeks.
A

at home: at this season
every

Stay

woman remembers that
lets in some Hies with her.

every

Women rush frantically to a wedding,
but when they return home they say:
“O, well; it was just like all the others.”
The

a white
women
are wearing
like the
now that looks
men wear when
act as

remaining department
Chautauqua Assembly, August 12-24.
Tliier,gh July and August there are

glove
gloves

evening lectures and concerts.
Iii order to meet expenses certain

If there were as many deaths from
epidemic as there are from love, the
government would get alarmed, and in-

The

is

the

nominal charges are agreed upon. For
the scl ool of Methods there is an enrollment fee of two dollars. (To teachers of Maine enrollment is free.
Except for special courses there is no other
tuitionary charge. For the School of
Theology live dollars will cover both
the courses and the evening lectures and

during

concerts

school.

the session of
other departments

For

the
the

fees vary in amount. The fact that the
settlement is carried on in a spirit of

co-operation

makes it

possible

to

bring

the cost, both for instruction and for

living

expenses,

within the limits of

narrow

purses.
This settlement has the approval of
such men as Rev. Francis E. Clark,

President of
Christian

the United .Society of
Endeavor, Rev. Lyman Ab-

bdtt.c ditor in chief of the (iutlook.Xew
Vink. Piofessors Moore, Ryder,Ilincks
and Men lam, Rev. Smith Raker, and
Professor Taylor of the Chauncey Hall
School. Poston, as is evidenced by their

participatian this year.
Theie is need of an endownment to
1 u! tie settlement in position to meet
its

opportunities; there is need of hooks
library (and these, it is suggested. can be given in part by those who
for its

hut most of all there is need of

attend

:

a more

general knowledge

of

Fryeburg-

on-the-Saco and its work by those to
whom it can he

helpful.

General information can be had of
Mr. James II. Dunne, Treasurer and
General Manager.
A

Chunk of

Maine Granite.

The largest solid piece of granite ever
loosened in a quarry in this country was
separated from its natural bed ill the John
L. Goss quarries, Crotch Island, Stoniugton,
a few days ago.
It was estimated to weigh

52,000 tons.
This enormous mountain of
granite is
feet long, 50 feet wide and .18
feet in depth.
“This," says Mr. Goss, “is
the largest piece of granite ever loosed in
tliis country.’"Months of careful work were
expended in loosening this giant piece of
granite from the pyramid-like mountain
where it rests.
The peculiarity of the
granite formation at < rotch Island alone
makes this enormous piece of quarrying
possible. Tlie granite lies shelf oil shelf,
and, in order to separate one layer from the
ether it is necessary to drill hundreds of
holes, into which dynamite is placed and
lired.
It

No

Dazzles

The

World.

Discovery

in medicine lias ever creatquarter of the excitement that lias
been caused by Dr. King’s New Discovery
for Consumption. It’s severest tests have
been on hopeless victims of Consumption,
Pneumonia, Hemorrhage, Pleurisy and
Bronchitis, thousands of whom it has restored te perfect health. ForCoughs, Colds,
Asthma, Croup, Hay Fever, Hoarseness
and Whooping Cough it is the quickest,
surest cure in the world. It is sold by R.
II- Moody who guarantees satisfaction or refunds money. Large bottles 50e and $1.00.
Trial bottles free.
one

C astine. Emerson hall, which was built
at a cost of $10,000 and was given to this
town by Charles F. Emerson of Dixon, 111.,
was dedicated June 20th, with
appropriate
ceremonies. There was a very large attendance and a great demonstration_The Acadian Hotel opened for the season Wednesday
June 26th. Many improvements have been
made in this favorite resort. The hotel has
been painted inside and out and the dining
hall enlarged and refurnished. The Acadian is under the management of W.
A
Walker, this year, as in years past, which is
a guarantee of its excellence.

/

She Didn't

Wear A Mask.

But her beauty was completely hidden by
blotches and pimples till she used
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve. Then they vanished as will all Eruptions, Fever
Sores, Boils,
Ulcers, Carbuncles and Felons from its use.
Infallible for Cuts, Corns, Burns, Scalds
and Piles. Cure guaranteed. 25c at R. H
sores,

Moody’s.

exactly
they

bearers.

pall

an

vestigate.

Probably every child cherishes it
against his parents that they once gave
him a calf, and kept the money when
they sold it.
After a woman becomes attached to
a dog she works up a theory that burglars are around every night, as an
apology for its bark.

Unless you have a good deal of will
power, you are apt to make mistakes
on Sunday that will cause you to feel
wretched on Monday.

If the cook breaks only one dish a
week, it is on Sunday, when the man
of the house is home to hear the crash,
and grumble about it.
A girl has such faith in the young
man who buys her soda water, that she
demands that her whole family have
faith in him, too.

The first thing you hear these mornwhen you awaken, is swish, swish,

ings,

swish: a woman down in the hall chasthe Hies out.

ing

For two weeks before a girl marries,
every time the door bell rings, and there
is no express messenger outside, there
is Great Indigation.

We don’t blame

?

guest

There are some men who always impress one as having been the kind of
babies that had to take worm lozenges.

town horse for
running away at sight of a threshing
or
a
machine,
country horse for running away at sight of an electric car.
a

A man’s struggle with his hair doesn't
woman’s
till he gets bald; a
as soon as she is old enough to
handle a curling iron.

begin
begins

What has become of the cook who
used to make blackberry roly poly pudding that tasted so good when going
down, and felt like lead when it got

THISI FINE 8UMMEB DAT.

you plainly that the next train will
take you there. To make sure, you ask
tlie guard at the entrance.
“Next train,” Lie says.
You enter it and are whirled on,
straining your eyes to catch sight of
your station in the gloom, for nobody
ever announces it to the passengers.
You think it takes an uncommonly
long time to reach Mylord street, feel
uneasy and at length ask a fellow compartmenter about it. He tells you you
are miles away from where you wanted
to be let off and are, moreover, whizzing around and around Loudon underground in one of those villainous “inner circle” trains that will never touch
your station to the world’s end.
Y'ou
get out, climb a lot of steep, dirty
stairs, thread bewildering passageways,
cross the track upon a bridge, go down
stairs and take a train back to where
you started.
This is often the experience even of
old Londoners. The railway service is
wretchedly inadequate for the public
needs. There is only one station platform man where there should be at
least four—that, too, with labor so
plentiful and so cheap as it is in England.
Unless you are very rich, you must
go into a lodging house or take a flat
of your own here if you stay some
time.
Flat builders know nothing of
the many conveniences whereby the
American architect makes life worth
living. Flats, even new and expensive
ones, are not provided with hot water
or steam.
For an apartment with
these accommodations you would pay
more than even a New York rent.
Y’ou
must have dirty little grates or. worse,
stoves in your apartment. Bathrooms
are not common.

As to the London lodging house bed
and mattress—well, they are something
unspeakable. The furniture and bedding of London were burned up in the
great Are of ltiflA and were renewed
when the town was rebuilt, and that
was
the last time London lodging
houses have had any mattresses or
blankets. Faith, I’m not sure but some
of the ones in use previous to tne great
fire got away on that occasion and still

do duty.
The Yankee housekeeper’s habit
changing bed sheets every week or

of
at

least every two weeks has for some
reason never commended itself to the
there?
London landlady. After all. though, it
would not make much difference bow
A Wise Woman*
often the bed linen was laundered; the
result would he the same dingy gray.
Manager Maxiield informs us that ire is
with
the
of
“A
Wise
negotiating
managers
London coal soot mixed with fog peneWoman” for one night. lie says there is
trates everywhere, dyeing all white
very little chance for sueh a company havfabrics, shirts, sheets, pillowcases and
ing a date open. Xo matter, let them know
we are on earth.
We may catch them on
bedspreads that Indescribable dingy
their return. You must remember, ’twas
gray. Y’ou cringe and shrink from getwind that made Chicago.
Keep blowing
ting into or touching a London lodging
your horn.
house Led, it looks so decrepit and so
suggestive of things not pleasant.
Ott is Wanted.
Yet some of the London landladies,
RocKLAWi, Ale., July 3—George Ott i bleBS them, are the salt of the earth.
Mine is. She simply does not know the
of Rockport, who was arrested Monday
meaning of bright, clean walls and
on a charge of stealing
money and
beds and furniture not battered and
clothing from a house in West Appleton,
rickety. Nobody does know but Amerwas arraigned before Trial Justice Meicans. All herlifemy landlady basworkserve to-day.
lie waived examination
ed like a slave, and now, at 74, has not
and was held in $300 for appearance at • dollar to her name. The fruits of her1
the September term of court. Should
toil has gone toward paying Iniqulhe get bail he will be immediately
tously high rents, taxes, water rates,
Sheriff
Thomas
arrested, Deputy
having etc. And all her life she has lived on1
received telegraphic orders to that bread and tea and
oatmeal.
effect from authorities in Taunton,
This day on which I write Is a typ-Mass.
There
are
two
indictments
against him there, both being for al- leal London summer day. Rain pours
leged breaking and entering. Deputy In a dirty drizzle, the atreets are a batThomas understands that Ott is want- ter of mud. I must take my umbrella,.
ed in Kennebec county on a charge of jut on my rain coat and my "goloshes,”'
stealing a team and in Lincoln county, which is British for rubber shoes, and
where he is accused of stealing a bicycle.
go out for a walk this fine summer day.
Ben Joyce.
Tile Best

Remedy for Stomach and Bowel
Troubles.

“I have been in the drug business for
twenty years and have sold most all of the
proprietary medicines of any note. Among
the entire list I have never found anything
to equal Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera ana
Diarrhoea Remedy for all stomach and bowel
troubles,” says O. W. Wakefield of Columbus, Ga. “This lemedy cured two severe
cases of cholera morbus in ray family and I
have recomended and sold hundreds of bottles of it to my customers to their entire
satisfaction. It affords a quick and sure
cure in a pleasant form.
No faipily should
be without it. I keep it in my house at all
times.”
Cuts and bruises are healed by Chamberlain’s Pain Balm in about one third the
time any other treatment would require because of its antiseptic qualities which cause
the parts to heal without maturation.

**» Repent Dip It the Latent Style
of Hnlrdreeelnp.
[Special Correspondence.]
New York, July 2.—The Bible tells as
that the glory of a woman is her hair.
Some women seem to delight in torturing It into strange fancies, and just
now the aureole is disappearing in
.favor of a pile of waved and ill
shaped masses of hair, very little of
which grows on the woman’s own
head.
The latest agony in hairdressing is
called the regent dip. This is wrought
by having a small waved switch with
a loop to fasten It with. The foundation is a slender covered hoop of wire,
and to this is sewed hair all around.
This is waved and the natural hair is
combed down over the face, until the
other part is drawn down so that it
encircles the whole of the head. When
the “all round pompadour frame” Is
firmly fixed, the natural hair Is ready
to be brought up outside the other and
twined Into a knot at the top of the
head. This may be done as described,
carried up In looser bands or brought
The regent dip
up high in front.
finishes the style by furnishing the soft
mass of hair that Is brought down
deeply over the forehead. There are
many ways of putting this on, each
being given a slight individual touch.
The natural hair, even if quite thin,
looks well and perfectly natural when
done in this way, providing the colors
match.
Speaking of the colors matching reminds me that even natural hair does
not always match, as I know a young
lad'y whose hair is almost black on her
head, but as it nears the ends it becomes a reddish brown.
Another has
almost white hair on her head, but the
ends of It for some ten inches are still
black. So these two come under the
unjust suspicion of having dyed their
hair.
There are some misguided girls who
still wear their hair in the pompadour
pure and simple without the regent dip,
but they will soon mend their ways.
I fancy this style is quite English,
and with a little change it would become the most of our driiuty American
girls, but somehow 1 think that the
French faces would not look well at all
with the hair dressed so. Anyway, the
regent dip is an English fad.
Seen under the irregularly shaped
hats of the present day this waved and
undulating way is pretty, and yet the
wind makes sad havoc with the loosely
fastened locks.
Suppose the lady has bright golden
hair and suppose she wore a gown of
the rich new royal blue, witli a hat to
match, with no end of tine chiffon and
tulle and delicate flowers, and a whole
lot of filmy chiffon or lace around the
neck, wouldn'tslielook too sweet tolive?
And we will continue to suppose that
she had this dress of veiling made with
a round dozen of flounces, and these
reaching to the waist, and that they
each had a row of lace with trou trou
edges and through them velvet ribbons
of the narrowest width and blackest

|
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they saw he was turning yellow. His skin
slowly changed color, also his eyes, and he
suffered terribly. His malady was Yellow
Jaundice. He was treated by the best doctors, but without benefit. Then he was advised to try Electric Bitters, the wonderful
Stomach and Liver remedy, and he writes:
“After taking two bottles I was jvholly eured.” A trial proves its matchless merit for
all Stomach, Liver and Kidney troubles.
Only 50c. Sold by R. H. Moody, Druggist.

The Insurance Press of New York
has published returns for about 4,000
localities covering the operations of life
insurance companies and associations
during the year 1900. The total premiums paid in Maine during the year
were $1,615,034.
Belfast paid $19,353,
Brooks $3,000, and Burnham $4,000.
Payments of claims of $10,000 or more
during 1900 were reported to The Insurance Press as follows:
Bangor—David Bugbee, $10,000; Isaac
S. Johnson, $10,020.
Bath—T. W. Hyde, $10,031; Arthur

Sewall, $100,000.
Portland—William F. S. Brown, $10,000; Rufus H. Hinkley, $10,000; William
M. Marks, $10,929; Western F. Milliken,
$30,000; JohnE. Palmer, $10,000; Augustus R. Wright, $10,224.
Pan-American Points.

Every

visitor to the Pan-American Ex-

position is more than pleased, and even surprised at the wonderful display provided
by the Exposition management.
Not only are the buildings beautiful in
line and color, but the stupendous electrical illuminations which at night decorate
the great structures are most dazzling in
effect.
From New England the lines of the Bos-

toh & Maine are the most direct to Buffalo.
The service by this line is not only the
quickest, but is the most complete and also
the shortest. The route through Northern
Massachusetts known as the Iloosae Tunnel or Deerfield Valley route is one of the
most charming and picturesque in the
country, and the rate to the Pan-American
city or Niagara is exceptionally low. For
tourists from Boston & Maine territory a
particular advantage is the absence of a
transfer across the city of Boston, for Buffalo trains depart from North Union Station.
The General Passenger Department of
the Boston & Maine Railroad, Boston, has
gotten out an attractive illustrated pamphlet on the Pan-American Exposition, which
is sent free for the asking.
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“trims tor
the
Mi An”
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Has become a proverbial phrase to express the futility of
There
mere desire.
are a great many people who think it is as
useless to
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was

NEWEST STYLES IS HAIRDRESSING.

dye

run.

>y

Olive

to

I had

do any work.

a

severe

For Infant! and Children.

Call in and

The Kind You Have Always Bought

stipation by curing its

Concerning Seattle, Puget Sound, Washington State and Alaska, consult Bureau of digestion, promote assimilation,
I
Information, Seattle, Wash., 0. M. Moore, appetite. Price 25c. Money backimprove
if not
ltf
secretary.
satisfied. Sold by R. H. Moody, druggist, |

SON, Druggists.

Parlor Suits, Chamber Suits, Willow Chairs
Couches, Lounges, Sideboards.
a

large line

I also

China Closets, Chiffoniers

of.iron Bedsteads,

keep the celebrated

run-

Over

one

million in

Call and

use.

see

them beft.n
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PATTRESSI S, SPRlNti*, CLOTHES RfcELS,
In fact

everything to be found in

H. E. McDonald,

first-class

a

70 Main Street.

A Draughty
House
is the

acme

of winter

discomfort.

Steam

and

If you don’t want
your hair to die use
Ayer’s Hair Vigor
once a day.
It makes
the hair grow, stops
falling, and cures dandruff.
It always restores
color to gray or faded
hair; it never fails.

Fairy^6

AU'S,ZE8-SE1.UN,.,.

....

^vWHITE. ITOUNTAIN REFRIGERATORS,^
Best in the market.

Hot-

Water

rooms

—^

—-

Systems give perfect

distribution—there
or

rendered

can

hallways.
evenly

be

^

heat
cold

no

The air is
and

warm

GEO. T.
IDEAL Boilers and
AMERICAN Radiators

balmy.
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44
44
M
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FRED ATWOOD,

Me.

Winterport,

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE,

Representing Over Twenty Million

Assets

FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE GLASS, TORNADO

INSLRA'.

jySTEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION.^ Security Bonds for Cashier
ors,

Admiiistr stars and Trustees

| Z »rre-*poaJen:e solicited | Real estate bought and

Spring Summer
>GOODS.«
AN UP-TO-DATE

LINE

Removal
To the

Allyn Block, formerly o
cupied by R. H. Coombs & So

OF

I take

pleasure in announcing tl

moved to No. TO Main street.

HATS and CAPS,

HOSIERY

F
MEN and BOVS.

h. e.

have

McDonald, furniturf

«♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

NEGLIGEE SHIRTS,
largest and finest line in the city, in all
tlie latest colors and fabrics.'

a

very

complete line of

Builders’ Hardware of the lute"
Mouldings, Floorings in all v\ o* a
eluding Parquet .Samples, ManieiFlre Sets, Boors, Sash and Hlin<i>
Posts, Rail and Balusters. \\ indow

UNDERWEAR, Etc.

The

Cut to

any

Trusting to
main

size.

see

my friends and

Yours very truly.

NECKWEAR
To

Ti

occupied by

and myself, ami we shall be glad
friends whenever it is possible fm

GLOVES,

C. B. HALL

please the most fastidious. Beautiful
goods in all the newest shapes.

Notice of Foreclosure
F.

Stouslaml
of Walm

Amy
WHEREAS,
Springs, in the County

Lamson & Hubbard

Three Crow Soda
injurious ingredients and you do not
pay for something that does not raise the food.

JOHN BIRD COriPANY,

Maine, amt J. A. Stouslaml, Ini'Amy F. Stouslaml, by their mortgage :•
November first, A. D. 1890, ami record*
Registry of Deeds, in Book 222. Fag* >"
ed to Mary A. Fletcher, late of ■‘aid
Springs, deceased, a certain lot or patsituated in said Stockton Springs ami
follows, to wit: Beginning in souther-t
Mrs. E. Harriman’s home lot. in west
leading by said Harriman’s house; thru
westerly by said Hardman's land t<> ih*
Cape Jellison harbor; thence south"
of

1

said shore to northeast corner of the hu
F.
thence southerly by said >
land and land of M. J. Pendleton, and i>>
E. S. Keen to a stone wall, the north"
of said M. ,J. Pendleton’s home lot, tie m
erly by said Pendleton’s home lot, h>
courses, to an iron rod drove in the
east line of said road: thence northerly 1*'
road to Z. F. Berry’s home lot: themto said Berry’s southwest corner; them e
erly to said Berry’s northwest cornet
land
lot; thence easterly by said
line of said road; thence northerly by ^1 1
to first named bound, containing nineteen
together with the buildings thereon: and
as the condition of said mortgage has been
now therefore
by reason of the breach
condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure
3w27
mortgage.
Dated at Stockton Springs, July 1. I'M
SYLVESTER R. rENDI.L 11
Admr. of the estate of said Mary A 1

Nealey;

1833.

■aaTnand Dealers in Pure Food Article*

•'

1

more

Millionaire
Lately starved in London because he
could not digest his food. Early use of ;
Dr. King’s New Life Pills would have sav-:
ed him. They strengthen the stomach, aid

them.

NEW FURNITURE STORE,

Soft and Stiff.
1*00r

POOR &

|

cause.

Spring Style,
A

see

reli,., r

Xo charge for fitting,

Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets cure con-

Hair
¥i§or

ESTABLISHED

...Water Pad.,
Cool, easy and perfect
the wearer.

you avoid

castoria!

.with...

I commenced your medicine again
and took
three or four bottles of
the Discovery and two
vials of Dr. Pierce’s Pellets, and that straightened me up. I feel Tike
a
different person. I
gladly recommend your
medicine to all sufferers, for I know it cured
me/

lifeless?
Give your hair a
chance.
Feed it.
The roots are not
dead; they are weak
because they are
starved—that’s all.
The
best
hair
food

Hispm.

NEW

Solid Comfort Truss

cough and hemorrhage of the lungs, but after
using your mediciue a while I commenced to
and stopped coughgain in strength and flesh,
ing right awav. Took about six bottles of the
Golden Medical Discovery
then, and last
spring I had Grippe, and it settled on my lungs,
leaving me witn a severe cough. I nad the
doctor, but he didn’t seem to help me any; so

ning your
hngers. through it?
Does it seem dry and

Light

ENTIRELY

at

The whole costume
would be something worth standing in
$1.00 a bottle. All druggists.
the rain to see.
OrK* bottle of Ayer’s Hair Vigor
The number of flounced dresses one
my hair from fulling out,
stopped
and started it to grow again nicely.”
sees now Is
great. A very pretty
Julius Witt,
fancy and one which seems to have
March 28,1899.
Canova, S. Dak.
“caught on,” as the boys say, Is the
“Ayer’s Hair Vigor completely
cured me from dandruff, with which
Way of making lawns with many
1 was greatly a {flic ted. The growth of
flounces, each having a row of white
my hair since its use has been some*
Valenciennes edging. Even when the
thing wonder fu 1.
Lena G. Oreexe,
lawn or other thin material is used the
April 13,1899._New York, N.Y.
edging Is white. The waist is also garIf you do not obtain all the benefit!
you expected from the use of the Hair
nished with the narrow lace. With all
Vi^or, write the Doctor about it.
Dr. J. C. AYER. Lowell, Mass.
this flummery a sash of ribbon belongs,
either the heavy quality fringed out or
the gauzy kind, which seems better
adapted to the thin goods. Black veiling, grenadine and lawns, both cotton
and linen, may be trimmed with white
or black lace. The black is not so
showy, but Is more elegant.
A very rich etTect is obtained In a
new Importation, and that Is by
having
a dress of fine meshed lace and over
this another, or at least a deep flounce
of very coarse lace. This does not
mean cheap lace, but just the rich and
heavy variety. String colored pointsde
venise Is a most effective kind for this
use, and the more open designs are the
as a
best
Perhaps it would be well to particuis your cooking if you use the right Baking
larize, so that if any one wished to
Powder.
make such a gown she would know a
Here is a sure formula:
little more. The lining is in. taffeta,
in ivory or cream white. Over this is ! 2 lbs. Three Crow Cream Tartar 70
the fine white brussels Aet, made so
I lb. Three Crow Soda
8
that the outside is a trifle looser than
Cost
78c
the princess lining. The thick lace is
set on in form of a tunic or as two
making 3 lbs. Best Baking Powder at a cost of
deep
flounces. The tlDe lace has a scalloped
26c per lb. All Baking Powders put up in cans
edge, and two edges are brought tocontain Starch, some Ammonia, some Alum,
gether in front and the scallops joined
some Phosphate. By making your own from
by tiny bows of ribbon, and each has a
pure
small strass buckle.
A cream colored veiling has 16 folds
Three Crow
all around the skirt, which Is a demltraln.
These folds reach but to the
Cream Tartar
hips, where they are joined by a corselet of thick string colored lace of the
heaviest variety. This fits closely all
ground and fastens invisibly In the
back. The waist is made of folds, with
a bolero of the lace. Bruges is a good
AND
lace for this kind of use.
were

TRUSSES for]90|

in poor health when I commenced

Was not able

I

.IN.

taking Dr. Pierce’s medicine.” writes Mr, Elmer
NI
Lawler, of Volga, Jefferson Co., Indiana.
had stomach, kidney, heart, and lung trouble.

the end?
Can you
lull out a
1a n d f u 1

—

KUllliil;

sweats and other symptoms of disease
which if neglected or unskillfully treated
find a fatal termination in consumption.
"Golden Medical Discovery has a wonIt increases the
derful healing power.
nutrition of the body, and so gives strength
It cleanses the blood
to throw off disease.
from poisonous impurities and enriches it
with the red corpuscles of health. It is
not a stimulant, but a strength giving medicine. It contains no alcohol, neither opium,
cocaine, nor any other narcotic.
Sometimes the extra profit paid by
inferior medicines tempts the dealer to
offer a substitute as "just as good as " Discovery." If you are convinced that "Discovery will cure you accept nothing else.

just opened a line of household furniture of every description
Everything NEW and EKKSH direct from the factory.

split

s

to cry tor the

as

Have

Does
your hair

i

hope tor health

They have tried many medicines
and many doctors, but all in vain.
A great many hopeless men and women
have been cured by the use of Dr. Pierce’s
Golden Medical Discovery; people with
obstinate coughs, bleeding lungs, nightmoon.

AWD

White Man Turned Yellow.
Great consternation was felt by the friends
of M. A. Hogarty of Lexington, Ky., when

Life Insurance in Maine.

All persons who have not paid their taxes for
1900 are requested to settle immediately, as said
taxes are due and liable to costs.
I shall be in my office in Memorial building
from 8.30 to 11.30 a. m. daily, and Saturdays from
1.30 to 4.30 P. M.
M. C. HILL, Collector.
Belfast. March 28,1901.—31tf

stylish,

1901.

None better made. None
and to be had only of

Dwight P Palmer,
Masonic Temple, Belfast.
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Berry’s

I'^^NORTHERN
9'""

AFRICA

No External

I'li.- Illustrious Contemporary of
i.i;, \eroas the Straits in Spain.

n

Symptoms.

'iionclence of The Journal.]
En,... kn, Africa, June 1, 1901.
historic town liy the Bou>
, date, you pass at once into the
ime of the Mechonar, or cita,.11,

The blood may be in bad condition,
yet with no external signs, no skin
eruption or sores to indicate it. The
symptoms in such cases being a variable
a triple row of poplars,
r
appetite,
poor digestion, an indescribable
acacias, whose leafy shadow

■

,,,

weakness and nervousness, loss of flesh
and a general run-down condition of the

that no ray of the fierce

<e

■mn

pierce it,

can
noon.

even

on

a

system clearly showing the blood has
lost its nutritive qualities, has become thin
and watery. It is in just such cases that
S. S. S. has done some of its quickest and
most effective work by building up the
blood and supplying the elements lacking
to make it strong and vigorous.
—

After this beautiful

■on—your mind teeming with
us of Tlemeen’s stormy and

istory—how much greater is
.appointment to find the city of
shabby and unattractive, its
.ealtliy population of half a
Handled to a poverty-stricken
of

My wife used several bottles of S. S. S.
as a blood purifier and
to tone up a weak and
emaciated system, with
very marked effect by
way of improvement.
“We regard it a
great tonic and blood

thousand!

seventeen

Moorish cities in

Spain were
splendor, this count Grenada was equally remi
its artists and scholars,
philosophers, its civilization
ent, commerce and wealth
ulof a powerful nation and
i a world-wide trade. Long.
that golden day—centuries
i!i of their

lost nearly all its original coating
of glazed tiles. Encased in its thick
walls are monumental stones, from the
, I still older Roman city Pomparia, which
occupied the same site as Aghadir,
more than two thousand years ago.
The stones are hewn; many are carved,
inside and out, with Latin inscriptions,
now almost effaced, and on several
may
be traced the dim word, Pomparia.
The upper part of the minaret is brick,
probably of a later date than A. I). 789,
when the mosque was erected.
A few yards lower down the fortifications commence. The road passes
through the crumbling arch of a gateway which was named after Sidi
Daoubi, the patron saint of Aghadir,
whose tomb lies a few feet below.
Descend a little farther into the charming valley of Oued Kalia—Oued being
the Arab word for river, and Kalia the
name of a brawling little brook fed
by
mountain streams. A walk through

purifier.”—J.F.Duff,
Princeton, Mo.

Ii-

I 0^ 0^ 0^ is

tbe

greatest of

tonics,

■

-t was horn—it was a powerknown as I’omeria. Kuined I

fi

and

you

all
will

d the

appetite improves at once, strength

^[0

n

Vandal invasion and subse- j returns, and nervousness vanishes as new
t-gotten, it was rebuilt A. I). ; rich pure blood once more circulates
ben Idris ben A bd-Allah, an through all parts of the system.
S. S. S. is the only purely vegetable
mg Arab who bought it from ;
; blood purifier known. It contains no min:
nation of the
Zenata and

his brother in

possession.

|

erals whatever.

Send for

our

free book

| on blood and skin diseases and write our
l Aghadir, and erected the
!| physicians for any information or advice
ue
whose
remains
are
-11
to-day !i wanted. No
charge for medical advice.
impressive monument. The
I

THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA. GA.

nd their descendants held it a
ml fifty years; when it passed
distinct from the others; and, again
mds of various tribes of the
like Algiers, its Arabs live in narrow,
d finally to the then all-powercrowded alleys, its Jews a little
dirty,
ravides about the year loso.
more comfortable; while its European
masters renamed it Tagrart,
quarter is a flimsy and feeble imitation
led it strongly and increased
of Paris.
merce.
Then for a long period
Several Mosques within the walls of

I

figures

in history as a royal
Tlemcen are well worth visiting.
The
soldiers,” among whom largest, known as
has
lijamaa-el-Kebir,,
,,ird of several thousand Clirisseventy-two square columns and a
I he Almoravides
af(meaning
great many horse shoe arches, decoratv't the unity of God, were ined on the interior side with plasterreligious, and wise withal in
work, the outside round and plain. The
and generation, giving equal
are of cedar, without a trace
ceilings
ii
to all foreigners, Jews and
of ornament.
The Mihrab of the
;v

of

■

At one time there were
usands of Christians in the
a had a church of their own

mosque is extremely beautiful, with
arabesques and round horseshoe arch,
and lighted from above. It bears the
i.'tically their own government. date A. II.
530, corresponding to A. T).
nt barrack of the Spahis was
1130, which shows that it was built unbazaar
of
that
within
-igii
day,
der the Almoravides.
Hut it is the
iu!i walls Spanish, French, Gensuccessor of
a much
more ancient

! Minand Venetian merchants disheir wares, under the exclusive
incut of

mosque, as walls in the rear will show,
founded A. 1). 790.
The courtyard is

the consuls—the only !
paved with Algerian onyx, and the
being that its gates should be in of the fountain is of the same

mi

sunset.

i

basma-

terial. The brick minaret was built by
atness of Tagrart, so well be(lhamarasan, the first of the Abd-elilie Almoravides, culminated
Ouadite .Sultans, (A. T>. 124Si and the
ir successors, the better known j
great brass chandelier wafs the gift of
ater) Almoahides, who came !
the same monarch, who is himself burssionin 1145, changed its name j
ied here.
n, and built a new wall in
j The mosque of sidi Ahmed Bel Ilasles around the several older !
san el-Shouiari, now an Arab school,
iM-n for a hundred years it re- j
stands close by, in the same park known
■'lie of the chief cities of the !
as the Place d’ Alger.
It was supposed
ammedan empire of the west; to be
“restored” by the French, by the
in the thirteenth century, I
application of offensively modern tiles
iinarasan, of the tribe of Abd- to the exterior.
Inside, however,

f

■

■

iminiered it: and presently be- ]
1
apital of the kingdom, which
'lie prominent provinces of 1
\lgiers. Then followed a
period of long sieges, slow
and cruelties innumerable,

)

■

the dark pages of Afrisiege, begun beSultan of Tlemcen refused
even

The tirst

some

exquisite productions

of

Morisli

art remain, whose richness, variety and
refinement are unsurpassed, even in
tie; Alhambra of (irenada. The mosque
is supported by six columns of Algerian
onyx and all the walls and arches are
covered with arabesque decorations.

opposite side of the square was
college, now destroyed, where the
11 • fugitives to the massacre, celebrated Ibu Khaldoun
taught.
irly nine years, and was raised
The destruction of the. Mechour, or
the murder of A liou-Yakoub,
citadel, is complete. Built in 1145, for
f Fez. Ilis successor, the territhe governor’s residence, it became the
ack Sultan"
Aboti-el-IIassan
palace of the Abd-el-( tuadites. Arab
rned unexjicctedly to the fray
writers tell of its splendor, and the
captured the city, but lost it brilliancy of the court held there; but
On the

the

■

ten years of horrible miswalls built around the camps

'iter
!-e

nemy during those memorable
iy still be traced. In 1553 Tlem-

aptured by
la

the Turks under

is. Pacha of Algiers.
its fall that

So com-

again

the
verb verified: “Where the lioof
f irkisli horse bad trod the grass

■uis

to

grow.”

was

Science, literature

"tig decaying, became suddenict. Agriculture declined; com-

and manufacture died

1

nd even

a

natural

piracy—the only “in-

hat then nourished in northern
was out of the question at this
;

c

from the sea. From 1830to ’36,
i"ti of the town was disputed
n the
Emperor of Morocco and
lush troops—the latter being in
of France and occupying the cit1’his completed its architectural
c

■

■

■nth

foreign

soldiers quartered in
liouar, and the whole army of
mir clamoring at the gates. Final-

I
■

time, the Turks and the soldiers have

spared nothing

but the outer walls and
the minaret of its mosque.
The most
interesting sights of Tlemcen lie outside of

the present city limits.
At
least three circles of ancient fortifica-

strongly fortified,

board

standing

many

places.

are built of enormous masses of
concrete, which look like stone and are
evidently as durable. The towers are
rectangular, and must have made the
Tlemcen of the Almoahades almost

They

impregnable.
The mosque of Abou Abdulla eshShoudi—commonly known as Sidi ElKalawi, the Candy-maker—lies just out-

You leave the town by
the Abattoir gate, pass a group of native
huts inhabited by negroes, who have
their own mosque and minaret; follow
the angle of the wall -and presently see

side the walls.

a

scow,

towed

out to sea and

crumbling dumped overboard.
towers are set thick as lamp-posts on
ills. Lilia Pratt of Edmunds Idaho,
Broadway, ( ’lose by it is the Christian was killed, and Miss Lucas, daughter of
in
a
sad
state
of
cemetery,
neglect and Bishop Lucas, seriously injured, in a
runaway accident while the two young
dilapidation, I regret to say.
women and the Bishop were returning
Fannie B. Ward.
from

An Inter-State

Complication.

An interesting complication, which

has arisen in the growing demand for
water in the West for irrigation purposes, was noted in a recent reeonnoissance made by the United States Geological Survey in Western Nevada.
This part of Nevada receives very little
rain, and hence is a dry and unproductive land.
But so wonderful are the
possibilities of development in a seem-

that even this inhospitable tract could
be brought under cultivation and made
suitable to sustain a good population if
developed by irrigation. But it seems
that the rivers in Western Nevada all
rise on the eastern slopes of the Sierra
Nevadas, on the Californian side of the
line. Indeed, this boundary seems to
have been originally drawn so as to include all the good land available on the
east up to the border of the intenior
desert. Thus California controls the
headwaters of these streams, and, with
all the conservatism born of
imaginary
lines, the Californian settlers afe slow
to allow the erection of storage reservoirs and irrigating plants which are
needed to give the Nevada settlers the
water they require.

CASTORIA

LinimenT

and the

clearly traced. I.ittle is
left of the innermost circle, as the
modern French wall follows it closely; ingly dead country by means of
irrigabut of the two outer circles, walls and tion, as has been illustrated time and
in
other
sections
of
time
the
again
West,
towers are
in

tions can be

Johnsons

AuMiWk..woedeUw! Jjv,-.j*t.Crcp.,

The estimate which makes the United
States’ yield of 1901 come close to the
700.000. 000-busliel mark makes such a
anodvne
big increase over all previous crops that
it will attract earnest attention throughout Europe, as well as this country.
These figures are based on computations
Originated 1810. Generations have been
made by several independent authorirelieved and cured by it. A penetrating,
as'well
as
internal
healing anodyne for
ties, and may be presumed to be apexternal ase. Cares all inflammation.
proximately correct; Some of the estiEspecially valuable in summer for colic,
mates, indeed, place the crop consideracramp ;, diarrhaBa, cholera morbus, bites,
bly above the 700,000,000 line, but one
bruises, burns, stingB, chaiings, strains,
which would reach that figure would
sprains. Two sizes, 25c. and BUc. Boot
far exceed the yield of any former year.
free on “Treatmentfor Diseases."
America's largest wheat crop thus far
I. S. iOHWSIM & CO. IJSTOH.HAM.
was that of 1898, which was 075,000,000
bushels. Then came a heavy drop in
the yield, and that of 1900 was 522,000,NEWS NOTES.
000 bushels. The largest crop previous
to 1896 was harvested in 1891, which
Courts have been established at Ma- was 612,000,000 bushels. These two
nila, and English may be made the lan- years-1891 and 1898-are the only times,
guage of the law.
previous to 1901, in which the wheat
yield has passed the 600,000,000 mark.
A report come from Lawrence coun
In 1897 the yield was
427,000,000
of
of
the discovery
ty, Ala.,
oil, the well bushels, while in 1893 only
it was down to
500
barrels a day.
flowing
396.000. 000. The average of the past
The L'nited States civil service com- few years has been in the neighborhood
mission has an examination July 23 for of 500,000,000 bushels. Manifestly a
groves and gardens, under fig, olive,
farmers in the Indian service.
crop of 700,000,000 bushels would be a
ash, elm and walnut trees, leads you
marvelous boon to the producer and a
President Eliot of Harvard universiclose under the second or outer line of
benefit to the conntry in general.
has invited too Cuban teachers to great
ty
A good market for every bushel of
the walls and towers of vanished Agha- attend
the summer school there.
wheat which the American farmer hardir; and thence to a very old Arab
The demand for Pan-American post vests in 1901 is ready to his hand. Alburial ground, with Marabouts of
age stamps averages 5,000,000 a day, or most all of Europe’s wheat exporting
saints and lime-washed Koubbas glis- more than half the
government is able countries have short crops this year.
Some of the countries which have been
tening in the sun. The cemetery is so to furnish.
sellers of wheat usually heretofore will
beautifully situated that one would supFormer Senator Towne of Minnesota have to be
buyers this year. The only
pose the dead saints would arise from and Gov. McMillin of Tennessee have country apparently which Can
supply
their tombs to gaze at the scene, and is gone into a $2,500,000 company to hunt any considerable part of Europe’s shortoil in Texas.
is
the
United
States.
age
Of
shaded by ash and elm trees of enorcourse,
Advices from Manila tell of the con- the average United States wheat crop
mous size.
viction of eight members of the society is much in excess of that of any other
On the way back, you may wander of the
“Sandatahans,” an oath-bound nation, but this year it will be far in advance of anything that is harvested in
through the dense olive-groves which assassin band.
any other country. An active demand
the French rulers of Tlemcen have
Bowling alleys are to be put in the at fair prices will be had for the entire
christened the Bois de Boulogne.
basement of Sacred Heart Catholic American
Whatever can be sparcrop.
A bright stream eddies and sparkles church, Chicago, to keep the young men ed from home consumption will be shipfrom mischief.
ped to Europe, and the total of Amerat the foot of gray old walls covered
Secretary Boot has raised the stand- ica’s exports, which has been swelling
with
climbing plants; fig-trees and ard
of admission to West Point by add- for several years, will be still further
terebinths grow in the chinks and
ing algebra, English literature and trig- expanded in the next twelve months.
These are America’s golden days.
crannies of shattered towers; deep is onometry to the requirements.
the shadow, sweet is the violet-sented
A clergyman at Saranac Lake has
A Dog Case Decided.
air; and you find it difficult to believe been challenged to fight a duel to the
that this is really far-off desert Africa! death by a young gentleman who differAmong the decisions from the Law
All travelers are astonished at the ed with him on a mathematical question
Court last week was one relating to
cool fresh verdure of Tlemcen, which is
Miss Lucy Hanna, bookkeeper for the York
county’s celebrated dog case.
Some time ago a dog belonging to
doubly refreshing after the many miles Marietta (Ohio) Daily Register, was
killed
a
a
shock
live
wire
from
on
by
William A. McCullom of Saco visited
of sterility one is obliged to cross on
an incandescent lamp during a storm.
the premises of Melville II.
Kelley,
the way here—immense areas, already
Parkersburg, W. Va., is talking of treasurer of the Saco & Biddeford savseared by the hot airs of early summer
the trial of “Ellis Glenn,” who is said ings institution, and got into a mix-up
The change is due to the remarkable to be one and the same as Cora Cun- with his two dogs.
The McCullom dog
climate of Lalla Setta mountain, where ningham, who was once buried alive in was chewed so badly that he died.
McCullom
sued
Mr.
Kelley to recover
rains fall continually from October to Florida.
the value of the dog. The case started
Martin Anderson, a diver, perished in the Saco
May, and adrupt variations of temperMunicipal Court, went to
ature cover as much as fifty degrees. while at work on the bottom ofrthe East the Supreme Court and finally to the
New
the
machine
which
river,
York,
full bench. The final decision is in Mr.
The Sireco, dreaded south wind rarely furnished
the air supply having become Kelley’s favor. The
rescript in the case
blows in this favored locality. Frost, clogged.
says:
never
is
not
The
though
severe,
uncommon,
plaintiff owned a dog. The deArguments in the injunction suit
and snow occasionally lies on the ground brought to prevent the collection of fendant owned two dogs, a male and a
female.
The plaintiff’s dog went upon
a fortnight at a time.
The whole neigh- tribal tax by the Chickasaw nation,
were heard by ,1 udge Townsend at Ard- the defendant’s premises and there enborhood, irrigated by numerous springs more, I. T. Decision was reserved.
countered the defendant’s two dogs. A
and streams, is highly cultivated, and
dog fight ensued in which the plaintiff’s
The cruiser Newark, one of the first dog was killed. The case does not show
the luxuriance and abundance of apple,
of
the
new
will
be
acquisitions
which
navy,
commenced the fight. The
peach, pear, cherry, almond, fig and entirely remodeled on modern lines as plaintiffdog
sues the defendant to recover
olive trees explains the name of Poma- soon as she arrives in this country from the loss of his
dog.
tire Asiatic station.
Held: That the action is not mainria bestowed by the Romans.
tainable.
A report has reached Phoenix, AriJudgment for the defendant.
The winters are too cold for orange
that three Indians have been killor lemon trees' to flourish, but the olive zona,
ed in the mountains, near Holbrook. in
trees are wonderfully tine and produc- northern Arizona, by cowmen.
The
You
tive. It is said that every olive tree is Indians were stealing cattle.
worth at least fifteen francs a year,
l¥Iay
Secretary Root says there is no neand the number of young trees planted cessity now for the reduction of the
?4eed
military force in Cuba, as the military
by the colonists indicates that the culti- authorities
will remain there until the
vation is profitable.
Cubans form a government of their
Another interesting ramble takes you own.
F
out of Tlemcen by the gateofBouMedin;
The battle ship Illinois made an averCuts
whence you follow the highway to Oran, age of 17.31 knots per hour on her speed
Burns
off
all
records
trial,
Ann,
Cape
breaking
150
perhaps
Bruises
yards, past the ruined mint for
American battle ships and the
and over a bridge which spans the Oued
Cramps
world’s record for battle ships of her
Diarrhoea
Kalia. The path leads along the river’s size.
All Bowel
Complaints
edge; on one side the public gardens, on
A committee of the Hawaiian senate
it is a sure, safe aud quick remedy,
the other extensive remains of walls has recommended the entire abolition
and towers. This edge of the old city of the national guard, suggesting that
There's ONLY ONE
the military paraphernalia be put on
being most exposed, was naturally most

a
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Promotes
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Aperfecl Remedy forConstipa-
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Worms Convulsions .Feverishness and LOSS OF SLEEP.
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EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

▼HC CENTAUR COMPANY, NEW YORR CITY.

IN AT THE FINISH!
^
That's the true test of merit. Others may
have started well, but have fallen by the wayside.
Minard’s I/iiiiment always has been, is, and
always will be the best remedy for every Lameness, Sore, Ache and Pain that flesh is heir to.

R Good

Thing “-Rub

Barge Bottles 25 cents and Sr.00
Stores.

Sa.v

t.k

Botti.k Fkj

MINARD’S T IVIMKI-T IVTFG.

at I>A

and have

a

always be

and

on

time.

Quality KNIVES,

CRAIN,

t-ORKS,
SVOONS,

Perry Davis’.

sizes, 25c. and 50c.

etc., extra heavy
plate, fully guaranteed.

Wickless

SEEDS

and

>oally sold by jewele

keep everyth! rn

Blue

yyE

Flame

WE FIT YOUR EYES

GROCERIES
glasses.

Importers,'

100 CENTS

H. J. Locke & Son,

Truly

Wonderful

How

BLD'G,

Window Screens,
Water

Coolers,

LOdlSi

[ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

33, 35, 37 Trent St., Btl/ett, Me
TELErBOAE

4-3.

1 tf

Quickly

CHAPHAN’S
Garden Hose.

quality of;

Blacksmith

ET“No trouble to show goods.

BELFAST NATIONAL BANK
P O. SQUARE.

Diet.

Salt-iT^I

"°rtir wofk°for $1-00 Anthracite and]

/

Oil Stove Ovens.

ot

Satisfaction guaranteed
dealers in the tinest

A dispatch received in London from
Shanghai says it is reported that the Common Flat Wick
Chinese empress will soon proclaim the
Oil Stoves,
killing of the emperor by brigands; that

Sustaining
These are the enervating days, when, as
has
somebody
said, men drop by the sunstroke as if the Day of Fire had dawned.
They are fraught with danger to people
whose systems are poorly sustained; and
this leads us to say, in the interest of the
less robust of our readers, that the full
effect of Hood’s Sarsaparilla is such as to
suggest the propriety of calling this medicine something besides a blood pursfier and
a sustaining dietIt makes it
tonic,—say,
much easier to bear the heat, assures refreshing sleep, and will without any doubt
avert much sickness at this time of year.

FEED,

r

the forestryCapt. Ahern,
bureau of the Philippines, issued a circular describing the timber resources of
the islands. He says that lumbermen
may secure valuable privileges free of
cost on many large tracts of ^state land.

A

»■

COMPANY, BOSTON. 1VIASS.

first-class job of work.
it by Electric clock

RpnilllitfU
iicyuialG

of

Prince Tuan’s son is to succeed to the
throne, and that a new Chinese capital
may be established.

1

It In.

-i-as. Grocers and General
1. Kr.ixr.s It.

...THE...

to

chief

I

1

Rochelle Salts
Anise Seed

drive.

Capt. Farrand Sayers, commanding
officer at Fort Sill, Okla., started with
forty cavalrymen to clear Wichita
mountain land of unlawful intruders
preparatory to the opening of the Kiowa
and Comanche reservation to settlement.

nor

Ikctpe of Old firSAMUELPITCHER
fhmyJun Sad
x

Pain-Kitter
Two

I

Mineral.
Hot Harcotic.

Opium.Morphine

Golden Crown Oil
RELIEVES AND CURES

W. H. Coombs & Co.,
..

I

DEALERS

IN
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Second-Hand Goods

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,
everything else, time will
Nickel
Plated
TeaKalawi, amid a
Copper
CROUP and all LUNG TROUBLES.
OF ALL KINDS.
straighten out this difficulty, which is
This Mohammedan Saint flourished serious enough now, and Nevada will
Parties having FURNITURE,
kettles,
its
but
the
4
instance as an exwater,
ity has in a measure returned. about the year 1220. Having been ap- get
Endowment Rank, K. of P.
CARPETS,
asn. PEK IlOITLE
-pecial manufactures have been pointed tutor to the several hundred ample of the hindrances in the way of
STOVES, or anything to sell
is
and
progress
interesting
etc.
suggestive.
of
Tea-pots,
Coffee-Pots,
Chicago,
3—Knights
July
Pythias
us
a card will receive a
such
as
of
the
Sultan
by
children
sending,
uied,
brightly colored
Abou-Zian, he
prompt
AT TIIE DRUG STORES.
are soon to be called upon to rally to
call. Antique Furniture a
specialty.
and the red shawls, called tah- gave some offence to the grand vizar,
Prospect Ferry. Miss Martha E. Har- the financial rescue of the
endowment
by the Jewish women. The who accused him of sorcery and brought riman spent Sunday with her mother, Mrs. rank, the insurance branch of the order.
33 Main Street,
Belfast, rte.
ohood is fertile and singularly about his death. Then followed a series Kebecea Harriman, returning to Old Town A million dollars is what it is estimated
5c. and 10c. Qoods.
will
be
the
to
rank
in
as
A.
S.
of
necessary
Monday
Wilson
put
morning—Oapt.
■pplied with water, and Tlemcen of miracles which astonished the Sultan,
Plumbing our Specialty.
sch. Tofa is at home with his family on a good condition as it was two years ago,
iiief-town of an extensive dis- who caused the wicked grand vizar to be
1 have a repository on Wight
vacation
Mrs. Mary A. Harriman, who before bad investments and a rapidly
nich exports every year large burned alive in a mass of clay, and hondeath rate combined to imhas been visiting her son, P. M. Ginn, in increasing
street,
free from dust and dirt,
its
assets, and a hugh contribution
“ties of olive oil, dried ligs, corn, ored the murdered Saint with the mospair
Worcester, Mass., returned to her home to make up this amount
where I will store sleighs, carmay be called
ilfa (a kind of hay), wool, sheep, que which bears his name and is also June 26th. She was
accompanied by Miss for from all the knights, regardless of
The
farm, situated in Northport, con":
riages, furniture, eic., at a reg- tainingStevens
cattle, besides cloth, carpets and his tomb. It is hardly worth while Edna Calamore and her granddaughter,Miss whether they have enjoyed the benefits
one hundred acres of woodland,
tillage
and pasture, good set of buildings, all connected,
1' m leather of native manufacof
the
insurance
or
The
to
Addie
M.
not.
sSnable
down
it
who
will
under
the
the
Leave
Ginn,
summer
price.
orders
climbing
supreme
at never-failing water and nice orchard
spend
broiling
(one him
of
the
meet
in
order
will
lodge
died
barrels
winter
Chicago,
last
apples
African sun, though the mosaics of its here....Miss Faustina Harding closed a
year), is offered
Paul’s.
Swift
12tf
for sale at a bargain and on easy terms. For
this week under a special call to con115 HIGH STREET.
successful term of school at Mt. Heagan last
it is sad to see that little remains minaret glitter like jewels and its
further information call at 35 Cedar street, Belporsider solely the future of the endowV
J6J33
\JfitPlH
or
1
address
Belfast.
fast, Me.,
M. I.STEVENS,
Friday. She was liked by both parents and ment rank.
"'Uicen of song and story, except its tal and colonnades are said to be
Besides providing for
16tf
very
Water Street, Newport, Me.
scholars, who wanted her to come back and funds it will consider a plan to raise the
‘uiic situation
on the slope of
beautiful.
take the fall term ...Friday afternoon the payments which members make
by 23
''<‘tta mountain, nearly three
Go straight on down the hill by an Mt.
Heagan school and the school in this
percent, so as to conform to require'“‘sand feet above the sea, its remark- easier path to the right, and in a few
district united and held a picnic at Mt. ments recently made by the laws of
seven States.
iimate, (for Africa), its olive trees, minutes you will reach the minaret, Heagan. A goodly number were
Beyond this it will have
Salesmen and collectors for Belfast
present an even
tllU|ries old, and the ruins of its once which is all that remains of the
graver matter to consider, the
and surrounding territory ; quick proThe house lot on Congress street known as the
mosque and all spent a very pleasant afternoon_ charges of criminal
„o<
negligence and misPatterson lot, w ill be sold at a bargain.
"u'nii'ieent religious edifices. All the of ancient Aghadir, the “cradle” of Miss Annie Going of Lamoine closed a
motion for the right man. Apply to
which have been made against
DUNTON & DUNTON.
conduct,
1,1
"vs of whic.li
Belfast, Sept. 20,1900.—38t!
THE SINGfcR MP’G. CO.,
liistory and tradition Tlemcen. Only the minaret of a mos- successful term of school in this district last former officers of the order. The enCO'*'1
us have vanished from the face of
It
is
dowment
the
wish
of
rank
4w25
14
has
almost
Central
both
and
mem70,000
parents
St., Bangor, Me
que is standing, and walls, which by Friday.
11
Always reliable. Ladles, ask Druggist for
varth and their place is mostly filled their immense extent, bear witness to children that she should teach the fall term. bers aud nearly $120,000,000 of insurance
CHICHESTER** ENGLISH in Red and
all
the
troubles
outstanding.
The
children
Despite
not absent a day were Marion
Gold metallic boxes, sealed with blue ribbon.
mean houses and squalid hovels,
the splendors of the vanished city
the present officers see a fair prospect Take so other. Reftase dangerous substlGilbert Gillis, and Kate D. Harriman.
M'
aad Imitations. Buy of your Druggist,
Algiers, the town has its Native Its tower about 150 feet high, is of Gillis,
for the future. In the last three tutloaas
or
send 4e. in stamps for Particulars. Testi'"liter, its Jewish quarter, and its Eu- square construction and in a wonderful Mandy Shute, Hazel Waldron, and Archie | months they have paid $494,500 in death monials and Relief for Ladles,” in Utter,
A tenant for a house on
Congress street now
The store recently occupied by the Condon
Gillis were absent one day on account of sickby return Hall. 10,e00 Testimonials. Sold by all
and put in condition to satisfy.
benefits, but these are still unpaid $375,- Druggists.
°Kan quarter, each
CHICHE8TER CHEMICAL CO.
Manufacturing Company” and •‘Banner Shoe
toeingirepaired
separate~and state of preservation, though it has ness.
000 of death claims.
Store.”
Madison Iguare.
PHI
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ceded to Abd-el-Kader
treaty of Tafua; and in 1842 the
took possession.
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candidate

but he is

evidently

Mr. Bryan says he is not
for the

Presidency,

determined to frame the Democratic
platform. It is, however, 10 to 1 that
he don’t succeed.
The Boston Herald thinks that enforcement of the liquor law in this
State will enure to the benefit of the
Democratic party. The wisli may be
father to the thought. Boston has
liquor to sell.

According
Secretary Long the
writer of the despatch directing Admiral Dewey to take the Spanish fieet
at Manila, is unknown; but lie did
right. Secretary Long found that despatch on his desk and signed it, and
to

took it to the

President,

who

signed

it.

It is a terrible tale of suffering huthat lias come from the crowded cities. In one day last week there
were more than two hundred deaths in
New York city caused by heat: hospitals were overwhelmed and the ambu-

Thou-

sands slept in the parks and on the piers.
2nd there had been eight
consecutive days when the thermometer registered 00 degrees or more, and

Up

to

That the Pan-American Exposition is
well worth seeing will hardly be questioned by those who have visited it, or
who have read of its wonders; but I
doubt if I should have gone to Buffalo
but for tlie meeting there of the National Editorial Association. The opportunity of meeting newspaper men
from all the States and Territories, and
of hearing important topics discussed
by the brightest of them, was not to be
neglected by one whose range of observation had been confined for more than
twenty-one years to the northeast comer
of our common country. The newspaper
man, with only the rare exceptions that
prove the mle, is fully imbued with the
fraternal spirit; ever ready to lend the
helping hand, and gives freely of his
often dearly bought experience. When
you bring eight hundred or a thousand
of such men together, coming from the
towns and cities in every State and
Territory of the Union, you have all
the ingredients for a feast of good fellowship, combined with a school of instruction in which even the gray-haired
and balded-headed weilders of pen or
pencil may become pupils with profit to
themselves and to their readers.

morbid Balds coursThey are vitiated
lag the veins and affecting the tissues.
They are commonly due to defective digestion but are sometimes inherited.
How do they manifest tnemselves ?
In many forms of cutaneous eruption,
salt rheum or eczema, pimples and bolls,
and in weakness, languor, general debility.
How are they expelled ? By

day a record of the meetings would hardly interest the general
reader; and that may also be true of
the notes and sketches I have in mind;
but having “written up” the Pan-Ameri.
can from a sense of duty to its promoters, in return for their many courtesies,
and from obligations to my readers a8
well, I propose now to indulge myself
in a little newspaper talk, which the
non-professional reader is at liberty to
skip.

manity

system proved inadquate.

What

At this late

Dew ey did the rest.

lance

NATIONAL EDITORIAL ASSOCIATION.

July

The

headquarters

of the Association

the last three days a maximum of 08 were at Statler’s Pan-American
Hotel,
degrees was reached each day. This is and the meetings were held in the mag
only two degrees below the highest ever nificeut Temple of Music on tire Exregistered by the ollicial thermometer position grounds. This is one of the
at New York, 100 degrees having been most artistic and elaborate of the buildThe
recorded on September 7, 1881.
ings and contains one of the largest and
hot wave had then exceeded in dura- finest church
organs in the world, equiption, with no sign of relief in sight, ped with all the latest improvements
the hot waves of August 1800 and Au- known to
expert organ builders. The
gust 1000. In Baltimore July 2 the first meeting opened with the National
mercury reached a maximum of 103. hymn America, from the great organ,
The excessive heat lias been general all and then the
Seventy-fourth X.Y.l Regover the country, and the mortality
iment band, grouped at the rear of the
la rge.
platform, struck up the “Star-Spangled
on

j

Banner.” President Ballio then called
Belfast is to observe Old Home Week,
the venerable Bishop Walker of
and the necessary committees have upon
the western diocese of New York to
been appointed. With the experience
to deliver the invocation, and his prayer
of last year there is no reason why
was a model, both in diction and dethe week should not be made enjoyable
We give it in full:
to our visitors and ourselves. A large livery.
Oh, Almighty and Merciful Father,
number of invitations will be sent out, Who
guidest the world and watchest
and it is hoped there may be a corre- over all who dwell therein, we thank
spondingly large number of accept- Thee for Thy help and care and love
But a formal invitation is not through all our years. AYe bless Thee
ances.
necessary. The latch-string w ill be out
for all former residents. The program
will probably include a reception, to he

given by the ladies of the Belfast Improvement Society, a regatta, an openair concert by the Belfast Band, and
the presentation of the opera The
Pirates of Penzance by local amateur
talent. It is expected that we may
have a visit from one of Uncle Sam’s

for the

privileges

that

are

ours

as

citizens of this noble land, for the gift
of Constitutional Government, of per-

sonal liberty, of righteous law, of free
speech, of ail untrammeled and enlightened press. Through Thy mercy it is
that prosperity dwells in our country,
that blight and disease and calamity
hath small place among us, and that
comfort, happiness and peace reign
throughout our borders.
Make ns to show our deep sense of
the loving kindness which hath protected our nation in cloudy and dark days,
when war devastated or panic raged;

arships during the week. Put your
grounds in order, that Belfast make us ever in our onward strides
may wear her fairest aspect when she toward a higher prosperity to seek Thy
welcomes home her absent sons and mighty aid and to do and labor in
accordance with Thy will and Thy law.
daughters.
May that righteousness which alone
The story of Saturday’s race between exalteth a nation be the desire and aim
of all who exercise an authority and
the Constitution, independence and! who hold
any trust for the people of
be
told
in few words, the land. May honesty and truth and
Columbia may
j
The course was fifteen miles to wind- ] purity grow and govern in the seats of
in the marts of trade, on the
ward and return, and the Boston boat I power,
highways of traffic, in the quiet of
wa> not in it from the start.
It was I
so
that all men everywhere may
home,
light weather throughout, and the per- at last be led to honor and serve and
formance of the Independence was a love Thee. Have mercy, we pray Thee,
upon this whole land, and so-rule the
disappointment to many. There was a hearts of Thy servants, the President
battle royal between the new and the of the United states, the Governor of
old cup defenders, but the Constitution this and other States and all others in
scored a run over the Columbia to the authority, that they, knowing whose
ministers they are, may above all things
tu ne of !i minutes, 4!> seconds, corrected seek
Thy honor and glory; and that
tim e.
Monday’s race over a triangular we and all the people, duly considering
authority they bear, may
course,,ten miles to a leg, had practi- whose
obediently and faithfully honor them,
cally the same result. The Indepen- in Thee and for Thee, according to Thy
dence people say they want a good blessed word and ordinance.
w

home and

breeze; but it looks

now as

if Ilerres-

hoff lias done the trick with the Constitution. and that, barring accidents
and flukes, shamrock II. will cross the
Atlantic in vain.
The Newfoundland seal

fishery has

veritable bonanza this year.
It is not so every year. Sometimes the
tleet is crushed in the ice Hoes or re-

proved

a

W e humbly beseech J bee, also, as tor
the people of the United States in
general, so also for their Senate and
Representatives in the Congress and
for the differen'- State legislatures, that
Thou wouldst be pleased to direct and
prosper all their consultations, to the
advancement of Thy glory, the good of
Thy church, the safety, honor and wellfare of Thy people; that all things may
be so ordered and settled by their
endeavors, upon the best and surest
foundations, that peace and happiness,
truth and justice, religion and piety,
may be established among us for all

empty holds. This year a
ships sailed, and within
four weeks 12 of them were home again
generations.
laden to the hatches. Their catch aggreBe present also with the great gathergated 207,000 seals, and the eight steam- ing of those who represent the press of
the land—that instrumentality which
ers still to return will probably swell
has wrought so mightily for the advancethe total to nearly 400,000. These seals ment and
enlightenment of mankind in
are worth in the market $1.50 each on material and intellectual and spiritual
turns with

fleet of 20 seal

an average, or $000,000 in all, and when
the oil and skins are exported a profit

of at least 25 per cent, is realized, so
the total value of this year's catch will

approach $750,000, garnered within six
weeks at the most, and at a time when
prevalence of ice makes many of
pursuits impossible. Of
the total, one-third, or perhaps $000,000,
goes to the seal men and laborers, the
remainder recouping the ship owners
very handsomely for their venture. The
vessels engaged in this fishery are very
small, running from 200 to 400 tons, and
they carry from 100 to 270 men each.
In all the 20 ships this year had 4,257
souls aboard. When the ship kills her
load of seals the men have to sleep and
live on deck. Their pallets of straw
are thrown overboard, their sleeping
places are filled with the all-important
seals and their clothes bags are piled on
the

the industrial

the forecastle.

Then the

men

in groups about the decks until
reached.

huddle
port is

The population of Idaho has increased
82 per cent since 1890, that of Montana
70 per cent, North Dakota 67, Wyoming 48 and Washington 45. Nevada is
the only State which shows an actual decrease in population since 1890.
The American Bible Society is preparing to issue editions of the Scriptures in

twenty different Filipino dialects.

world over, and which
efficacious to the growth
righteousness and the nurture of
good morals, and the sound progress
in everything that uplifts men and contributes to happiness and peace in all
nations and among all the children of
concerns the
may ever be

of

men.

Merciful Father, we besetch Thee
that the deliberations and acts of this
council gathered here to-day may tend
to greater wisdom and higher ideals
and nobler plans for the world’s weal,
and that the spirit of unity and prosperity and good will may girdle the
whole earth.
Bless, we pray Thee, and guide each
of us at his post of duty, and make us

forces for good in

tion.

our

day and genera-

All these things we ask of Thy goodthe name and for the sake of
Christ, our Redeemer and Saviour.

ness in
J esus

Amen.

Then followed addresses, interspersed
music, from Mayor Diehl of Buffalo, Director General Buchanan and
other officials of the Exposition. These
addresses may be summed up in the remarks of Supt. Wm. G. Brogan of the
local branch of the American Press Association, who said, among other things;
“Our Mayor has presented you with the
keys of our beautiful city, and the Director .General has tendered you everything the Exposition can offer. There
is little else to be offered; but if you see
anything you want, which has not been
auiluded in the list of gifts, take it. You
with

are

Humors?

or

Hood's Sarsaoarilla
which also builds up the system that has
suffered from them.
It is the best medicine for all humors.

welcome to it. I desire to say that
we, in Buffalo, feel deeply grateful to
you all for the assistance you have given
to this great enterprise. This is your
Exposition, because you have spread
its beauties and attractions before the
world, and in so doing you have exerted a strong influence in uniting the interests of the many countries of the
Americas.”
are

I
1

!
1

The afternoon was given up to an
excursion on Lake Erie, a novelty to
many and a revelation to those unfamiliar with the magnitude and number of the steamers plying on our great
lakes. The steamship North Land, chartered by the Merchants’ Exchange of
Buffalo for the occasion, is as big as an
ocean liner.
Her hull is painted white,
she has three cream-colored funnels,
and all her appointments and furnishings are first-class. With a sister ship,
semi-weekly trips are made between
Buffalo and Chicago, a distance of 1,500
miles. Lake Erie is the shallowest of
the great lakes and under certain conditions kicks up a nasty sea; but we
found it as smooth as a mill pond, and
about as interesting. The steamer ran
twenty miles out into the lake and then
returned, but before making the wharf
the big craft had to be turned with the
aid of two tugs and backed up a narrow
channel, a somewhat tedious proceed-

ing

to those on board.

In

fact,

there

too many excursionists; some two
thousand of them; and while provision
were

made for serving lunch on boald
very few got sight of it. The dining
saloon forward, and the place aft where
was

means take a ride over it.

The views
and the whirlpool
rapids are superb, and at times the cars
run so close to the angry waters of the
lower rapids that it seems as if the
wheels were actually going into the
water.

of the

whirlpool

Perhaps it was due to the fact that
the acting president was from Texas
that two gentlemen from that State
were on the
program; and if so it is a
subject for congratulation that the
chair was so filled. Both gentlemen
spoke wisely and well. Hon. W. F.
I Ramsay of Cleburne, introduced as one
of the leading lawyers of his State, discussed the libel laws and argued in behalf of a uniform law in all the States.
As national legislation in this direction
is not possible, this result can only be
obtained through the efforts of the several State Associations.
The task,
however, is one of no small magnitude.
The Maine Press Association took the
matter up and appointed an able and
energetic committee, who, with the best
legal advice, framed a bill to take the
place of our present antiquated libel
law; had it introduced in the legislature,
appeared in its behalf before the committee to which it was referred, and
only succeeded in having the final
clause adopted. This provides a penalty for those giving false information to
No newspaper or newsa newspaper.
paper man wants legal protection for
wrong-doing. All they ask is the protection given to others in conducting an
honorable business.

refreshments were

As 1 cast pry eyes down the list of names
I think th'at they justify all that we can

Arkansas.

pleasure

Association.

some

The earth

was

better for

forego the anticipated
giving pen sketches of

I must also

say of kindness in their memory. The
world misses them; we miss them in our

of

of

the newspaper

men

met in

having lived on it.” Hon. Lafay- Buffalo; among them, B. B. Herbert
ette Young of Des Moines, Iowa, had of the National Printer Journalist, the
lived in the same town with the late founder of the Association, its first
president of the Association and gave a president and still its guardian spirit; J.
vivid picture of the mourning at his M. Page, Democrat, Jerseyville, 111.,
untimely death. “Matt. Parrott,” he and James G. Gibbs, Reflector, Norsaid, “was an old-time printer, who wich, Ohio, the courteous and efficient
reverenced his craft and held it on as corresponding secretary and treasurer,
high a plane as the pulpit itself. His respectively; Charles S. Patteson of
type of man has almost gone out of the Newspaperdom, New York, an expert
newspaper business. He was the soul in all the branches of journalism, and
of integrity, and all his life in Iowa his without whose presence at the National
fellow-citizens laid on him burdens of Editorial meetings everybody said they
public service. He cared little for per- would be as the play of Hamlet with
sonal distinction, but everything for Hamlet non est; and a dozen or more
humanity, both small and great.” It is newspaper men with whom an acquaintworth something to be a member of the ance was made and confidences exNational Editorial Association—and to changed. Altogether it was good to be
there. The Buffalo Daily News well
deserve such tributes as these.
expressed the sentiments of the newsThe Association lost a day—spent in a paper men when it said:
roundabout trip to Niagara. At least
Individually the editor comes to this
that is the way it struck me, but as I meeting to touch elbows with his fellows and to brush up. His principle of
had had the advantage of two previous life is that “it is
better to wear out than
visits to the great falls it may have ap- rust out.” Accordingly he works harder
for
a
week
he
than
has ever worked bepeared differently to others. The trolley
if that is possible, so that his
has come since I was at Niagara, and fore,
paper can go on without him, and takonly the ruins are left of the once noted ing his family with him he jumps
Clifton House on the Canadian side, aboard the train, travels a thousand
where I once spent a week. The hack- miles or two, if necessary, and here he
is—to observe, to get ideas, to have a
men are less numerous and less belligood time. He will enjoy, with that
cose, and one may now see the falls peculiar versatility that makes him a
from all points without being nibbed at newspaperman, everything that is put
every turn. Then there was but one in front of him. He will get more inmaterial and at
spiration and
suspension bridge, now there are a num- the same time working
more fun out of his vocatheir

HOTIS.

The Chautauqua
Summer Schools have been strengthen*
ed in proportion to the growing demands made upon them. A Summer
School for library training has been
added as a distinct department. It will
be directly in charge of librarians of
wide reputation.
Special classes in
Spanish and English for visitors to the I
Exposition have been added to the
School for modern languages. Radical
changes have been made in the naturestudy work in which the nature study
department of Cornell will directly cooperate with Chautauqua and instructors from that institution will be added
to the teaching staff. Miss Anna Bar-

...DOUBLE STAMPS.,,
During

bers of the faculty will be Miss S. M.
Elliott of Boston, Dr. W. S. Bainbridge
of New York, Miss Mabel T. Wellman
of Boston, Miss Edna S. Day and Miss
Seraph A. Bliss of Lake Erie College,
Prof. J. H. Montgomery of Allegheny
college, and others skilled in the
branches taught in the school.
The
continued enlargement of the school
made necessary by the increased demands upon it evidences the growth of
interest in and demand for the scientific
treatment of household economies.

Thursday, Friday «"<• Saturday

of this week we shall give double
the
amount of stamps on all cash

purchases.

A 10c.
25c.

rows, editor of the Kitchen Magazine,
will be in direct charge and other mem-

Dr. Edward Everett Hale will again
visit Chautauqua this year and deliver
a series of lectures on American History
He is so well identified with the Chautauqua movement that any such program suffers when his many engagements make his absence necessary.
The other speaker, W. y. Grubbs of
Dr. Hale will preside at the exercises of
Greenville, was introduced as Judge
Rallying Day, August 1st, and the leche
said
and
that
in
his
State
Grubbs,
tures on the days following.
everybody who practiced law was called J udge and every newspaper man was
Governor Odell of New York will be
given the title of Colonel. As he is an
present at Chautauqua on Grange Day,
editor as well as a lawyer he may
Aug. 10th, and will deliver an address.
claim both titles, but for our purpose
Mr. Odell is now regarded as one of the
one will suffice.
Judge Grubbs is the
conspicuous figures in political life and
personification of an old-time Southern his speech on this occasion will no
gentleman; but is evidently imbued doubt draw large crowds and attract
with the spirit of the New South or he wide
public attention.
would not have made the long journey
from his home in the Lone Star State
Ship Figureheads.

eloquent plea for in1 to utter his
served, were dustrial education as
part of the public
taken possession of by hungry and
school system in all the States. He is
who
held
the
resolutely
thirsty mortals,
the father of the movement in Texas,
fort, and between these points wandered
where he was instrumental in securing
to and fro hundreds of disconsolate ones,
the passage of a bill establishing the
been
to
who would have
glad
get a bit Girls Industrial
College, and of a series
of hardbread or a glass of lemonade.
of strong resolutions looking to the inThe trouble was that by some means
troduction of industrial training into
the National Editorial Association had
the public fiee schools of the State.
been inflated to nearly three times its
We quote as follows from his address:
real membership.
The first thing, in my judgment, to
be done is the inauguration of a vigorof
The recent race
too miles between ous campaign, embracing every section
two steamers on Lake Erie has drawn of the country, against the false notions of respectability based upon mere
attention to what the fastest vessels on
differences of occupations and callings
the lakes can do. Within 20 years the equally useful and essential to the well
lake steamers have doubled their size being of the community. There is aband speed and multiplied in number be- solutely no reason why the mechanic
should not be as intelligent and enteryond the most sanguine forecast. The taining in his peculiar line of effort as
St. Louis Globe-Democrat says that the man who follows one of the alleged
“they are now not far from the average learned professions. He has as much
be highly educated in his work
railroad in speed, and in freight capacity right to
as the professional man in his departhold a decided advantage.
Over 20,000 ment of human exertion.
vessels pass through the Soo canal anBut it is one thing to realize this
nually, with a tonnage of over 20,000,- truth and quite another to get the
masses of the people to believe it.
000. Its business far exceeds that of
While the need of special educational
the Suez canal. Passenger vessels on facilities for the
development of legal,
the lakes constantly grow larger, faster medical, commercial and t heological taland more luxurious. The tide of travel ent has been long recognized by all
classes, the propriety of establishing
and traffic is simply immense. Freight
and maintainin, schools of technology
rates have been reduced to a figure much for the development of mechanical geiibelow the European standard. This has ins and of agricultural schools and col- J
been accomplished without injury to the leges for the training of scientific till-1
ers of the soil has not been and is not
railway business. There is room for now apparent to the collective underboth.”
standing of the great body of the people.
In tlie evening a memorial meeting
was held in the Temple of Music, and it
Of the many other papers read, and
was an occasion long to be remembered.
the many good tilings said; the banquet
Music, vocal and instrumental, lent its given at Statlers to the newspaper men
charms to the graceful and heartfelt by the Pan-American officials; the elecutterances of the speakers. Death had tion of officers, and the action with rebeen busy during the year, taking away gard to the assumption of legislative
Matt. Parrott of Waterloo, Iowa, the powers by the United States postoffice
honored president; Charles A. Lee of authorities, I have neither time nor
Pawtucket, R. I., a former president; space to speak. But, as verifying a
J. Y. Gilmore of New Orleans, a former prediction made in an earlier article, I
vice-president, and twelve members. may say that the Association voted by
Gov. White of West Virginia said: “The an overwhelming majority to hold the
list of our dead this year is a long one. session of 1902 at the Hot Springs,
liquid
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THE NEWS OF BROOKS.
Mrs. E. B. Hunter of Clinton, Me., is visiting her sister, Mrs. E. C. Holbrook.
Mrs. Carrie Nickerson of Bangor made a
short visit to her sister, Mrs. Isaac Leathers, this week.
E. A. Carpenter and wife started Monday
for a two weeks’ trip to New York, the PanAmerican Exposition, Niagara Falls, Thousand Islands, Montreal and the White Mountains.
The eve of the 4tli was marred and a
cloud was thrown over the preparations for
the celebration by a very sad drowning
accident. Ralph, the 11 year-old son of Mr.
and Mrs. P. J. Robinson, formerly of Orono, but now of Westerly, R. I., was visiting
with his mother at If. E. Staples. Going in
bathing with two other boys about his own
age he left them and ran down to near the
bridge in the deepest part of the pond, and
either plunged in or slipped from some logs
and sank before those near realized that he
was in trouble. After considerable
delay
the body was recovered by means of grapples but life was extinct, though ]>rs. Kilgore and Cook made every effort to resuscitate him.
The funeral was held Friday at
the residence of II. E. Staples, Rev. I),
Brackett officiating.
The burial was in

The Chinaman paints an eye on the
prow of his junk. This eye plays the
part of the lookout man: thus collisions
are prevented.
It has been suggested
that this is the primal form from which
the European figurehead was evolved.
John Chinaman does not appear to have Unity.
cultivated to any great extent the ta:fe
The Primary school closed Friday, June
for going down to the sea in ships that
28th, under the instruction of Miss Mabel
would account for the elementary charRose. The closing exercises were as folacter of the Chinese figurehead. The
lows :
figurehead of the New Zealander, on
bv school
the other hand, is
most elaborate. Song, America,
\\ elcome,
Maud Webb
Capt. Cook found them already addict- Hec, Spring
House Cleaning,
ed to lion’s heads. This is curious beAudine Peering, Lena Carpenter,
cause there were no lions in New ZeaMaud Webb.
land at any time, so far as we know. Rec., Iluild it,
Gladys Godding
Fourth of .Inly Record, Clair Roberts
Probably they were copyists, and the
Inez Lancaster
Nobody Knows,
original was a figurehead from a wreck
How do you know ?
Hattie Works
of a sixteenth or seventeenth century
Do
it
Lad,
Gertrude Hall
vessel. At that time almost all the
a
Teaching Country School,
European navies affected a lion’s head.
Bertha Hall
Some of these old boats had a figure- I lag exercise and
Quotations,
head not only on the true prow, but a
by ten girls and boys
second on the false, or inner, prow. Rec., Only One Flag,
Albert Jinkeiis
The Sovereign of the Seas, built for
Elbert Ames
Independence Day,
of
Parts
the
motion
Body,
Charles I., had on the true prow a figpiece,
Albert
Jinkens
ure of King Edgar on horseback; beMertie
Vacation,
Ames
neath his horse’s feet were the seven
Bernard
Lady Apple Blossom,
Staples
petty Saxon Kings subject to his sway.
The Daisies, motion piece, Will Lane
On the false prow was a Cupid riding
The Bears,
Earl Roberts
Which General,
upon a lion. Heywood, who designed
Ilovey Roberts
Vacation Time,
the second figurehead, explains that it
Hilda Lane
Jim’s 4th of July,
Lawrence Estes
was meant to symbolize “the Highest
A
Good
Georgia Work
Country,
Power whose majesty is over all and
What shall we do in Vacation,
rules over all his work.” Nor were the
Arline Estes
prows of these old vessels the only part Closing exercise, by eleven girls,
decorated. The parts of the vessel known
Lila O’Brien, Bertha Ilall.HattieWorks,
as the “cat heads” and the “knight
Lena
Carpenter, Arline Estes, Georgia
heads" derive their names from the
Works, Mertie Ames, Inez Lancaster,
Audine Peering, Maud Webb, Gertie
carvings of helmeted knights and cat’s
Hall.
heads with which they were once adornMarie York and Maud Webb.
Song,

STERLING SILVER,
SPOONS,
MEAT FORKS.

BERRY SPOONS.
FANCY PIECES.
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a
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TABLE WARE
in the 1847 Roger Bros, plate
that we are selling at j.ri.,
any ever before offered ii

GEO. R. POOR,
JEWELEg.

A CHEAP

AND HEALTH Ft'1

Drink.

r■

ed.

The celebration of the 4tli of July passed

truth, and off pleasantly and was thoroughly enjoyed
the largest crowd of people ever gathered
poetry, in Solon Chase’s description of by
in Brooks. The Brooks and Jackson bands,
haying to-day in contrast with the backunder Drum Major Gordon, furnished
breaking work of olden times. Solon music for
There is a

says:
“The

man

good deal

who

•

of

knocked the hand

scythe higher than a kite by inventing
the mowing machine was an evangelist
—he made haying time a season of heavenly rest. With the horse scythe, the
horse rake and the horse pitchfork, two
or three weeks of haying is like a vacation.

“Fifty years ago haying lasted through
July and August and some run a September scythe. Now,with good weather,
haying is more a playtime than a task.
In this section the hay harvest and the
strawberry crop come together. The
right bower of the noonday meal in haying is fried pork and strawberries—with
strawberry shortcake for breakfast or

the day and the concert in the
evening. The band headquarters were at
Masonic Hall, where refreshments were
provided. An eloquent oration was delivered by Frank P. Wilson of Belfast, and
was highly complimented
by his hearers.
The various races took place as advertised
and were hotly contested. The star attraction of the day, however, was the splendid
exhibition drill of Belfast Company, l'. R.
K. of P„ Capt. Francis II. Welch commanding, which took place at it o’clock before
two thousand people and was heartily
cheered at every stage. The members of
the company were the guests of Golden
Crown Lodge while here and were entertained at York’s Hotel. The handsome and
shaded lawnof Dr. A. FI Kilgore furnished a
coigne of vantage for seeing the show which
was quickly taken advantage of by a dense
crowd of people, who reduced the green
turf to a dust heap, carpeted with paper
bags and peanut shells. Fond mothers and
darling cherubs reposed comfortably upon
the Doctor’s upholstery; hypnotized lovers,
oblivious to earth if not to heaven, occupied
his piazza seats until far into the night; but
he never complained, remembering that,
after all, his sufferings were as nothing to
those of the patriots at the Delaware and

The women folks cut a last
cheese to till in with other
dainties.
“Summer visitors who come down
East to take their vacation catch the
spirit of the hayfield, and lend a help
ing hand. City bred children delight to
tumble round in the new made hay and
ride to the barn on a load of hay. The Valley Forge.
horses grow fat. The mowing machine
Great Structures of the World.
is an easy draft for a span, the rake is a
light hitch for one horse, and the short
The largest steamship in the world is
haul to the barn don’t tire the team. the Celtic, TOO feet long, 20,880 tons.
The horses eat all the time they are The longest wall in the world is the fastone defense made by the Chiresting and have a big lip for the new mous
nese against the Tartars about 20u E. C.
supper.
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Wm. O. POOR & SON
DRUGGISTS

Edward Thorndike,
Pupil

of Charles K. a
John L. Ho.i-i
Boston, A. Farini

and

York, and Shake
London, will reeeiv

PUPILS IN SINOlViFor terras and hours

18

High

apply !■>

Street, Belfast

EDWARD THORM>IKF

hay. With our improved machinery— It is twenty-live feet thick at the base,
plenty of fried pork and strawberries, and stretches for 1,280 miles over hills,
There are many
old cheese and good weather—haying is valleys and rivers.
houses and towers built on it.
more a midnight summer dream than a
The largest dwelling house in the

winter of discontent.”
NEWS

NOTES.

Because his pension was not made
larger a Wisconsin man refused to vote
for twenty-seven years.
An official of the society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children, of Pat
erson, N. J., was arrested recently for
beating his wife because she let his dinner get cold.
The present earl of Leicester and his
father had wedding days just 100 years
apart. But it was the father’s first
marriage, and the earl is a child of the
ber. The little steamer Maid of the tion than
man on earth.
That’s second marriage.
any
Mist (but not the same steamer) still the editor. The gods give him joy!
The Spanish treaty claims commission
has decided that testimony may be taken
plies below the falls; Table Rock has
in
Down
Damariscotta.
in the case of claims either in or outbeen shorn of its former proportions,
side the United States. This decision
and power houses are clinging to what
The crew of the Sadie Corey got hilariouswill necessitate additional legislation.
had been bare cliffs.
The greatest ly drunk last Friday night and performed
so outrageously that Capt. McDonough disachievement, perhaps, is the construc- charged them next day. The
TO CUKE A COLD IN ONE OAT
captain ought
tion of the Niagara Gorge Road, at the to live here in town awhile. He Is too fussy. Take Laxative Brotno
Quinine Tablets. All
Citizens of these towns dpn’t care a rap who
foot of the cliffs on the American side, or
how many get drnnk and disturb the druggists refund the money if it fails to
and the visitor to Niagara should by all peace.—Damariscotta Herald.
cure. E. W. Grove’s signature oneach box.

world is the Freiliaus, in a suburb of
Established in I83hj
in all between 1,200
and 1,500 rooms, divided into upward of
400 separate apartments. A whole city CAPITAL
STOCK, $150,000!
lives, works, eats and sleeps in this immense house.
$33,000
SURPLUS,
The most magnificent work of archi0
tecture is the Taj Mahal, in Agra, HinDSPOSITSISOL1C1 rF

Vienna, containing

dustan.

It

was

erected by Shgh Jehan

to the memory of his favorite queen.
It is octagonal in form, of pure white

Safe

$3.

Sf,-‘

deposit bozos tor
marble, inlaid with jasper, carnelian,
•8 a year.
turquoise, agate, amethysts and sapphires. The work took 22,000 men
Our
new
vault
is
unequaled in Eastern
twenty years to complete, and though
there were free gifts and the labor was and UNEXCELLED ini security
free, the cost is estimated at $16,000,000. and
burglary in the country.
The greatest structure ever raised by
the hand of man is the great pyramid
Those renting boxes can have the
of Cheops, Egypt, founded 4,000 years privilege of taking their boxes to and r.
bank.
ago, and measuring 746 feet square on
the base and 449 feet high.
It took
twenty years in construction: 100,000
men worked for three months,
and
then, being relieved, were succeeded by
an equally large corps.
The massive
Two sheep came to my pasture, win •h
stones were brought from Arabia, 700
er can have
rent ai

••

Stray Sheep.

miles away. The cost of the work is
estimated at $145,000,000.

by identifying

3w26

an<y>iijjhj^
"'East Troy. «■'
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THE NEWS OF BELFAST.
i.paril the foghorn blowing.
what is that?” quoth she.
.a,lor wearily
It's just the dog-watch ma’am,

,..,i

■

t"

sark is

...

on

the sea.”

—Exchange
,ard of State assessors will meet with
assessors in this city July 23d.
,11. Howes caught a 4J, pound pick1’itclier’s pond the first of the week.
Wilson of Searsmont harvested
l< of strawberries one day the past
lie had 17 pickers at work all day.
t).

The Swan & Sibley Co. are building an additional coal shed at the Sibley wharf.
The summer school under the instruction
of Miss Bertha I Bird opened Monday with
25 pupils.
Seaside Chautauqua Circle will meet with
Mrs. J. M. McKeen, 188 High street, Monday, July 15th, at 2 p. m. Author, Celia
Thaxter.
Geo. K. Stover is building 'a stable at his
place on Cedar street, and Capt. J. W. Jones
is building an addition to his stable in rear
of bis residence on High street.
The steamer

Guenevere made her first

The Belfast Band has begun its open air
concerts, giving the first last Friday evening. The second will be given in a few days;
the date is not yet decided on.

DON'T WAIT.

Dr. Sullivan of Portland, Me., the well
known Eye and Ear specialist, will be in
Belfast at the Revere House Wednesday
and Thursday, July 24-25th.
The opera Pirates of Penzance will be

I

presented, under the auspices of the Belfast
Band, at Camden, Aug. 6th, for the benefit
of the Episcopal church fair, and in Belfast, Aug. 14th.

If you knew how SCOTT’S
EMULSION would build you
up, increase your weight,
strengthen your weak throat
and lungs and put you in condition tor next winter, you
would begin to take it now.
forfree sample, and tty it
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists.
t
409415 Pearl Street, New York.
joe. andjt.oo; all druggists.
Send

Mr. and Mrs. Chas. E. Sherman of Law-

trip with the Islesboro mail Saturday, tak- rence, L. I., and Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Harnnient buoy tender, a side-wlieeler,
ing it across to Northport. She will begin thorn of Limerick, Me., were guests of Rev.
and Mrs. Geo. S.
Tuesday evening and was at work on her route to Belfast in a few days.
Mil^s a few days the past
week.
yesterday.
A resident on Northport avenue recently
Helen Patterson has opened a conThe quarterly meeting of the
borrowed a rat trap of a neighbor, and
Woman’s
store at the home of her parents,
the first night captured an old rodent. The Hospital Aid” will be held in the Police
Mrs. J. G. Patterson, No. 2Hi Union
next night he got 24, some of them young but Court room, City Building, to-day, July
all good sized rats.
11th, at 2.30 p. m. All members, and interlaking was in order at the shoe facWild raspberries, blueberries and bunch- ested friends, are earnestly requested to
week, and the machinery was given berries, fully ripe, were picked July 9th. attend.
hauling and some new hard-wood There will probably be a light crop of wild
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Perry and daughter
berries this year. E. C. Freeman brought Mildred attended commencement at Water,intrude Millett of Portland has a in the first blueberries Tuesday. They sold ville last week to see the graduation of their
son, Sherman, who was one of the speakers.
f burnt wood in fancy pieces at for 15 cents per box at Howes & Co.’s.
Mr. Perry had a double pleasure in the ocHrug Store. This is one of the
casion,
having graduated at Colby in the
Advertised list of letters remaining in the
class of 1872.
Their daughter Florence
is and Miss Millett’s artistic tastes
Belfast post office July 9th: Ladies—Mrs. was also
present, at the close of her second
known in Belfast.
Mary Joseph, Mrs. Belle Mitchell, Mrs. year in college.—Camden Herald.
Wharf Company is making Phemey Moores, Mrs. May Malvey, Mrs, S.
Not the slightest clue as to the whererepairs to the wharf and store- W. Shepard. Gentlemen—Mr. W. A. Nich- abouts of the missing Irving Mitchell, son
of Adnah J. Mitchell of Augusta, has been
The wharf is leased to the Belfast ols, Rev. F. Rollo Poor, Mr. Geo. G. Ross.
found, although the anxious father has been
I lay Co., for its coal business, and is
Two of the bloodhounds belonging to searching high and low and
sending teleI as the landing for the steamers M.
Stetson’s Double Uncle Tom’s Cabin Co., phone and telegraphic messages to every
■ -tine and the excursion boats, and
where
he
possible
place
thought his son
which is to exhibit at Belfast Opera House
might be. He has not been seen or heard
>hiug boats.
afternoon and evening on Friday, June 12th, from since the night of
July 4th—Kennebec
Freeman continues making daily were recently imported from Siberia by Journal.
ween Camden and Belfast, and two Manager Stetson at a cost of nearly $500.00
COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.
lay between Camden and Lincoln- each.

..

HOBTHPOKT HEWS.

*

THE

CHURCHES.

Rev. G. E. Edgett will preach at Poor’s
Mills next Sunday at 2.30 P. M.
One candidate was baptized and two
taken into membership in the North church
last Sunday, Rev. Geo. S. Mills officiating.

Meetings will be held at the Peoples’ Mission in the Frye schoolhouse, Miller street,
every Saturday evening at 7 o’clock. All
are

welcome.

■

Il.ewis

Rev. A. T. Dunn, D. D., occupied the
After the
Baptist pulpit last Sunday.
morning service he baptized three candidates.
The Lord’s supper was observed in
the afternoon.

■

■

1

accomodation line. He drives
Imre road through Temple Heights
thport Campground. His hours are
as w hen he carried the mail.
,tn

A. Ryan of Knox was before the
Saturday, charged with assult
wry on Walter F. Woodbury of
a
The trouble grew out of a
y 4tli.
ids which was followed by Ryan
ad shaking Woodbury. Ryan was
lilty and lined $10 and cost, from
:u

mirt

■

appealed.

■

1 of the land and railroad from
•asset & Quebec R. R. Co. to the
Waterville A Farmington R. R.
•h was recorded in Waldo County
of Deeds July (>th, had a $100 revmp, the first one of that denomina•nted at this Registry.
The deed
and in four counties, Kennebec,
Waldo and Somerset.
•j

Gardiner L. Hemmingway of Searsmont
bought a Buckeye mowing machineof Chas.
B. Black of Belfast thirty-two years agoIt has done good work in the field every
year since, and is cutting this season’s crop.
It has a 4-foot cut, and cost when new $115.
The present price for a 5-foot cut machine
is $35.
Word was received at Saturday Cove a
few days ago that Blondin, the wife

murderer, was in that vicinity, and a Northport constable and Belfast policeman went
in search of him. The man who had been
taken for Blondin was found, but he proved
to be only an every-day tramp, and looked
as much like Blondin as Lily Langtrydoes
like Aguinaldo.
New Advertisements.

Ten cents will

buy at Wm. 0 Poor A Son’s a bottle of tlieir
beer extract, which will make five gallons
of delicious root beer. Easy to make: easy
•a! rumor lias it that Ex-Repre- to drink.
Try it....See advertisement of
E rank I*. Bennett of Saugus will
iidate for the legislature this fall; the East Maine C onference Seminary and
mnerous body of Republicans of the
Bueksport Business College. The educaaugus district have promised their tional advantages offered are first-class and
and that if elected lie will try for have been availed of in
the past by many
'hip of the home.—Boston Globe.
Waldo county people
Farm, near Belfast
a ill
interest Mr. Bennett’s friends
or Searsport, with good buildings, is wanted.
•ounty, where he is well known as
Address C. 11. Emery, Ellsworth, Me_See
■
of
the
Beaver
IIill
prietor
Sheep
F. A. Johnson’s offer for double stamps for
Freedom.
—

play to be put

on by our local ainoarrived and rehearsals will begin
of August. The date of the first
ation has been fixed for Sept. 2nd,
■Hast Opera House, after which the
H be given in Searsport, Bucksport,
and Camden and a special steamer
<i to reach these places. An orches-;
1 he carried and a free social dance
|
at each place after the entertainment.

the remainder of this week.Woman
wanted at the Girls Home.

as

k.id

pleasant call from Mr. G. B.
Unity one day this week. Mr.
of the old-time horsemen,
come anyw here near forgetting
lie once knew'about a good horse.
he says he is learning something
i iy.
He is wonderfully well pleased
lie business he is doing with Lyre
season, and says that although the
:t ion is sharp the men that have bred
in the oast and got any colt at all,
a

ry of
y is
i' not
■

»t a

one

goou one,

ami that

is

what tells

one in the breeding business.—Turf,
mid Home.

Notes. The tug Ralph Ross
-or was on Gilchrest’s marine railr calking July 5tli
The Castine
e
withdrawn from the Eggemoggin
this week and resume her excursion
Beginning Sunday, July 7th, the
haven & Rockland Steamboat Commade some changes in tlieir summer
i ile, as follows: On Sundays, str. Gov.
-II will leave Rockland at 9.10 a. m.
North Haven, Hurricane and VinalReturning, leave Vinalhaven at 4 p.
Hurricane 4.15 p. m. and North Haven
in. for Rockland.
Week days the
p.
'•‘HI
will run
to
Hurricane and
'haven via North Haven on the 5.30 a.
P and until further notice the 9. 30 a.
H' to Hurricane and Vinalhaven will
continued.
'iKit

—

—

■

Veterans’ Meeting. The Waldo County Veterans’ Association met at WindePark,Unity, ,1 uly 4th. There was not a
large gathering, yet the boys had a fine time.
The forenoon meeting was for the purpose
of making arrangements for observing the
anniversary at thellome.of which announcement will be made later. Pres. Higgins called
the meeting to order and the records of the
meeting at Swanville were read anda lopted.
Then came adjournment for dinner, which
was served in the dining hall and
greatly
relished after a long ride. There was no
regular program for the afternoon meeting.
Comrade Hatch opened with prayer. The
committee on place and time reported as
follows: Brooks, Oct. 3,1901. This will be
the annual meeting for the election of offimere

and other matters. Remarks were made
by nearly every comrade, and with songs
made it one of our best meetings.
The
Home at the Park is now in good repair
and stronger than before the accident last
spring. Its a tine place to spend a vacation.

Items. Sch. Laura M. Lunt,
brought the hard pine lumber for G.
Hlchrest’s new schooner, is to be taken
the marine railway for quite extensive
rs.
She will have some new beams, a
i
on of the deck will be
replaired, and
Ginn Family Reunion. A very pleasant
r repairs
made—Sch. Allen Green,
occasion was that of the Ginn family picnic
'*
oh recently discharged coal for Swan <fe
held at Prospect Ferry July 4th.
Some
••>' Co., is to load paving at Vinalhaven
or more of the descendants (and
New York.Sch. Pendleton Satisfac- twenty
their attaches) of Samuel and Isabel R.
arrived at New York July 3d after a
Ginn, representing four different States—
from
•>ys passage
The followBangor
Maine, Massachusetts, Connecticut and Neharters of local vessels are reported:
braska, assembled at the home of Mary
Charlotte T. Sibley, Brunswick to
Ginn Smith, where they celebrated the day
nv ich, lumber, p. t.Bark Olive Thurunder the Old Glory bedecked apple-trees,
New York to Port Royal,salt,p. t_Sch.
overlooking the beautiful Penobscot river
Knight, Philadelphia to Jacksonville,
and Bucksport. Among those present were
'.»()
cents....Sch. R. F. Pettigrew,
J. Lintpn Ginn, wife and daughter of Clarks,
adelphia to Portland, coal, 75 cents_ Nebraska;
Odbrey M. and Ruth G. Snow of
I*. M. Bonney sailed Tuesday from
Norfolk, Conn.: Addie M. Ginn of Worcesalhaven with general cargo.Sell.
ter, Mass.; Charles F. Ginn, Belfast: Almira
rgia Gilkey has been chartered to take
F. Ginn, Damariscotta; A. Alonzo Ginn and
oral cargo from New York to St. Pierre
wife, Josephine G Banks, Jessie G. Hard>2,700.
ing, Rebecca and Alfreda Harriman, Bryon
1 m>
Dead. The editor of the Sho- Avery, wife and family, all of Prospeet;
ne Idaho,
Journal, F. A. Eveleth, a na- Martha Evelyn Harriman of Old Town and
of Maine,writes as follows: “Philander Somuel Hooey of Bangor. The principal
ny was found in the Bannack Mining flag used in the decoration was made for
Mill at Era, June 1st. He had evident- and used on a bark built in Prospect in 1857.
been dead for a couple of days. The
Uncle Tom’s Cajjin.
The version of
"inner’s jury, finding no marks of vio- Uncle Toni’s Cabin
interpreted by Stetson’s
in e about the
man, brought in a verdict Double Monster Co. which will exhibit at
1
death by heart disease. The sum of The Belfast Opera House Friday, June 12th,
Mit.us was found in his pockets, and in a afternoon and evening, had the
special apstrip in his wagon was found an honorable proval of Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe,
discharge from Co. M., 1st Maine Heavy from the fact of Manager Stetson’s adheArtillery, issued to Philander Perry, who if rence to the original text, which is a comow alive would be 04
years of age, and 5 plete deviation from the custom of other
Im,jI 0 inches in height. The man found Uncle Tom
managers, who interpolate so
answered to the description. In the grip many attempted gags, stale jokes and vulgar
"as also found a letter addressed to him. witticisms into their rendition that
scarcely
P bore the post mark of
Liberty, Maine, a vestige is left of the never-to-be-forgotton
and was mailed two years ago.
It was work.
Aside from the great worth of the
igned “your affectionate daughter, Ella company, every act will be presented with
Howe.” Mr. Perry was buried at Era. On new and elaborate scenery, painted by the
receipt of this information we wrote to our master scenic artist of the world. The two
l iberty
correspondent, J. 0. Johnson, Esq., comical Topsies, two ludicrous Marks, the
t" ascertain what was known of the case
elegant scenery, the novel mechanical efthere. lie replied that the daughter in Lib- fects, the ferocious bloodhounds, two brass
erty had been notified by the authorities, bands, and the celebrated Lone Star Quarand that a brother living in Indian Territo- tette, all unite in making the
engagement
ry had gone to Idaho to see about the effects a notable one. The afternoon performance
of the deceased.
Mr. Perry has a brother, will equal in every way that of the evening.
Mr. Charles Perry, living n Montville, and Children under 12
years will be admitted
a
sister, a Mrs. Sherman, living in Apple- for 10 cts, adults 23 cts. Doors open at 1.30,
ton, which was his native place.
curtain at 2.
upping
h

—

■

—

Winterport. There was no public
celebration of the Fourth this year. The
small boy with his firecrackers and festive
tin horn was much in evidence
during the
day, and the big boy made the previous
night hideous with his customary racket;
otherwise everything was quiet....Mr. and
Mrs. A. H. Ilanscome and little
daughter
Frances came down from Bangor
Monday,
and gave their annual display of fireworks
in the evening. It was witnessed and enjoyed by a large crowd of people... .Miss L.
A. Grindle has gone to Hampden for a few
weeks
Miss Abbie Coftren arrived from
Boston Saturday t* visit her sister, Mrs.
Fred Atwood. Her niece, Miss Mary Helen
—

Coft'ren,

accompanied her—Miss Sarah
Jellerson is visiting her uncle, James Nason
Miss C. E. Atwood arrived from Boston
on Sunday’s boat to
spend a few weeks at
the old home—A fine boy was welcomed
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. James Grant
last week
Miss Mamie Cook of Charlestown is the guest of her aunt, Mrs. Levi
Bowden....Miss Winnie Maddox of Bangor
is visiting friends in town_The
Creamery
Co. have moved to their new quarters in
w hat was
formerly the Frank Simpson shop
at the head of Eveleth's wharf.
....

—

The Christie-Baird Stock Company.
The New Jersey Herald of Newton, N. J.,
says of the above company, which is to appear at the Belfast Opera House next week:
The Christie-Baird troupe is one of the
best that has given a week's performance in
Newton for many moons. Everything about
it is clean, bright and thoroughly invigorating. The various characters at once walked into the good graces of the people of
Newton, and Manager Foster is to be congratulated upon bringing to Newton a company in every way so competent and deservWe should be pleased to see them reing.
turn to Newton at any time.
Reserved seats on sale at Mixer's, Saturday morning, July 13th. Popular prices, 10,
20 and 30 cents.
Ladies can procure a
special ticket for the opening night for 15
cents, entitling them to the very best seats
in the opera house. Grand bargain matinee
Saturday. See advertisement.

cers
■

IIalldale. Rev. S. H. Burton of South
Jefferson preached at the church last Sunday....Mr. E. J. Welsh.Mrs. L. C. Jones and
her daughter Ola, are at J. E. Hall’s... .Mrs.
Fannie Frost of Pittsfield, who has been
visiting at Enos Emery’s, left for home.'last
B. T. Lamb and family of PortSunday
land are visiting relatives here_W. If.
Hall has returned to his home in
Lowell,
Mass.

Pbospect Ferry. Mrs. Mary Smith
a family party
July 4th. The guests
present were Capt. A. A. Ginn, wife and
daughter, Mrs. Charles Banks, Mrs. Rebecca
Harriman and daughters Alfredaand Martha, B. C. Avery and wife, Hiram, Albert and
Evelyn Avery and Mrs. Frank Harding, all
of this place; Rev. J. Linton Ginn wife and
daughter of Nebraska, Odbrey Snow and
had

wife of

Connecticut,

Miss Elmira Ginn of

An association to be known as the VeterEndeavorers of Williston has been formed at the Williston church in Portland, the
birthplace of the Christian Endeavor movement. This is the first veteran association
to be formed in the country.

an

The stewards of the Methodist church
held a meeting Tuesday afternoon to consult
with an architect in regard to putting in
steel celling and making other repairs at the
church. They will decide on the details
soon and the work will be done as soon
as

practicable.

the pulpit next Sunday.
The services at the Universalist church
next Sunday will be as follows: At 10:45
a.
m., regular service, preaching by the
pastor1 at 12 m., Sunday school: at <i:15 p.
in., Young Peoples’meeting; topic, “Union
of the Spirit.” A cordial invitation is extended to all.
The prayer meeting topic at the North
church this, Thursday, evening at 7.30, will
be “Cross Currents in the Christian Life.”
The Sunday services will be as follows:
Sermon by the pastor at 10.43 a. m.; Sunday
school at 12 m. The pastor will give the
fourth lecture in the series on “Hymns of
the Church” at 7.30 p. m.; subject, “The
Story of Some Modern Hymns.” The
Christian Endeavor prayer meeting will be
discontinued through July and August.
The lltli annual convention of the Waldo

County C. E. Union was held in the Free
Baptist church in South Montville July 2d.
The program was as announced in The
Journal of June 27th, with three exceptions:
Rev. T. P. Williams was unable to attend,
and his paper was presented by Rev. G. R.
Berry of Hamilton, X. Y.; P. W. Keen was
absent and his paper was omitted; and
Rev. Henry Ives of Fairfield was substituted
for Rev. C. I). Crane of Yarmouth. Mr.
Ives’ subject was that announced for Mr.
Crane, but in the evening he spoke on “The
Union Christian Virtues.” The following
officers and committees were elected for the
ensuing year: President, Rev. G. S. Mills,
Belfast; Vice President, Dr. T. X. Pearson, Morrill; Secretary and Treasurer, Miss
Josephine E. Patterson, Belfast; Lookout
Committee, Geo. Varney, Unity; Fred Tibbetts, East Palermo; C. M. Howes, South
Montville; Mrs. Fred Hurd, Liberty; Miss
Frances Williams, Freedom; Miss Hattie
White, Morrill.

...

—

—

An active crusade against the wearing
of ladies’ corsets is being carried on at
Buda-Pesth. The Hungarian minister
for public instruction has issued an energetic order against their use, forbidding
all girl pupils attending the public and
private day schools in Hungary from
wearing them. Herr von Wiassics declares in his order that the carset prevents the full development of the bodily
organs and-stunts the growth. He desires a uniform blouse to be adopted in
its stead.

Belfast Weather Report.
Following is

BIB CUT IH PRICES

J. R. Mears and family of Morrill moved
to their cottage on the Camp Ground for the
season, July 6th.
The family of A. H. A. Groescbner of
arrived Saturday evening, for the season.

Watertown, Mass.,

-'Wharf-builder James F. Spellman and a
making extensive repairs and alterations at the wharf at the Camp Ground.
The work is made necessary to accommodate the big Boston steamers, which now
make landings there on each trip to and
from Boston.
crew are

* * * *

The school in the Cove District closed
last Friday after a very profitable term of
ten weeks taught by Mrs. Lydia Dean, who
is one of the best of teachers and one of

AT*

* * *

GEO. W. BURKETT S.

much experience, having taught fifty-five
terms of school.
It is the unanimous wish
of both scholars and parents that she may
be employed in the Cove school many more
terms.
A large number of parents and
friends assembled to listen to the closing
exercises, which consisted of recitations,
dialogues, tableaux, songs and music. Ail
of the parts were well rendered and reflected much credit upon the teacher and scholars.
The appreciation of the school work
during the term was voiced in the remarks
made at the close by Hudson C. Brown, one
of the school committee, and by Harvard
Elwell and others. The school was recently
presented with a handsome new Hag by
Will Young of Boston, to take the place of
the old one which was getting quite worn,
and it was first hoisted Friday. The gift is
greatly appreciated, and many thanks are
extended to Mr. Young.

Look at the Prices 1
1 Suit,

price $37 50,

Suits,

“

Suits,

“

Suits,

“

10 Suits,

“

4

10
12

now

25 00,

14 00
“

14 00,
12

5o,

8

oo

7 5o
“

11 00,

5 Black China Silk

$15 00

Waists, price

6 75

4 oo, now 2 75

Who wants

a Suit for less
money than the material costs?
C'ome in and buy one early, as we intend to close the lot
inside of two weeks.

A Remarkable Invention.
We have been furnished with the follow-

There will be a Sunday school concert
at the Baptist church at 7 o’clock next Sunday evening. The Y. P. S. C. E. will hold
union meetings with the regular meetings
Sundgy evenings during the summer. Mr.
Eugene Philbrook of Bangor will occupy

Damariscotta, Miss Addle Ginn of Worcester, Mass., and Charles Ginn of Belfast.
A picnic dinner was served and all enjoyed
a very pleasant day.
It was a reunion of
the Ginn family... Mrs. Jessie Harding arrived home from Providence, R. I., last
Transfers in Real Estate.
Thursday, accompanied by her two sons,
Gerry and Will....Miss Ruth Good of BosThe following transfers in real estate
ton, Mass., w ill spend the summer with Mrs. were recorded in Waldo
County Registry of
Jessie Harding....Misses Vennie and HatDeeds for the week ending July 10, 1901;
tie Harriman arrived home from Crescent
George Woodman, Chelsea, Mass., to Albert
Beach last Friday. They think they have
G. Woodman, et al., do.; laud in Xorthport.
got all they want of table work in hotels for Geo.
Gamble, Prospect, to Archie Gamble,
a while ...Mr. Eugene Barnes was in
BanFTAnkfort; land in Prospect. M. Etta Beagor one day last week on business_Capt.
ton et al., Rockland, to 1. M. Cummings,
A. S. Wilson has gone down river fishing
I
Prospect; land in Prospect. H. B. LittleW. I). Harriman and wife called on Mr. and
field, by assignee, Prospect,to Fred E. Haley,
Mrs.C. R. Hill in Winterport last Monday...
do.; land and buildings in Prospect. James
Mr. William McMann of Frankfort visited
Bryant, Vassalboro, to A. M. Small, Freehis niece, Mrs. Anna C. Harriman, last
dom ; land and buildings in Freedom. Clara
Monday and Tuesday....The 4th was very- E.
Haley, Prospect, to I. M. Cummings, do.;
quiet here. Several from this place went land in
Prospect. Wiscasset & Quebec R.
to Frankfort to the celebration_James
R. Co. to Wiscasset, Waterville & FarmingBerry of Boston is visiting his parents, Mr. ton R. R.
Co.; land and railroad in Kenneand Mrs. Levi Berry-.... George Hawse and
bec, Lincoln, Waldo and Somerset counties.
wife of Quincy, Mass., visited Mr. and Mrs.
Abbie E. Beal, Frankfort, to John Gamble,
Levi Berry- last Sunday.
Prospect; land and buildings in Frankfort.
Monroe. There was a quiet wedding at A. E. Nickerson, Swanville, to Charles M.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Ritchie Marr, do.; land in Swanville. A. J. Woodof Monroe Sunday morning, July 7th, when bury, Morrill, to J. R. Mears and Silas
their only son, Stanley F., and Miss Susie Storer, do.; land and buildings in Morrill.
Bachelder of Jackson were united in mar" J. K. Barker, Troy, to S. J. Barker, do.;
riage. The ring ceremony was very impres- land and buildings in Troy. John F. Rogsively performed by A. H. Mayo, Esq., of ers, Belfast, to Isaiah W. Cross, Morrill;
Monroe in the presence of the immediate land and buildings in Xorthport.
C. F.
family. The bride was gowned in steel Thompson, Belfast, to John W. Tibbetts,
color with white satin trimmings, and the Montville; land in Montville; J. F. Vickery,
bridegroom wore the conventional black. Morrill, to Thomas Wentworth, Waldo; land
The young couple will soon begin life in and buildings in Waldo. Thomas Wentearnest in their new home. Their many worth to Forest Wentworth, Waldo; land
friends unite in wishing them a happy and and buildings in Waldo. Albert II. Madprosperous future ...Rev. James Dingwell, docks, Old Town, to Charles O. Varney,
who is in town for a brief stay, will preach Brooks; land and buildings in Jackson. J. I.
at the village church next Sunday at 2 p. m.
Watts, Waterville, to Allen M. Small, FreeMrs. Margie Waite from Franklin Park, dom ; laud and buildings in Freedom. Harrie
Mass., is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. Durham, Boston, to Manelia A. l’oppey,
John Moore—Mrs. Nellie West and little Salem, Mass.; land in Islesboro. Heirs of
E. H. Nealley, Monroe, to Nelson Curtis,
son are visiting relatives in town_Mrs.
Mary Beckett’s remains were brought here do.; land and buildings in Monroe.
last week from Belfast and interred in the
village cemetery beside those of her first
husband, B. F. Staples.Mrs. Belle J.
Palmer is at Northport for an outing_
Masters Ray and Harold Henderson are
still with their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs*
Edwin Ljifkin
Mr. Jerry Bowen will
collect taxes the ensuing year....Messrs.
Heatherington and Derbyshire from Fall
River, Mass., visited at T. H. Bowden’s
last week. On the 26th of June a large
swarm of bees came over the house of Watson Robinson and settled in the chimney
and went to work.
On the 2d of July
another swarm came and settled in the
same chimney and have now gone to work.
As there will be no fire in that part of the
house this summer, Mr. Robinson will let
the bees remain.

Isaiah W. Cross of Morrill has bought
John F. Rogers’cottage at the Camp Ground.

summary of the weather
record of the Belfast station of the U. S.
Weather Bureau for the week ending July
a

GEO. W

ing description of the invention of a Waldo
county man, who would like to correspond
with some one who means business with
view to placing the article on the market:

BURKETT,

a

__^Odd Fellows’ Block, Belfast.

Among the many inventions which our
mechanical people of this age of invention
are bringing to light from day to day, that
of B. B. Ranton of Freedom, Maine, ought
afternoon and evening.
to be placed in the foremost rank. This machine is a wondrously ingenious and simply contrived elevator, which can be used in
any dwelling house and ought to be used in
It would be a great
every shop and store.
labor-saving machine in conveying goods
from one story to another.
One great feature of the machine is the ease with which
it can be worked by hand or power.
It is
positive in its work and in no wise can it
slip or fall, as it is operated by screw gear.
Another great feature of Mr. Banton’s invention is that with his ladders and moter
OF
ALL !
attachment it makes one of the quickest
UNDER
THE
and safest fire escapes.
MANAGEMENT OF ME. KIBBLE.
As a fire escape it
is mounted on wheels and can be conveyed
by horse or electric power to the place of
fire and the rapidity with which it can be
Double Band and
elevated to an upright position and the ladder extended to the several apartments is
A Great
A Great Cast.
astonishing. With the elevator in position
as a fire escape it is a piece of mechanical
TWO
!
ingenuity, as at one and the same time peo!
ple can descend from the second to the tenth I
Oriental Quartette, African Mandolin
Players, Saxaplione and Glockenspiel Players
story or even higher, while the elevator is
Double Quartette, Jubilee Singing, Buck and
running up and down conveying people to
Wing Dancers, Shouters, Etc., a Pack of
Genuine Bloodhounds, New Songs, New
the ground. As the ladders are locked into
Dances, New Music, Everything New.
position there is no danger of slips or
A Carload of Beautiful Scenery. Cotton
Picking. Home in the South. Eva’s Ascension.
breaks.
As a life saving machine it ought
to be placed in every one of our large cities.
The Grandest Street Parade Ever Given. TWO BANDS.
As a labor saving machine it ought to be
Massive Dogs, etc. A sight of a lifetime.
placed in every one of our shops, stores
and mills.
PRICES-—Evening, 25c., 35c. and 50c.

BELFAST OPERA HOUSE,

FRIDAY, JULY 12, 1901,

CEO. P. STETSON’S “™„„,

Uncle

Tom’s

THE BARNUM

Cabin.

THEIT

Orchestra.

Company.

TOPSIES

Matinee, Children 10c.; A.dults, 25c. Tickets

Old-Time Base Ball.

an

actual

game

in the official score-book

sale at Mixer’s

Belfast Opera House,
SIX Mtitll S AND ONE

nATINEE, BEGINNING

or-

ganization, in this city, was the Passagassawakeag Club, organized April lfi, 1SU7. The 1
first

now on

.OCR GRAND STREET PARADE.

Base ball, which has been without; any
question the American national game for
forty years, has been very radically changed
since the old days.
One can hardly realize
in the small scores and sharp playing of today the changes from that time to this, as
they have come gradually, year after year.
The first base ball team with

TWO MARKS

was

I

played in Rockland, August 19, 18fitj, with

The CHRISTIE-BAIRD STOCK COMPANY

j

the Lime Rocks.
The total score of both
In a repertoire of beautiful plays and up-to-date
specialties.
teams was llfi runs, of which Belfast got I
One continuous performance with no waits between acts.
7(i and the Lime Rock 40, showing that the
players must have raced from eight to ten nonday—The 5-Act Military Drama, GETTYSBURG.
miles round the bases.
But such sprinting
Tuesday.-The 5-Act Pastoral Drama, HEART OF VIRGINIA.
as this must have required would be nowise
Wednesday-The 5-Act Play, THE COUNTRY BRIDE.
as terrifying to the same men
to-day as to
CAMILLE,” “UNDER TWO FLAGS, “OCTOROON” and other
face the chain-lightning speed and treacherstandard dramas will follow and be announced later with
ous curves of the up-to-date pitcher.
It is
a curious fact in relation to this first
game
MISS AMELIA BAIRD and MR. FRANK
at Rockland, thirty-three years ago, that of
the ten young men composing the club and
Supported by a cast of characters seldom equaled and never surpassed. A special ticket
scorer eight are alive to-day and all reside
for ladies will be issued, good for Monday night,
admitting ladies to the best reserved
in Belfast. Following is the team and posiseat for 15c. Bargain matinee on Saturday. Popular prices for each
performance.
tions of the players in that game, with the
number of runs scored by each: R. H.
lO, RO and 30 CENTS.
Moody, catcher, 9; Ross G. Lewis, pitcher,
Reserved seats on sale at Mixer’s Saturday morning.
7; W. B. Washburn, S. S., 10; T. B. Dinsmore,
first base, 9; Arvida Hayford, second, 9; C.
P. Hazeltine, third, 9; W. Cottrell, left-field,
7; Alfred A. Small, centre-field, <>; Charles
O’Connell, right-field, 10. C. E. Johnson,
scorer. At that time every club went to bat
in the above order and it was some time beEVERY ONE WARRANTED.
fore the rule prevailed of miking up the
*****
batting list at will.
Sale of this season's

j

CHRISTIE,

A Med Down

Newspaper

Notes.

Bar Harbor Life, the society edition of
the Bar Harbor Record, has made its initial
bow for the third season.
The Cape Ann Advertiser, long a welcome
weekly visitor to this office, has been merged
in the Gloucester Daily Times, with the
same proprietors, the Proctor Brothers, who
have printed some kind of a paper for a
period of 47 years. May abundant success
attend their new departure.
Catarrh Cannot Be Cured

..Shirtwaists..

Torrey’s Knives

i

Torrey’s Razors
EVERY ONE WARRANTED
:«****-

....AT....

R. A. French & Co.’s

Torrey’s
Shears g Scissors

EAST HA1NE

CONFERENCE

SEMINARY,

EVERY QNE WARRANTED.

with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
*****
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
CaBUCKSPORT, MAINE.
^ y1’.!1 £66d any of the above goods
tarrh is a blood or constitutional diseass
1. A corps of instructors, each of whom is a
9,1901:
buy a TORREY, it will cut 30.5 days in
and in order to cure it you must take in specialist in his department.
® W ST
2. An increased equipment in the Science Dea year. Your money back if not satis©
V
ernal remedies.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is partment, making it especially efficient.
fied. For sale only at
3.
Athletics under proper restrictions, en£ =■w f Wind, Sky, etc.
taken internally and acts directly on thi
&
couraged. It is expected that a good gymnasium
ef
blood and mucous surfaces. Hall’s Catarrh will be ready for use at the beginning of the fall
3 86 57 W. Clear.
term.
Cure is not a quack medicine.
It was pre4. A good library of 4,000 volumes.
4 83 51
••
scribed by one of the best physicians in
S. A. BENDER, B. D., President.
5 78 61
6 69 56 E. Cloudy.
this country for years, and is a regular pre7 67 56 S. E.
Rain early morning, .33;
BUCKSPOkT
BUSINESS COLLEGE.
showers in evening, with scription. It is composed of the best tonics
Business and Shorthand Courses.
thunder, .12; total rain
combined with the best blood puriBU.-IUND WILSON. Propr.
known,
Fine advantages offered.
fall, .45 of an inch.
fiers, acting directly on the mucous surfaces.
eow28
8 73 57 N. E. Cloud y.
E. A. COOPER, Principal.
"
The
combination
of
the
9 72 57 S. E.
two ingreperfect
Fog. Barometer 30.3.
dients is what produces such wonderful results in curing Catarrh.
Send for testimoAttendance at Pan-American.
nials free
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, 0.
Buffalo, N. Y, July 7. The total atSold
Farm near Belfast or Sears port. Good
by druggists, price 75c.
tendance to date at the Pan-American exThe
buildings.
position is 1,779,868.
average daily atFurnished rooms to let. Fifty cents to one do ltendance for June, including Sundays was
Stops the Cough
C. B. EM FRY,
lar per week. Board if desired.
over 31,000. It is believed that July and
miss emma mcmanus,
3w28*
Maine.
and works oS the Cold.
Ellsworth,
2w27
No. 38 Church St.. Belfast.
August will easily bring the total above
5.000. 000 and it will remain for September Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure a
and October to bring the remainder of the
10.000. 000. At the Chicago world’s fair 58 cold in one day. No Cure, no Pay. Price
25 cents.
per cent, of the attendance was during the
lvr.’fa
last two months. Eight million paid admisMy wife, Emma M. Treat, has this day left my
Furnished or; unfurnished. Centrally located. Ihome and gone elsewhere to live. I shall
sions with the revenues from concessions
Wheat harvest is practially finished
pay no
Modern sanitary conveniences. Meals can be 1bills ttiat she
will repay the cost of the Pan-American in McPherson
may contract.
Kan.
The
county,
crop obtaiued across the street, If desired. Apply at
JAMES M. TREAT.
exposition.
will average 25 bushels per acre.
No. 96 Stiller Street, Side Moor.
Fraukfort, Maine, June 25,1901_3W27.
—•

City Drug

WANTED.

Room to Let.

Store

Rooms to Let.

NOTICE.

LITERARY NEWS AND NOTES.

|

T we nty-Five years ago when “Elbow
Room” and “Out of the Hurly-Burly”
were the successes of the day, Max

Adeler suddenly ceased writing. For a
quarter of a century he was proof
against the blandishments of editors,
but within a few weeks he has completed a new series of humorous stories
which show him at his best. Tales of
Old Turley, which will appear in early

numbers of The Saturday Evening Post,
are wonderfully droll stories of the
quaint characters in an old-fashioned
country town before the war. Local
polities, school committee fights, church
squabbles and women’s clubs lend themselves admirably to Max Adder’s humorous touch, and form the basis of
of the cleverest stories that have
been written for many a day.

some

In addition to articles on coasting,
angling, the automobile, camping-out,
and poultry keeping Outing for July is

lull of summer matter. J. AYilliam
"White tells of his Summering in Nortolk:
Frank
Farrington, Bicycling
From Montreal to St. Anne; Horace
Hutchinson, The Most Difficult and
Best Holes in Golf; Ada "W. Anderson,
To the Summit of Mt. Ranier; Mary
B. Mullett, Country Walking for AYomen; Gene Streattdn-Porter, Bird Architecture; Henry Chadwick, Old Time
Baseball: Robert Blight, The Amateur’s

Garden; Aloysius Coll contributes

other of his Forest

an-

Fables,

John R.
Spears explains why The America's
t up Is Safe, and AY. II. Rowe relates
The Turf Career of lion. AY. C. AYhitney.

dock, tne nnai love scene
to be wholly satisfying to per*
sons who delight in details.
It runs In
this manner: “Then, overcome by the
Incense of her presence, he drew her
to him until her hearf beat against his
own. She did not resist, but lifted her
face to him. and he kissed her. ‘You
love me, Virginia!’ he cried.
‘Yes, Stephen,’ she answered low,
more wonderful in her surrender than
ever before. ‘Yes, dear.’ Then she hid
her face against his blue coat.”
Now. this is “something like,” and
yet these critical Back Bay people, accustomed to a diet of Browning and
Ibsen, pretend that such vivid portrayals of tender scenes do not make real
Richard Tupper.
literature.
lira

LOVERS IN FICTION.
HOW THEY ACT WHEN HERO MEET8
HEROINE IN MODERN ROMANCE.
Generally There la Exhibit of Tense
Emotion, Followed by Sonl Satiafylns Oacnlatlon, but Boston Critics
Sneer at These Scenes.

[Special Correspondence.]
Boston, July 2.—Here In the Hub
they are very critical of things literary.
Perhaps it is because they) believe It
necessary to live up to Boston's old
time reputation for supremacy in the
field of letters. Perhaps it is Just envy.
At any rate, the Back Bay folks seem
hard to please.
What do you suppose they are finding fault with now? Nothing less than
the crucial love scenes in the most popular romantic novels of the day. Now,
It needs much courage to pick flaws in
the work of an author whose books sell
by the hundreds of thousands, but Boston folks are doing it. Not the professional book reviewers, you understand,
but the amateur critics. They are of the
class which forms study clubs for the
purpose of raving over the subtle delights in the work of the latest literary

by
plants;

an
is a

acknowledged authority
practical article and will

The present vogue of romantic fiction
no place for “study clubs.”
The readers who are pleased with
“The Helmet of Navarre,” "To Have
and to Hold” and similar stories appear
to be satisfied with reading a book

provides

on

King Alfred
timely
and his Thousandth Anniversary; A.
article on

P. Winston contributes an instructive
sketch of Sixteenth Century Trusts; H.
I). Sedgwick, Jr. sends a brilliant Letter from Italy, largely on Socialistic
topics: Albert Phelps’discusses X'ew
< (rieans and Keconstruction.
denouncing strenuously the national treatment
of that unlucky city. L. P. Smith and
11. F. Robinson contribute two quaint
and curious sketches of Quakerism in
different generations; Kate Stephens
dissect The Xew England Woman, and
Caroline Ticknor contrasts amusingly
The Gibson Girl type and her Ladies’
Album predecessors. Miss Jewett’s
and Miss Johnston’s Serials grow more
exciting and complicated. Eugene II.
White treats the electric display at the
Pan-American Exposition: G. S. Wasson and others furnish short stories.
A group of Outdoor Poems by famous
hands and the entert-ainingContributors’
Club complete the number.
Notable among the many timely articles in the July Magazine Number of
The Outlook is Mr. Hamilton
\V.
Mabie's article on “The spirit of the
New Wurld as Interpreted by the PanAmerican Exposition," profusely illustrated: Mr. I-hbert E. Baldwin contributes an appreciative paper on sir Walter Besaut, "The Founder of the People's Palace;” the first two chapters of
Ralph Connor’s new story, "The Man
from (llengarry,” give a vivid picture uf
the feuds of Canadian lumbermen: Hr.
William Elliot Griflis talks in an exceedingly entertaining way about the Personality of Mikado: the history of the
Young Men’ Christian Association in
this country is traced by Dr. James M.
Whiton; and the Autobiography of Mr.
Riis. “The Making of an American,”
enters upon its ninth chapter.
The
articles are fully illustrated, and editorials, book reviews, and the usual paragraphic history of the week are included
in this extremely entertaining issue. (3
a year.
The Outlook Company, 2s7
Fourth Avenue, New York.
The recently opened Boston Elevated
Railway, a subject of vital interest to
the people of that city and its far reaching suburbs, is fully described by its
cheif engineer, Mr. George A. Kimball,
in the July number of the New England Magazine. He gives a history of
the changes in public street transportation since the days of the early omnibus
lines, and shows by specially taken
photographs, superbly reproduced, this
latest effort in the solution of the problem of urban and surburban communication for one low fare in safety. A
portrait of that old-time scholar and

stately gentleman, I)r. Manasseh Cutler, who, with General Putnam at
Marietta, was one of the pioneers of

the Western Reserve, and whose name
is famous as having drafted the Ordinance of I7s7, excluding slavery from
the Northwest Territory, forms the
frontispiece of this number, and an
illustrated article is devoted to his life.
The art editor of the Transcript contributes an appreciate paper on the strong
religious feeling in the painting of that
talented young New York artist, Miss
Elizabeth W. Roberts, whose exhibition of pictures in Boston this winter
created a real sensation. Appearing as
it does at the time of the 200th anniversary of the quaint old town of Dracut,
Mass., the home of General Joseph
Bradley Varnum, the sketch of the life
and achievements of this “New England Democrat of the Old School” is
most timely. Wiscasset, Dresden and
thereabouts provide the town article of
the month under the title of “Ancient
Pownalboro and Her
Daughters.”
Miss Edith M. Thomas has a very tender
little story called “The Flower-Wizard,”
and there is also an unusual amount of
other fiction, which goes to make up
one of the best numbers of a
magazine
which, as a neighbor said of the June
issue, seems to improve monthly.—
Warren F. Kellogg, Publisher, Boston,

Mass.

For Over

Flitr l ean.

An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
used for over fifty years by millions of
mothers for their children while teething,
with perfect success. It soothes the child,
softens the gums, allays all pain, cures wind
colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists
in every part of the world.
Twenty-five
cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be
sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing
Syrup, and take no other kind.
The Way of Woman. Mrs. Jasper:
Mrs. Subbubs is too mean for anything.”
Jasper: “Why do you say so?” “I hinted
that she let us have her baby-chair which
her boy has outgrown and she didn’t notice,
but as soon as 1 went and bought one, she
said, “Why, you might have had mine.’
Life.

Song

Vessels.

Dread Sable Island Fast Hein* Estes
by the Waves.
[Special Correspondence.]
Halifax, Nova Scotia, June 28.—The
Sable island of today is very unlike the
Sable island of a few years ago or even
of a year ago. The “ocean graveyard,"
as it is called, is slowly but surely
crumbling away under the magical^
touch of the sea.
When the writer
was there four years ago, the island
contained many more square miles
than it now does, and a recent visit to
Sable showed conclusively that the
ocean gales are each year making inereasingly noticeable inroads on its
coast line.
According to tradition. Sable island
when discovered was 80 miles long
and 10 miles in breadth. It is now only
1
about 20 miles long and less than a
mile across.
It has also decreased In
1
height from 200 feet to 80 feet, though
at places there are lofty hillocks formed by the action of the wind on the i
sand. Those who best know the place
are convinced that the time of its final
disappearance is approaching. A light- ]
house keeper in pointing out to your
correspondent some of the changes
wrought in less than a year asserted |
that he believed it would soon be lmpossible to maintain a lighthouse there. !
Sable island has long been the terror
of mariners. It belongs to Nova Sco- I
tia, being 145 miles distant from this
port and 85 miles south of Cape Ganse,
the southeastern corner of the peninsula.
As one approaches it one is impressed with the desolation of its appearance. All around shallows spread
out so widely that for many a mile
from its shore there is often not water
enough to float a small schooner. At
the northeast end of the island, which
almost east and west, there
runs
stretches for nine miles a mass of roaring breakers before a depth of six
fathoms is reached.
Then there are
four miles more of heavy cross seas
leading out to a depth of 10 to 13 fathoms.
At the northwest end the bar
extends seaward 17 miles before deep
water is found. Indeed there are shoals i
dotted here and there for 40 miles
around the island.
The appearance of Sable island is 1
only in keeping with the history which
has earned for It its grim sobriquet. I

Abner Coburn, B F Colcord, sailed from
Honolulu J une 10 for Puget Sound.
A G Ropes, Chapman, arrived at Yokahama June 16 from Yew York.
A J Fuller, C 51 Nichols, sailed from
Port Townsend April 2 for Cape Town.
Aryan, A T Whittier, sailed from Baltimore July 3 for San Francisco.
Bangalore, Philadelphia for Nagaski;
spoken April —, lat 30 N, Ion 68 W.
E B Sutton, J P Butman, cleared from New
York April 16 for Tsintau.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton,at Kahului June 8 for San Francisco.
Emily Reed, sailed from Sydney, NSW
May 13 for Honolulu.
Gov Robie, F Colcord, arrived at Honolulu June 2 from Newcastle, N. S. W.
Henry B Hyde, A W Blanchard, arrived
at San Francisco June 13 from Baltimore.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed
from New W7hatcom, Wash., March 6 for
Cape Town.
Manuel Llaguno, D. C. Nichols, cleared
from New York Feh. 28 for llong Kong;
passed Anjier prior to June 10.
Puritan, A Y Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
Reaper, arrived at Honolulu May 30 from
Newcastle, N. S. W.
S 1> Carleton, Amsbury, arrived at San
Francisco June 17 trom Kahului, S. I.
St Paul, F W Treat, at Newcastle N. S. YV.
May 21 for Manila.
St Nicholas, sailed from Newcastle, N. S.
'W. June 3 for Honolulu.
State of Maine, L A Colcord, cleared from
New York 51ay 3 for Hong Kong.
Tillie E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, sailed
from San Francisco June 13 for Honolulu.
Win 11 Macy, Amsbury, sailed from San
Francisco April 17 lor Alaska.
Win II Conner, J T Erskiue, Newcastle,
N. S. W., for Manila, passed Goode Island
July 2.

They stood before each other, neither touching
nor speaking.
—Lo?e Scene From “The Helmet of Navarre.”

|

the Thermometer.
matter what

hM sound digestion and is not troubled by
worms. It is plump, rosy and happy. When
a child is languid, and restleasln sleep, k
m
k
five it a few doses of
1

%

I register—
It is “too hot.”

Well \

A thousand times
A day they bring
This curse to me;

“Confoundthe thing!”

will act as a harmless tonic. For 60 ■
m
years the standard remedy for feverishness, costiveness, sour stomach, m
W indigestion, etc.. 35 cts. a bottle at
1
f
druggists’. Write for free book.
A a bur a, Me.
^
f DR. J. F. TRUE A CO.,
treatment
for
Wornia.
Write for free pamphlet.
Special
Tape
m

Mv rule is this,
In warmth or freeze:
I always aim
And strive to please.

50 CARRIAGES 50
Bailey’s ^ ^
PRICES,
Pneumatic ^ ^
^ WHALEBONE
Groceries, Surreys, Top Bug-

lots of times

They're feeling line
Until they^ee
This face of mine.

TO CLOSE OUT AT

And then they gasp:
“It's ninety now
And wheeze, and puff,
And mop the brow.

REDUCED

INCLUDING.

It is my fault,

They always claim;

And

on

my head

They put the blame.
When winter comes,
With ice and snow,
They look at me,
And mutter “0!”

A great many of these carriages are
littecl up with the latest devices

Now, why is it
I get the hooks,
And draw naught else

BAKES.

lint angry looks ?
Edward May, saileffTrom San Francisco
June 18 for Honolulu.
Why do they scoff,
And glare and sneer,
Ethel, Dodge, arrived at Boston May 8,
When I'm up there,
from Fernandina.
Or ’way down here?
Herbert Black, YV 11 Blanchard, arrived
at Rosario, June 1 lrom Pascagoula via
To 'tend to biz
Buenos Ayres.
I’m simply bound.
Mabel 1 Meyers, ( X Meyers, cleared from
Why do they keep
Boston May 20 for Rosario; spoken June 2
Me hanging round?
lat 81 N. Ion. 40 W.
There is no fun,
Matanzas, Philadelphia for Havana,
i tell you, sir,
spoken, no date, lat 2t> N Ion 74 IV.
Olive Thurlow, arrived at New Y ork MayIn being a
81 from Port Spain.
Thermometer.
Penobscot,at Freemantle Slay 9 for South ! —llaltimore American._
Africa.
After All.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, from Philadelphia for Brazil arrived at Delaware
We take our share of fretting,
Breakwater June 3.
Of grieving and forgetting;
Rose Innis, Melvin C'olcord, sailed from I
The paths are often rough and steep, and
New Y ork June 3 for Santos.
heedless feet may fall;
Y'ork
at
New
arrived
Sachem, Nichols,
But yet the days are cheery,
Feb 28 from Hong Kong.
And
night brings rest when weary,
Thomas A Goddard, sailed from Portland
And somehow this old planet is a good world,
XI ay 21 for Rosario.
after all.
Willard Mudgett, J. II. Monroe, sailed
from Boston June 20 for Buenos Ayres.
Though sharp may be our trouble,
The joys are more than double.
SCHOONERS.
The brave surpass the cowards, and the leal
are like a wall
Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, arrived at
New Y'ork June 25 from Santa Cruz.
To guard their dearest ever,
from
Bath
sailed
Jr,
May
To
fail the feeblest never;
Henry Clausen,
24 for Brunswick, Ga.
And somehow this old earth remains a bright
Fernandina
Gladys, H B Colson, arrived at
world, after all.
J une 25 from New York.
There's always love that's caring,
John C Smith, Kneeland, arrived at New
And shielding and forbearing.
Y'ork June 29 from Brunswick, Ga.
Dear woman's love to hold us close and keep
Mary A Hall, Haskell, cleared from Penour hearts in thrall:
sacola June 30 for New Y'ork.
There's home to share together
Lucia Porter, Farrow, sailed from HavaIn
calm or stormy weather,
na June 21 for New Y ork via Manzanilla.
R W Hopkins, llichborn, cleared from And while the hearth-liame burns it is a
good
world, after all.
for
Buenos
14
Ayres.
Philadelphia May
R F Pettigrew, XIor.se, arrived at PhilaThe lisp of children’s voices,
delphia, July 2 from Kennebec.
The chance of happy choices,
Sallie I'On, W 11 West, cleared from The bugle-sounds of
hope and faith, through
Philadelphia July 1 for Brunswick.
fogs and mists that call;
Tofa, A S Wilson, cleared from Boston
The heaven that stretches o'er us,
June 20 for Jacksonville.
The better days before us,
Willie L Newton sailed from New Y ork They all combine to make this earth a good
July 1 for Brunswick.
world, after all.
—Margaret E. Sangster in the Woman's
Home Companion.

j

in the way of long distance and
dust-proof axles, rubber step
pads, Bailey springs and hangers, patent shaft couplings, etc.,
and all strictly up-to-date. We
also have some good trades in

QUALITY.

We’ll be glad to show them,
you wish to buy or not.

E. R.

CONNER,

gone

Into the first notes of the hidden thrush;
The solemn, dreary beat
Of winter rain and sleet;
The mad, sweet, passionate calling of the
showers
To the unblossomed hours;
The driving, restless, midnight sweep of

rain;

The fitful sobbing and the smile again
Of spring’s childhood; the fierce, unpitying
pour

Of low-hung, leaden clouds; the evermore
Prophetic beauty of the sunset storm,
Transfigured into color and to form
Across the sky ; O wondrous changing rain!
Changeful and full of temper as man’s life;
Impetuous, fierce, unpitying, kind again,
Prophetic,beauteous, soothing, full of strife ;
Through all thy changing passions hear
we

Th’ eternal note of the Unchanging Sea.
—Laura Spencer Portor in the July Atlantic.
A si00,000 company has been organized at Gainesville, Ga., to develop the
-water power of the Chattahoochee river.
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Relieving that every one of our >.
least one good agricultural
journal, we have perfected arrange
we can send that practical and in -1
nal, Farm and Home, in connect.'
Republican Journ 1 on remarkal*l>
as given below. Lack of space foil
description of the contents of Fain,
which is unequalled for variety an
Prominent among its many departin'
mentioned the Farm and harden, Markn
Fruit (Culture, Flans and Inventions. 1
Talks with a Lawyer, Around the lilobe, \
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Farm and Home is published semithus giving you 24 numbers a year,
making a volume of over 500 pages, i«
nave at
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all the latest and
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my COLD CURE as more
valuable than a life Insurance policy.
It not only cures colds in the head,
colds in the lun]& colds in the bones,
but it wards off dangerous diseases
such as grippe, diphtheria, pneumonia, and consumption.—flUNYON.
Munyon's Rheumatism Cure seldom fails to relieve
one to three hours, and cures in a few days.
Munyon’s Dyspepsia Cure positively cures all
and stomach trouble.

Munyon's Cough Cure stops coughs, night sweats*
heals the lungs.
allays soreness and speedily
Munyon’s Kidney Cure quickly cures pains in tha
back, loins or groins,and all formsof kidney disease.
weak

Munyon’sVitalizcrrestiireslostpowersto
at
store.
All the cures are

men.

25 cents,
any drug
ftlunyon’M Guide to Health should be in th«
them to know
It will
hands of every mother.
the symptoms of every disease and tell them tha
Sent
free
to
address.
treatment.
any
proper
Munyon, New York and Philadelphia.
MUNYON’S INHALER CUBE*

Address all orders
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Better Than Ever for Home,
School, and Office.
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a

Front St., Belfast,

JOURNALjI

The patient rain at early summer dawn ;
The long, lone autumn drip; the damp,
sweet hush
Of springtime, when the glinting drops

not

We are prepared to discuss it
and forcibly, personally or by
spondence.
They have that indescribal
thing about them which is peril..;
expressed by the word

HARNESSES

RAIN.

seem

Wagon!

DISCUSSING.

again—

The blame is mine.

|

IS WORTH

Wagons, Punts, Concords,
Drays, Etc.,--all grades.

And when it gets
'Way down the line,
rant

Road

gies, Piano Pox Road

They stamp and swear
Wlien’er they see
Me taking in
My mercury.
They

/

■
M

do they look ?”
Why do they stare ?
do
they pant ?
Why
\\ liy do they swear ?

Why,

TRUE’S wp.'?m ELIXIR

I Worms are the probable cause of I
■
the trouble. If so they will be ex- I
I polled. If not, True’s Elixir I

Why

twice all by themselves. There
is no need of study to discover what it
Is all about. So Back Bay is sneering
at "the happy scenes” of popular mod|
ern fiction.
When you come to look over these
crucial instances, they do seem a hit
But it
remarkable, to tell the truth.
Ships by the hundred have been lost on j
must be remembered that lovers of fici
the shoals, in a single year Sable I
tiou are hardly to be judged by ordi^ASTOIIIA.
island claimed over 200 lives. Within j
nary standards. In the first place, they
Ha,e Wwa>ls BaUgF.t
a little valley is a burying ground
s* Tl10 K™1
Bears the
never by any chance have a grain of
where sleep many of the victims of the
common sense. This is the reason they
get into such woeful tangles and mis- !
understand each other with such un“'The Willows,” Farmington.
failing regularity. When they do dual- i
ly come to their senses toward the end
The Farmington Chronicle has the
of the last chapter, they have been
following notice of one of the local
through a lot. The hero has been half
killed a dozen times, spent many
hotels, of which a former Belfast man
is proprietor:
weary months in jail and undergone
There is no feature so well calculated
anguish of mind in large doses. The
to give a favorable impression of a town,
heroine, poor thing, has had her trouas the presence of a first class hotel acbles too.
Quite frequently she has
commodations. Farmington is not bebeen forced almost to the point of marhind the times in this respect, and a
riage with the hated villain, her relafew words concerning “The Willows”
tives have all been killed off, her forwill prove of interest to many of our |
tune has disappeared,
and mishaps !
readers. This house is one of those i
have been coming her wav in droves.
liberally managed liome-like hotels!
Considering all these things, you
that everybody likes, and the proprietor, ;
could hardly expect them to act in the
Mr. Chas. Mahoney, is unsparing in his I
efforts to make his guests feel at home, |
supreme romantic moment of their
to lodge them well, feed them well
lives quite the same as young persons
and treat them well in every rewhose course of true love has been
spect, and the facilities at his comtroubled by nothing more serious than
mand are such as to enable him to
the objection of Aunt Mary Ann, who
make satisfactory rates. “The Willows”
is well off, or the problem of getting a
is beautifully situated on Main St., just
511 OUO living out of a $1,000 salary.
far enough from the business centre to
The hero end heroine are mighty glad
to escape the bustle and turmoil of business.
It has about 40 rooms, both sinto have things smoothed out, and of
course they are delighted to know, aftgle and en suite, which are well furnished and kept scrupulously clean. The
er so much doubt, that each loves the
LIGHTHOUSE ON SABLE ISLAND.
diningroom is a very large, airy room,
other.
Now, the question is, What
while what is served therin includes all
tea. Once stranded on the bars there
shall they do to properly express this
the delicacies of the market and season,
is
little
for
the
to the reader? In "The Helmet of Nahope
hapless vessels, cooked and served in a manner and
whether men-of-war or fishing smacks.
varre” they were "stumped.” The auspeed that would please the most faultThe Dominion government alive to
thor says:
finding. The grounds around the house
the dangers of the place, has estab"M. Etienne sprang up and toward
are beautifully laid out and give to the
lished a life saving service that has business man and summer visitor that
her.” Certainly this was a strenuous
air of restfulness that is so much apprerobbed the Island of half its terrors.
beginning, but it was uot sustained,
ciated, while the water used comes from
There are six government stations.
for "she, pushing by the king ae U he
The
one the best springs in the State.
An Interesting feature of some of the
had been the doorpost, went to him.
is large and homelike. Taken all
parlor
Ufe
stations
Is
a
In
which
stable.
stood
before
each other, neither
saving
They
in all “The Willows” is a first class
are housed ponies for the use of the
touching nor speaking, bat only lookhouse and well deserves the patronage it
men.
Mounted
on
these the coast
ing one at the other, like two blind folk
enjoys. Mr. Mahoney has had the
guards gallop over the dunes on their management of this house a little over
by a heavenly miracle restored to sight"
And this Is all the satisfaction tba
long patrols. The ponies are natives of a year. He is a liberal and enterpristhe Island and are almost grotesque,
reader gets out of tba final sceje.
ing host and deserves as he enjoys the
liberal 'patronage of both peimanent
There are no embraces, no osculation.
very stocky and remarkable for long
manes.
Those used by the life savers i and transient guests.
Mias Bupkle cats us off with: "So hers
have been domesticated from herds
an end.
l'or if Henry of France leave
that roam over the sandy wastes. They
Dr. Edward Everett Hale relates this
them yon and 1 may not stay."
are extremely hardy, as they needs
Miss Johnston In bringing together
story of a recent experience. “I was riding on a railroad train,” says he, “and
her mated pair In “To Have and to
must be to exist on Sable.
the newsboy came along with an armRichard J. Haviland.
Bold" la more considerate. She allows
ful of books. He stopped at my seat,
Its to beur the very smack of the greetand asked me if I didn’t want to buy a
ing for which we have waited so long.
The strong eat well, sleep well, look well. book. ‘No, sir,’ said I,’ ‘I write books. 1
Hood’s Sarsaparilla
weak don’t.
The
"1 stood up,” says Miss Jobnston
don’t buy them. Folks who write books
makes the weak strong.
here, “and sbe came to my arms lilts a
don’t by any possible chance ever buy
Hubtoe
is
a
dancer
good
May—“Charley
tired bird to Its nest. 1 bent my bead
books.’’ The boy looked at me curiousin his way.” Sue—“Yes, and in everybody
and kissed ber npon tbe brow, the blue
ly for a few moments, and passed on.
else’s way.”—Philadelphia Hecorri.
Pretty soon he came back, holding a
veined eyelids, the perfect lips. ‘X love
“I owe my whole life to Burdock Blood book
open. ‘Say, mister,’ he broke out,’
tbee,’ 1 said. The band that had touchBitters. Scrofulous sores covered my body.
‘I reckon here’s a book that you’d like
1 seemed beyond cure. B. B. B. has made
ed the ribbon upon my arm stole upMrs. Charles to have, because it’s got your picture in
me a perfectly well woman.”
ward to my lips. ‘An old song, but a
it.’ tie handed me a copy of Holman
Berville, Mich.
Hutton,
•weet one,' she said. ‘I love thee. X
Aunt Julie—“Now, Tommy, that’s a nice Day’s book of Yankee verse, tTp in
will always love thee. My head may
boy! Ho the churning, and as a reward Maine. It was open at the half-tone
lie upon thy breast, but my heart lies
i’ll let you turn the wringer for the new cut of the queer-visaged old man who
I
illustrates the part, ’Long Shore.’
at thy feet’
washing-machine.”—Hat pel’s Bazar.
Our lips met again, and
then, with my arm around ber, we
A
household necessity.
Hr. Thomas’ bought the book right then and there;
destinaat
I
before
had
arrived
my
Electric Oil. Heals burns, cuts, wounds of and,
moved to the giant pine.”
anv sort ; cures sore throat, croup, catarrh,
tion, I read it, every word.” Dr. Hale,
This, you see. Is explicit So la Mr.
never fails.
when he related this anecdote to the
asthma;
Irving Bacheller In nnltlng bis lovers
I’atience—“She says her face is her for- author of Up in Maine, asked curiously,
in "Eben Holden." but bia pair take
tune.” Patrice—“\\ell, I'm thankful I’m “Who is that old man whom newsboys
themselves quite seriously and regard
not in her family.” “Why?” “1 wouldn’t on trains mistake for me?” The emitheir love affair as something entirely
like to come in for any part of a fortune nent’s preacher’s amusement was deeplike that.”—Yonkers Statesmen.
sacred.
He has his hero say: “She
ened when he was informed that the
Years of suffering relieved in a night.
came closer to me.
Our lips touched;
picture was that of Elbridge Gerry Carr
curative
at
once
to
the
Itching piles yield
of Mexico, Me., one of the quaintest
my arms held her tightly. 'I have waitproperties of Doan’s Ointment. Never characters in the State, a writer of
ed for this,’ I said, 'the happiest mo- fails. At any drug store, 50 cents.
rhymes and a real son of the soil. Mr.
ment of my life!
I thought I had lost
Housekeeper—“Y’ou needn’t ask me for Carr wears a medal that he claims was
you.’
any cold victuals, for I haven’t any,” sent to him bv Queen Victoria in return
'What a foolish man!’ she whisperWeary Willie—“All right, ma’am—a couple for a poem that he wrote and sent to
o’ soft boiled eggs, ahroiled steak, and a
ed. ‘I have loved you for years and
her at the time of her Jubilee.
cup o’ coffee ’ll do.”—Philadelphia Kecord.
years, and you—you could not see It
of
For forty years Dr. Fowler’s Extract
I believe now’—
Harvard alumni delighted at the anWild Strawberry has been curing summer
“She hesitated a moment, her eyes so
nual dinner by the announcement that
complaint, dysentery, diarrhoea, bloody J.
close to my cheek I could feel the beat
Pierpont Morgan would give more
flux, pain in the stomach, and it has never
than $1,000,000 for some of the build■»f their long lashes.
‘That God made
yet failed to do everything claimed for it.
ings of the medical sehool; also that
you for me,’ sbe added.
F.ggsactly—“What are you doing there?” $781,510 more had been received the
‘Love Is God’s helper,’ I said. ‘He
cried the farm dog as he observed the hen
von Holleben, Vice
in the coal bin. “Oh, I thought this was a past year; Baron
made us for each other.’
time to lay in coal,” cackled the hen.— President, Koosenvelt, Senator Hoar
good
In “Tbe Crisis.” Mr. Winston Churchand Pres. Eliot the principal speakers.
Philadelphia Press.
once or

of

They always kick,

} Alice Heed, Alanson Ford, cleared from
j Yarmouth, \ S, June 15 for Buenos Ayres.

Louis liver opens the July Atlantic
a

of Deep Water
SHIPS.

J
j

discovery.

be
valued by women who take an interest
in beautifying the home table. “The
Cost of Living in a Professor’s Family,”
by the wife of one of them, will interest all housekeepers, as prices and
rigures are given to cost of keeping a
well supplied table at a small outlay.
""When Phyllis Cans Peaches” is an article written by a Georgia woman. It
will interest every housekeeper who
has anything to do with peaches. The
July issue contains a number of illustrations of dishes; they are practical and
such are used in the every day menu of
the home. Copies of recent issues of
this useful household magazine will be
sent free to our readers on request to
Table Talk Publishing Co., Philadephia.
with

Register

AN OCEAN GRAVEYARD.

"The Use of Gro wing Plants for Table
Decoration” is the leading article in the
July number of Table Talk. It is written

new
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and to

advertisements to meet
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PHENYO CAFFEIN.

25 Pills 25c,

Sold by all .In
311124*

Eggemoggin Steamboat Compan v
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Advertising Pays
and for 40 years \
the fact has been \
daily proved and ver- \
ifled. The True"L-F."
Atwood’s Bitters.
Red Letter* “L.F.”
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They

Cure
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LINK.

Steamer Caatine, L. W. Coomb-.
will leave Brooklin at 6.00 a. m.: Sr.luv
Deer Isle, Scott's Landing, 6.3f>:
6.45; Herrick’s Landing. 6.55; Kggciin':
Buck’s Harbor, 7.30; Blake’s Point. 7
8.50; No. Islesboro, Lime Kiln Landing
riving at Belfast (Lewis wharf), lo.no. "
Returning leave Belfast(Lewis \\!i
m.; Lime Iviln, No. Islesboro. '.’.id, ca>t
1
Blake’s Point, 4.10; Buck’s tlarboi.
>
moggin, 4.50; Herrick’s Landing.
vllle, 5.15; Deer Isle, Scott’s Landing,
wick, 5.40; Brooklin, 6.00.
Connections. At Belfast with l.oo 1
x|
for Boston, arriving in Boston at o.oo
ton & Bangor 8. 8. Co. for Boston.
j
& M. for Canulen, Rockport and Book land.
Round Trip Tickets from Castine and
v
to Belfast, from July 1st until Sept-1"1
^6tf
GO cents.
M

BELFAST,

MAI NE.
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A FINE POSTOFFICE.

A GHOST YAKN.

hours without raising his head. And
then, as I hope for mercy, the woman’s
Savts
Life.
eyelids begin to flutter like a loose
spirit Message
sluddin' sail in a light breeze, and her
and she smiled with’em up
,v-re a queer set of sperrits that eyes opened
at Teague. And Teague, as I live, set
is the seas and they do some
there
up to the size of his
piieer tilings, as any sailonnan clothesswelling
with every second that passed.
said Captain Bill Kinsman as
‘Come here, Bill,’ says he to me,
pipeful off a plug and proceedit between his horny palms. speaking soft as a woman with a young
‘is this her you see in the cabin?’
queerest spook I ever see was baby;
'‘
I
not near
put itself out of business for so ‘Yes, sir,’ says, ‘though
pale.’
u s by making a mistake,
‘could
that
‘Well, how,’says Teague,
opened when I was a young
a
viyage from Maracribo to sperret of hers come to be settin’ in that
„1 on the barklngomar with a there cabin, with her not dead yet, down
mahogony. A chap by the here fourteen 'hundred miles away?’
“At that the woman opened her eyes
t l eague was the captain, and
and smiled up at Teague again.
...st looking skipper he was that
‘You was a long time coming, Jim,’
ship’s crew do as it pleased,
she whispered.
“I—1 been a-dreaming
a powerful, big-boned man, but
wolf, with his clothes hang- that I was writing you a letter.”
when we got to
was
married
“They
',e all over him, and his eyes
month overdue. Teague lived to
.way back at the end of two port a
a

^

>

vents.

,.i

of taking his rest like a
lie set up on the taffrail, in
and out of it, fair weather or
i.mg sometimes but most while
lit over the sea like a man in
Bout once a day he'd come
a bite to eat and a look at the
s tiggers, and then back he’d
ever a word out of him.
t take many days out of port
rv begin to be whispers among
Wliat was it, we wanted to
it’d make a man like Teague
av from his clothes and shun
d

■

CHICAGO’S NEW FEDERAL BUILDING

In Spite of Surrounding Skyscraper.
It Will Be an Imposing Pile—Construction Progressing Steadily and
Dome Will Rise by Fall.

the attention of visitors is the new
The cornerstone was laid
on the 9th of October, 1899,
by President McKinley in the presence of distinguished guests from other parts of
the United States, from Canada and
from faraway Mexico. What was then I
a hole in the ground has now
developed !
into an Imposing structure, and, though

postoffipe.

by

no

he

explanations.

Then he
bow and took his

the

knighthead.
days that fair breeze
days we went slip-

seven
id for seven

uth,

with the sun so hot that it
he pitch out of the decks and
"it of destination further and
ever her port quarter.
And for
days Teague set up there on the
ad looking forward out over
We passed ships and then
the traveled way and Teague

I

heed.

that seventh day we raised a
the horizon and Teague jumpis feet when he seen it. We
p to it in the first dog watch.
what was left of a line schooner,
ists gone, and laying so low in
'ter her decks was partly swash,
e r away the yawl, said
Teague,
us first word since he’d turned
uk south.
is in the
yawl’s crew. They was
,l n
starving men with bloodshot
that wreck and two or three
Mm
n

h

"I "lies,
" uter,’

came

the

men

whispered

aboard, and held

as

out their

" here’s the woman?’ said
Teague.
’| id under
yon tarpaulin,’ says one
men. ‘Poor little woman, Barker
"
her to death before she starved.’
'mil be praised,’ says Teague in a
"ice that shook that water-logged
0
And which of you’s Barker?’
bead a week,’ says the man. ‘Give
“s
;

m

1,1

pulled the tar-

<>tT, and picked the woman that
mg under it up in his two hands.
'iid afterward that she’d been
,?M' three days. He looked at her a
j mb', and put his face down to hers,
he hollers out:
m

M

,!v;>e
1

:

brandy here—this woman’s

hey passed him

flask out of the
'1 and he
forced some down between
8et teeth. Then he loosened her
m and
rubbed her body and blew in
r
mouth and worked over her for two

complete yet, the contrac-

j
:

FORTUNE’S PHASES.

Happy Ending—1The World Seemed
Dark for

a

have ample natural light and pure air.
On the first floor, besides the postoffice, there will be a bureau of In-

While.

Catskill, X. Y.When President McKinley was inaugurated the United
States was paying $34,000,000 a year
interest on the public dept. Two wars
have since been fought and the public

debt

increased $159,600,000, but the
annual interest charge now is only $29,000,000.Geo. W. Armstrong of Boston,
president of the Armstrong Transfer
company, and proprietor of the news
and periodical stands along the lines of
the Boston and Albany and Boston and
Maine systems, died June 30th, at his
summer home in Center Harbor, X. H.,
from a shock resulting from a surgical
operation.Louis If. Smith of Colum-

bus, Ohio, formerly

a

well-known hotel

man, died in Brooklyn recently.
Mr.
Smith was born in Maine. He became
of
the
Xeil house in Columproprietor
bus and afterwards managed the hotel
in
Lafayette
Philadelphia.Missouri
and Kansas are suffering from hot
winds that threaten great damage to
corn.
Atchison, Kas., reports the
greatest drought
;in northwestern
Kansas since I860.The Earl of Selbome as the Lord of the Admiralty announced in the House of Lords July 1st
that the hospital ship Maine, which was
fitted out by a committee of American
ladies for the use of the wounded and
sick in South Africa, and which later
was sent to Taku, where she took on
board wounded and sick men of various

nationalities, had been presented,
free gift, to the British navy.
Charley’s

Aunt and

as a

Jane

narvest from their AmeriReaped
can tour and certainly took their audiences
by storm. There seems to be more finish to
comedies written bv English authors. And
by the way, “A Wise Woman,” was first
produced at the Strand Theater, London,
where it had a phenomenal run of 238 nights
and was the hit of the season. They come
high, but we must have them.
a

a

ricn

OASTOnXA.

]

Cobb.
The lighting arrangements are excellent. All of the windows are to be
large, and there will be hundreds of
them. The first floor is lighted by all
four streets and by four immense skylights. The second floor will be lighted
by the streets and also by the light
■hafts of the four skylights.
The
scheme is such that, no matter how
high other buildings are erected about
this structure, its offices will always

All

«ater.’

1 eague went
over,

no means

lantern, but the general contour
Is so attractive that one will hardly regret the flat top any -more than in
Architect Hunt’s design of the Administration building at the World’s fair.
The top of his dome was treated in a
manner similar to this of Architect
mon

Ups and Downs in the Life of a Clerk,
A Tale of Misfortune and Misery With a

■

into

the Marquette building.
As It Is to be used by the weather
sharps. It was necessary to substitute
the corona
shape for the more com-

The

■

■

higher than

[Special Correspondence.]
Chicago, July 1.—One of the features
of this city Just now that Is attracting

DOME

OF

CHICAGO’S NEW POSTOFFICE,

tor feels confident that he will have his
part of the work done at the appointed
time.
At present there are fully 200 men at
work on the postoffice, and within a
few weeks it is expected that the roof,
all but the dome center, will be in
place. By fall the great dome, with its
gold leaf tiling, will be reflecting the
sunlight, and the interior of the structure will be ail ready for the artisans,
on
whom will devolve the task of
making the Chicago postoffice one of
the most beautiful of all Uncle Sam’s

■

make

of the weather bureau and will be one
of the most
complete observatories in
the United States. The doma will rise
to the height of 272 feet from the level
of the street, which is almost 70 feet

TO BE AN ARTISTIC STRUCTURE.

be 78, but his wife was 81 when she died.
Sometimes I’ve felt sorry for that poor
little brown-haired ghost that had to
wait them <>0 long years before it had a
chance to get about again.”

A clerk’s life, ordinarily, is’a veryi humbut little variety totheJdaiTy
nen’s neighborhood? What drum one with
burning eyeballs saw out yon- routine. But Mr. Fred R. Morton, of No*80
black water?
Vesper street, Portland, Me., had an expesays Ben Wicks, wlio’d lost rience recently which has made his life now
In telling a reporter of
a very happy one.
,-ves on a man-o’-war, T know
It's blood spots of his own what he went through, he said:
“I had been suffering with stomach trouble
and they’ no good goiu’ to
for about two years. Every day abont ten
lein as travels with him.’
in the morning and three in the afternoon I
know jest what the crew'd a became faint and felt so bad that if I did
t hadn’t happened that Ben’s
That sensation
not sit down I would fall.
me to the ears of the first
usually lasted for about an hour, and when
I
had
no
comes
noon
came
m's they did the mate
appetite for lunch.
“1 saw Dr. Williams' Pink Pills for Pale
into the fo’c’sle and lays Ben
People advertised in the daily papers about
mash under the ear.
I felt
a year ago and decided to try them.
vc swine,’ lie says turning to
relief from the first box and after I had
us, ‘is they any of you ever taken six boxes my disease was cured.
I
nough to love a woman? Two do not take them now but always keep them
they was a feller about to get in the house. I have told my friends what
these pills have done for me and should I
st gal in Portland, Me., for a
of any one’s being sick as I was I
quarreled with him a week know
surely recommend Dr. Williams’
wedding about nothing, as should
Pink Pills for Pale People.”
ill. and up and married a dub
Mr. Morton’s statement was published
worth no good woman’s in the Portland
Express, after he had sworn
Well, the chap that got left to it before Marshall II. Purrington, a notait's sitting up there on the ry public.
Thousands of people are making serious
Ye dirty snakes, that’s wliat
sometimes to a man. Now if and often fatal inroads on their health
day by hurried eating and only half
every
of you wants a broken bead
So common has
masticating their food.
ar another yelp about blood
this practice become in this country and so
apparent are the results that we have been
'hat nobody felt called onto called a nation of dyspeptics.
Because of
opinion of the captain. I the overworked condition of the stomach
which this careless habit causes, the blood
crew was more sorry for him
becomes poor from lack of the
ihing else, though Ben Wicks necessarily
blood,
head and did a heap of essentials whichnotgo to make goodwith
the
and the system,
being supplied
And we nourishment
;■ under his breath.
it needs, gradually becomes
legan to have a queer voyage, run down. The organs which are the weaka nor' nor'east tack and we
est from any cause, being supplied only
it y fast breeze most of the
with impoverished blood, naturally shbw
somehow the ship seemed to the effects first and, as it is was with
Mr. Morton, it is usually the stomach upon
:hty little headway. The sea which
this lack of nourishment reacts.
v oil color and it seemed to
This brings on, first, indigestion, then dysetch hold of us and stick on.
pepsia and other stomach troubles. But, if
e
sailing through molasses,
the blood is made rich with the elements
oming soon.’ says Ben Wicks necessary for the nourishment of the body
.itch when the first mate was the trouble will disappear.
The most effective remedy in the world in
tr.ug.
of this kind is Dr. Williams’ Pink
same
night it come up to cases
Pills
for Pale
They act directly on
e
captain's watch, and lie the blood andPeople.
This makes them
nerves.
Foot
iwn after his oilskins.
invaluable not only for stomach trouble
inpanionway i looked into the but also for such'diseases as locomotor
I there at the captain’s table,
ataxia, partial paralysis, St. Vitus’ dance,
iving man. sat a little brown- sciatica, neuralgia, rheumatism, nervous
grip, pal.mn an
writing. Everybody headache, the after-effects of the
pitation of the heart, pale and sallow come\v they was no woman on the
of weakness either
and hadn’t been. I took one plexions and all forms
in male or female. Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills
then made for the quarter- for Pale
People are sold by all dealers, or
will be sent postpaid on receipt of price,
re’s them skins? says Teague.
cents
a box, or six boxes for two dolfifty
iu please, sir,’ 1 says, ‘they’s a
lars and fifty cents (they are never sold in
bulk or by the hundred) by addressing Dr.
.c cabin table writing.’
Williams Medicine Co., Schenectady, N. ^
nr looked at me for full half a
substitutes
.ml his eyes was like them of a Be sure and get the genuine;
never cured anybody.
gone blind. Then be spoke
soft.
1
In Bnikk. The Staples Coal comkind of a looking woman was
pany has added the new barges Havana
and Sagua to the Philadelphia and C n
was a little plump woman,' f
a brown hair that was brushban coal fleet. They are vessels of 3,000tons carrying capacity and will be towed
a
white
as
m's face became
out and back by the new tug Cuba.
mil lie held up bis band,
The idea is for the Cuba to return at
r 'll do ’.
and
down
‘Go
once after landing her tow in Havana
liesays.
to take out two more loaded craft, and
idy to kindly step up.’
n't hankering after that cabin by the time she arrives in Havana the
but it was better than cargoes will have been discharged and
ii,
-i
voice. Before I got to the the vessels ready to return. Thus far
lie coinpanionway 1 see she was four barges comprise the tleet, which
I went over to where she’d been is to be increased as the business demd there on the table was a
mands.A big dredger, a decked scow,
paper, and on it in ;f woman’s three patent mud scows, the tug Kathnas the three words, ‘Steer due
arine Francesca and the tug Tormentor,
1 grabbed the paper and went ot the Boston Towing Company, condeck. As I came up it seemed stituting Contractor Michael .1. Dady's
-•h Teague’s eyes grabbed hold dredging fleet, have sailed for Cuban
waters from Brooklyn. There are abou t
thirty men on board. The fleet is going
e lady’s gone, sir,’ 1 said, but,
to Cardenas, not to Havana as first repaper was on the cabin table.’
i n't know how he got the paper,
ported. The decked scow has on board
band it to him. lie just had it. forty cases of dynamite, equal to 2,000
pounds of that explosive.Commander
ere came a sound like a herd of
lowing, and it was Teague call- Frederick Robinson Smith, U. S. X.,
retired, died at his home in Binghamton,
er man at the wheel.
He
d starboard,’ says Teague, and X. Y., June 27th, aged 01 years
was born in Wiscasset, Maine., Feb. 6,
>
die swung.
I' cep her due south,’ says Teague, 1840. He graduated from Annapolis
in 1861 and served with distinction in
II ud your
eye.’
He was appointed comit minute the breeze shifted fair the civil war.
in
mander
1870.Rev. Dr.
mu to freshen and inside of two
Byron
Sunderland
of
died of
Washington
we was jumped along
at ten
The lirst mate looked feazed cerebral embolism, Sunday, at the home
of his son-in-law, Orrin Day, president
came on deck to take his
nit Teague gave his orders and of the Tanners Xational Bank, at

i

Mr. Canmaii
tstys they will be. It is
txpected to be commodious enough to
accommodate the Chicago department

j

j

buildings.
i

Visitors to Chicago will not have to
".seek far if they desire to see how work
is progressing on the building.
The
site is a very fine one in the business
heart of the city.
It is a full block,
39G by 321 feet, and sure to be surrounded by the inevitable skyscraper,
a number of which type of buildings
are already there. The block is bounded
by Adams, Dearborn and Clark streets
and Jackson boulevard.
The site is
that of the old postofliee, which was
torn down to make room for the new

formation, one of the subtreasurer’s
offices and the office of the surgeon of
the marine hospital. All the rest of the
building will be filled with the offices
of the various federal departments.
Another very striking feature about
the postofflce will be the sculpture work
at the four corners, where four colossal groups In bronze will stand. Richard H. Park, the Chicago sculptor, has
submitted designs for this work, and
they have been accepted. He will soon
begin his task, which will be one of at
least three years’ duration.
The general scheme includes four
charioteers, symbolical, respectively, of
America, Europe, Asia and Africa,
driving to four points of the compass.
The figures will be in heroic mold, the
head of the charioteer rising 18 feet
above the hoofs of the horses. They
will be placed above the level of the
roof of the main building, which position will insure an imposing silhouette
effect agaiust the sky.
Emblazoned on the front of the
American chariot is the shield of the
United States surmounted by the head
of the eagle.
The groups are to be so
arranged that they will face as nearly
as possible in the direction of the continent they represent. Thus America
will be at the northwest corner, Europe
the northeast, Asia the southwest and
Africa the southeast. The horses will
be just twice the life size. Originally
It was intended to have the groups at
the base of the dome, but finally It was
decided to place single figures there,
the height heiug deemed too great for a
group. Each group when cast in bronze
and mounted will weigh about 6.000

According to Government Superintendent I,eo Canman. about a third of
the stone necessary for inclosing the
walls has been set in place, and all the
stone ueedful for completion is cut and
in the city.
This has done much to
simplify building prospects and to Variant the contractor in his belief that
be will be through on time. The stone
used and to be used has come ail the
way from Frankfort. Me., via Perth
Amboy, N. J., whither it was taken by

at

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the secono Tuesday of
June, A. D. 1901.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Elmer A. Fletcher,
late of Monroe, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, 1 hat notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that
they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of July next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they
have,
why the same should not be proved, approved
and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy—Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

ance.

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the
Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested
may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, on the 9th day j
J**ly next, and show cause, if any they have
why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A

A

true copy.

Mr. Canmao will not attempt to state
tbe (lay wbeo it will be possible to
.bare tbe scattered government offices
in Chicago once more under tbe some
roof. He admits that when tu
and roof ere complete tbe work uu the
Interior will still be a beer.leau task.
(IVbeu Coutractor Pierce l:is completed
,tbe roofing and tbe building of the
wails, work on tbe tower will be nest
In order, but It Is Dot thought tbat
there will be any delay in this pari of
tbe undertaking, as the builders will
not bare to wait at all to ootaiD tbe
necessary supply of steel.
Tbe tact tbat tbe building will be a
.two story one. surrounded by skyserap
ers. and tbe further fact that tbe law
requires tbat tbe edifice shal^ extend to
tbe limits of tbe site, gave tbe architect. Mr. Henry Ives Cobb, something
to think about. Wben Ur. Cobb first
approached tbe difficult task before
bim. be was told by Postmaster Hesing that, no matter what style of building be migbt design. It must be one
that would admit ot light and air In all
parts of tbe structure.
Ur. Cobb devoted considerable time
to a study of meeting these require-

\.a:i»”|

99. In Court or rrobate, held at Belon the 11th day of June, 1901. Croser, administrator de bonis non on the estate of Wm. B. Morse, late of
Unity, in said County, d< ceased, having presented his first and final
account of administration of said estate for
allowance.

■lx stories more, the center of the crest
The
an octagonal dome.
•tyle of the architecture Is simple Corinthian, kept free from the superfluous ornamentations adopted by many
designers In Corinthian art.
The great dome will be one of the
most attractive featuree ot the poetafflee If specifications are followed, aa

June

at 5.00
days,
For

17,1901, steamers leave Bel-

p. m.

Bucksport, Winterport

except Monday, at about 7.45

and

Bangor, daily,

a. m.

For Searsport and Hampden,
days and Sundays at 7.45 a. m.

Tuesdays, Thurs-

RETURNING:
From
From

Boston, daily, except Sunday, at 5.00p. m.
Rockland, via Camden and Northport.
dally, except vionday, at 5.i0 a. m.
From Bangor, via Winterport and
Bucksport,
Mondays at 12.00 noon; other days, except Sun-

days,

at 2.00

P. M.

FRED W.

j

POTE, Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN, GenT
Supt;, Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL. Gen’l
Manager, Boston

Ordered. That notice thereof be given, three i
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfasr, iu said County,
that all persons interested may attehd a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 9th day of !
July next, and show cause, if anv they have,
On and after June 24,1901, trains
why the said account should not be allowed.
j
connecting
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
at Burnham and Waterville with
A true copy— Attest;
through trains
for
and
from
Chas. P. Hazeltixe, Register.
Portland and
Boston, will run as follows:

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the Couuty of Waldo, on the 11th day of
June, A. I). 1901.
HE AL, brother of Abner
Heal,
late of Liucoiuville, iu said County of Waldo,
deceased, having presented a petition praving
that he may be appointed administrator of’the

!

AMBROSE

Bangor,Waterville,

estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested hy causing a
copy of this order to be published three weeks
successively in The
Republican Journal, a newspaper published at
that
Belfast,
they may appear at a Probate Court,
to be held at Belfast, within and for said County
on the 9th day of July, A. D.
1901, at ten of
the clock before noon, aud show cause, if
auy they
have, wh'
he prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

—

I

l¥TALDOSS. Iu Court of Probate, held at Bel
If fast, on the llth day of June, 1901. Isa
dore Worthing,executrix of the last wil 1 of Wilde
H. W ortlnng, late of Pal- rm >, in said Co iutv de
ceased, having presented her first and final ac
count of administration of said estate fur allow-

FROM BELFAST.

Belfast, depart
7 00
City Point.f7 05
•••+7 15
jyal<l0
Brooks. 7 26

ance.

B"ox

Ordered, That uotice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican
Journal,
a newspaper published in
Belfast, in said
that all persons interested may attend atcounty,
a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast on the 9th
day
of July next, aud show cause, if anv
they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltixe, Register.

Thorndike.

pilESTER

WALDO
last,

..t7
7
7
Burnham, arrive. 8

38
45
53
15
Clinton....8 32
Benton. 8 42

Cmtx-..■

ance.

j
1

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the lltli day of June. :
*
A. D. 1901.

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican
Journal,
a newspaper published iu
Belfast, iu said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 9th
day
of July next, and show cause, if
any
they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. .JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltixe, Register.

subscriber

NOTICE.
EXECUTOR’S
by gives notice that

j pointed
of

The
here*
he lias been duly apExecutor of the last will and testament

MARY D. PITCHER, late of Lincolnville,
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition in the
County of Waldo, deceased, and given
praying for **n allowance out of the personal ; bonds
as the law directs.
All persons having deestate.of said deceased.
mands at ainst the estate of said deceased are deThat
the
said
Ordered,
petitioner give notice to I sired to present the same for settlement, and all
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
indebted thereto are requested to make pavment
order to he published three weeks
ASA 1. H. PI rCHER.
successively immediately.
in the Republican Journal, a newspaper
published ! Lincolnville, June 11, 1901.
at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate
to
be held at Belfast, within and for said
Court,
N* ‘TICE. The subscriber hereby
County, on the 9th day of July, A. 1). 1901,
gives notice that he has been duly appointed
at ten of the clock before noon and show
cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petition- Executor ot the last will and testament ol
er should not be granted.
BETSEY FERNALD, late of Searsport, 1
GEO.E JOHNSON, Judge.
in the Cmnty of Waldo, deceased, and given
A true copy. Attest:
bonds as the law directs. All persons having deChas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
mands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
At a Probate Court held at Belfast,within and for iudebted thereto are requested to make payment
ASH UK H. MAYO.
mmediately.
the County of Waldo, on the 11th day of June,
Monroe, June 11, 1901.
A. D. 1901.

3 30
13 36
13 55
4 20
t4 38
5 17
5 50
6 25
1150
,7 08

4 4U
3 15

7 15

Portland.12

6 35
0 00
0 15

1 25
5 57
7 26

Boston,!I

02

B. * 00
W.D. 4 10

_

TO BELFAST.

L.

I

35
45
56
08
15
23
45

Waterville. 8 47

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel-

ou the 11th day of June. 1901.
Lysena
Tead, executrix of the will of Joshua A. J.
Lincoln, late of Searsmont, in said County, deceased, having presented her first and final account of administration of said estate lor allow-

1*30

tl
tl
1
12
2
2
2

Bangor.

PM

Boston,!1W. ^.
D.

7 00

Portland.

11 00
AM

_

Waterville. 6 05
Bangor. 7 00

AM

0 00
8 30

12P55
AM

0 60

4 20
1 40

,813 ,1000
16 27 +10 15
8 30
10 45
8 48
11 20
8 57
11 45
*vnox. 9 06 +12 00
<1 20
Brooks.
12 30
Waldo.1 0 30 112 47
City Point. I 9 40
11 07
lie: fast, arrive
0 45
115

4 26
4 38
4 50
6 08
5 17
t5 26
5 40
15 50
16 00
6 06

Benton.

Clinton

Burnham, depart.
Chlty.
Thorndike.

tFlag station.
limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
5>5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and North
west, via ail routes, for sale bv L. W. George
Agent, Belfast.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice President and General Manager
F. E. Bootiiby, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.

NO TICE, rue subscriber hereby
gives notice that he has been duh appointed Executor of the last will aud testament of

EXECUTOR’S

Many have heett <*ure«l
during the past few months
as well ms previously hv the

CLARA IZOR A

DAVIS, late of Northport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased.
All persons
having demands agaiust the estate of said deceas-

RF AT MULTIPAtHIC
as
testimonials which will be sent on
application will show.
Chronic diseases of every
hind, together with the diseases
peculiar to women
and of the Pelvic and Re<

petition.
ordered, That the said petitioner give notice i ed are desired to present the same for settlement
to all persons interested by
causing a copy of this and all indebted thereto are requested to make
order to be published three weeks successively in
payment immediately.
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
JOHN W. DAVIS.
at Bel last, that they may appear at a Probate j
Northport, June 11, 1901.
|
to be

held at Belfast, within and for said
Court,
county, on the 9th day of July, A. D. 1901,
NOTICE. The subscriber hereof the clock before noon, and show cause, if
by gives notice that she has been duly appointany they have, why the prayer of said petitioner ed executrix
ol the last will and testament of
should not be granted.
GEO E. JOHNSON. Judge.
| HENRY N LITTLEFIELD, late of Wiuterport,
A true Copy—Attest:
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and
giveu
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register,
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for desired ro present the same for settlement, and
the County of Waldo, on the 11th dav of June, ! all iudebted thereto are requested to ma^e payment immediately.
A. D. 1901.
(
MATILDA F. LITTLEFIELD.
F. M cm AN US, interested as legatee under
j West Wiuterport, June 11, 1901.
the will of Corelia W. Arey, late of Winterport, iu said County of Waldo, deceased, having
notice. The subscriber
presented a j etition praying that Fred Atwood of
said Wiuterport may be appointed trustee under
hereby gives uotice that he has been dulv ap- 1
said will iu pl?ce of Albert E. Fern aid,
administrator
of
the estate of
pointed
resigned,
HUBERT M. PHILBRICK, late of Knox,
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to I
all persons interested by causing a
iu the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively iu
bonds as the law directs. All persons having deThe Republican Journal, a newspaper published mands
against the estate of said deceased are
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
j desired to present the same for settlement, and
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said I all indebted thereto are
requested to make payon
the
9th
County,
day of July, A. D. 1901,
ment immediately.
at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if
ERVING WENTWORTH.
any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
Knox, June 11, 1901.
should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A DMINISTR ATOR’S NOTICE.
The subscriber
A true copy. Attest:
ri. hereby gives notice that he has beeu duly
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
appointed administrator, of the estate *f
REBECCA TRIPP, late of Swanville,
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within aud in the Councy ol Waldo, deceased, anil
given
for the County of Waldo, on the 11th day of bonds as the law directs.
All persons having
•
June, A. D. 1901.
demands agaiust the estate of said deceased are
JOHNSON, Executor of the last will desired to present the same for settlement, and
and testament of William S. Brannagan, late all iudebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
NEHEMIAH SMART.
of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
Swanvilie, June 11, 1901.
having pre^nted a petition praying that the
actual market value of that portion of the estate
of said deceased remaiuing in his hands, that is
ATRIX’S NOTICE. The subscriber
subject to the pa>meut of collateral inheritance
hereby gives notice that she has be<m duly aptax, the persons interested therein, and the
amount of tax thereon, may be determined by
pointed administratrix of the estate of
the Judge of said Court.
WILLI AM H. PARK, late of Searsport,
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to in the County of Waldo, deceased, and
given
all persons interested by causing a copy of this bonds as tne law directs. All
persons having deorder to be published three weeks successively in
mands against the estate of said deceased are dethe Republican Journal, a newspaper published sired to
present the same for settlement, aud all
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
indebted thereto are requested to make pavnient
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said immediately.
MARIA E. PARK.
County, on the 9th day of July, A. D. 1901,
Searsport, June 11, 1931.
at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause,
if auy they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
A DMINISTR ATOK'S NOTICE.
The subscriber
should not be granted.
A hereby gives notice that he has been duly
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Administrator of the estate of
appointed
A true copy—Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
ELIZABETH A. R J BIN SON, late of Liberty,
in the County of Waldo, decease!, and given
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within aud bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands agaiust the estate of said deceased are
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tues
desired tu present the same for seccleoisnc, aud
day of Juue, A. D. 190L.
all iudebted thereto are requested to make paycertain instrument, purporting to be the la«*
ment immediately.
ISAAC ROBINSON.
will and testament of Nancy R Clifford, late
Liberty, June 11.1901.
of Stockton Springs, in said County of Waldo,
deceased, having been presented for probate.
i D MINISTR ATOR’S NOTICE. The subscriber
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons i n A hereby gives uotice chat he has beeu duly'
terested by causing a copy of this order to be pub- appointed administrator of the estate ol
lished three weeks successively in The Republican
DAVID NASH, laceof Morrill,
Journal, published Pt Belfast, tl'at they may apin the County of Waldo, decease I, and given
pear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
bon Is as the law directs. All persous haviug dewithin and for said County, on the second Tuesday of July next, at ten of the clock before mands against the estate or said deceased are denoon, and show cause, if any they have, why the sired to present tne same for settlement, and all
iudebted thereto are requested to m ixe payment
same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
immediately.
A turc copy. Attest:
FRANK K. INGRAHAM.
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
Rockport, Vie., April 9, 190L.— 3w24

j

OEOUP OF SCCLPTCBE WOEK ON
NEW POSTOFFXCE.

CHICAGO'S

pounds. Each will be cast In sections
and lifted into place separately. The
artist is confident be can deliver the
groups in the specified time. Complete
they will cost a total of $80,000.
The figures will be about tbe last
touches made to tbe new building, and
when they are lu place Chicago will at
last bare a postothce of which tbe city
can feel proud.
Cbabies W. IffnxsB.
Getting the Better ot m Lawyer.
Lawyers. In spite of their training, do
not always have the beat of It in their
dealings with witnesses, bnt are themselves sometimes bandied rather rougbly. Many an astute counsel has been
nonplused in the most unexpected manner by tbe emart repartee or quiet sar-

of those under examination.
A witness at tbe Kilkenny assizes
once told a counsel that be bad been
victimized In a certain transaction, or,
as be pnt it in bis own fashion, "bomcasm

bugged."
"Humbugged!" repeated tbe

dandified counsel, with assumed surprise.
"What do you mean by such an expression as that?"
Tbe witness proceeded to illustrate
his meaning by putting a case. "Buppoee 1 should tell his lordship here and
tbe gentlemen of the Jury that yon
were an able counsel and an excellent
lawyer and they were to believe It.
Why, then, every mother’s son of them
would be humbugged; that’s all.”—
London Tit-Bits.
Decision in Seizure Case.

Iu the Supreme Court, Portland, July
3d, Judge Bonney announced his decision in the action brought against Deputy Shereff John S. Towne of Brunswick,
by Louis Theberge, in whose shop in
that town the deputy made a seizure of
what proved, on analysis, to be non inThe ruling of the
toxicating beer.
Judge is as follows:
The defendant having seized tire
1.
liquors in controversy in the possession
of the plaintiff, by virtue of a valid
search and seizure warrant believing
and having reasonable grounds to believe them to be intoxicating, and the
liquors having been subsequently found
by the defendant to be in fact non-inand having been returned to
without crippling government^ toxicating
the plaintiff and accepted by him beor producing a building that]/
fore this suit was brought, this defenin a>

would look like a lonely toadstool
forest, and so well did he do his work
that he has evolved what will be, despite the environment, an architectural
thing of beauty. The plan adopted provides for a two story building covering
the entire surface of the lot, with a
cross shaped portion reaching skyward

Week to Boston.

Boston, via Northport, Camden and Rockland, Mondays at 3 p. m., other days except Sun-

by

HH.

and,

building.

a

For

WALDO
fast,
Fow

-/-

FLETCHER, widow of Aldibert W.
Fletcher, late of Unity, in said County of
EMMA

Trips

Commencing

that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 9th
day
of July next, and show cause, if any
they have
why the said account should not be allowed, and
said resignation accepted.
GEO. E JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltixe, Register.

A

Six

fast:

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
successively, in the Republican Journal,
newspaper published in Belfast, in said county,

weeks
a

SUMMER SERVICE.

Hazeltixe, Register.

JUALDO 89.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel'ast,ou the 11th day of June, 1901. Albert
J"
E Fernald, trustee uuder the last will aud testament of Corel!* W. Arey, late of
Winterport, deceased.for the benefit of .Mary F. .Me Manus and her
children, in said county, having presented bis first
account of trusteeship for allowance, also his
resignation of said trust.

at ten

Government work is never hurried
as is
well known, is sometimes
done at a very leisurely gait, but Mr.
Canman does not feel that the Chicago building is going up slowly. When
the stupendous dimensions of the building are considered, one will admit that
construction is proceeding rather rapidly than otherwise.
The postoffice is 1,200 feet around at
the second story. It will require 3.000.000 bricks, seven tons of steel and millions of rivets to hold beams and girders together.
For purposes of comparison one may say that in the big Marshall Field building at Clark and Adams
streets there are 21,000 cubic feel of
In the postofficp the men are
stone.
laying more than 22,000 feet ot stone
every month.
Mr. Canman furnished me the other
day with some Interesting statistics regarding the work. Every 30 days 400,000 bricks are laid into the walls. Steel
columns weighing 16 tons apiece have
been bandied, and stones weighing 15
tons eaeb have been put iDto place.
In
the ordinary steel skyscraper stonework is laid on the front only or at
most on the front and one side, but
here stonework completely girds the

Attest:
Chas. P.

_

At a Probate Court held at
Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
June, A. D. 1901.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of William C.
Tuttle, late
of Belfast, in said County of
Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that
they
may appear at a Probate Conrt, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of July next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause if any they have,
why
the same should not be proved,
approved and
allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas p. Hazeltine, Register.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 11th day of June,
A. D. 1901.
B. STRPHEN SON, brother of Lucius
\J C Stephenson, late of Belfast. in said County
<»f Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition
praying that he may be appointed administrator
of the estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by
causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 9th day of July, A. D. 1901,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

Bel
Lu-

Campbell, administratrix on tue estate of
Benjamin C. Campbell, late of Palermo, in said
County, deceased, having presented her first ac
count ol auministration of said estate for
allow-

LAMSON. administrator of the estate of
Robert M. Oliver, late of Freed* w, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition praying for a license to sell at public or
private sale and convey certain real estate of said
deceased which is particularly described in said

Steamers.

.rising into

89.—In Court of Probate, held
WALDO
fast,on thelltb day of June, 1901.

cinda

EXECUTOR’S

|

one.

ments
service

PKUBATt, NUTICtS.

dant is not liable for the value of the

liquors.

The defendant, by virtue of a
valid search and seizure warrent, having searched the premises of the plain2.

and there found certain liquors
which he believed, and had reasonable

tiff

EXECUTRIX’S

j
!

MARY

j

Administrators

j

!

EDWARD

ADMINISTR

A

At a l robate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 11th day of June,
A. D. 1901.
E. COLSON, sister of Amy F. Stousland, late of Galveston, in the State of Texas,

NELLIE

deceased, having presented a petition represent
ing that said Amy F., at the time of her decease,
owned real and personal estate situated in Stockton Springs, in said County of Waldo, and praying tnat she, the said Nellie E. Colson, may be appointed administratrix of the estate of said de-

Republican

grounds to (believe, to be intoxicating,
and having thereupon arrested the
plaintiff he is not liable for false arrest
NOTICE. The subscriber
and imprisonment, although the liquors
hereby gives notice that he has been duly apthus seized, upon analysis, proved to be ADMINISTRATOR’S
pointed administrator of the estate off
non-intoxicating.
LEVI L. PRESCOTT, late of Liberty,
in the
County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having deOA8TOHIA.
mands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
■_*r
_yf The Kind VouJlawAlwajs BotuB all
indebted thereto are
to make
ment

immediately.

Liberty, June 11,1901.

requested
payLUClUS C. MORSE.

productive Organs (puckly

lem-mi ami pvnmuiiMitly
cm't'il. Kidney anil Itlmlder diseases ami Klicumutism successfully treated by our newly iiucovereil Remedies. Semi for testimonials nf ncrsons helped anil eiireil.
Female disease cured by
a new line of treatment.
Semi tor general ami
special symptom blanks and price lists. Dr. if.
H. Mitchell can be consulted free by mail or
otherwise. He will be in the Boston oliiee of the
Multipatbic Medical Co. Mondays. Wednesdays
Thursdays, from to a. m. to i\ m. Address
C. H. MrTCHEI.L, M. D..
Union Savings Bank Building,
Next to Hotel Touraine,
21S Tremont street,.Room 402.
Boston. Mass,
Laboratory, 3 Howard Place Roxbury. Mass.

Natice of Foreclosure.
Whereas. s. Lillian Wetherbee of Etna, in the
County of Penobscot and Stab* of Maim*, and
William 1). Wetherbee, as husband of said s.
Lillian Wetherbee, by their mortgage deed, dated
the twenty-ninth duv of September, A. D. 139.8
and recorded in the Waldo County Registry of
Deeds, in Book 252. Page 251. conveyed to us, the
undersigned, a certain lot or parcel of land situated in the town of Monroe, in the
County of
Waldo aforesaid, and described as follows, to
wit: Being the same premises described in a deed
from George Brassbridge to John, Dearborn,
dated February thirteenth, A. D. i860, and recorded in said Waldo Registry of Deeds, in Book
150, page 396. to which deed and record reference
was made for more particular
description of said
premises, the said John Dearborn being dead an i
the said S. Lillian Wetherbee being one of his
heirs, and having purchased the interest of the
other heir in and to said premises, and whereas
the condition of said mortgage lias been and now
is broken, now, therefore, notice is hereby given
of our intention to foreclose said
mortgage for
breach of its condition and this notice is given
for the purpose of foreclosing said mortgage.
Dated at Newport, Maine, this seventeenth day
of June. A. D. 1901.
JAMES M. SANBORN.
W. S. TOWNSEND.
By his Attorney, James M. Sanborn.
25

STATb OF

MAINh.

At a Court of Insolvency, held at Belfast, within
and for the County of Waldo, on the 12ih day
of June, A. I>. 1901
In the case of Hosei B. Littlefield, Insdvent
Debtor. Said Debtor hiving presented a petition
praviog for an allow nice out or his estate f >r us
services, attendance and for the uecessarv sunport of himself and his family, and further »-aving that he miv be allowed to take and subs nbe
to the oath refer re i to in the 4 Id Section ot C u»
ter70 of the Revised Sr,acutes.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be pub’ished three weeks successively in
the Republican Jouruil, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Co it: »f
Insolvency to be held at Belfast, within an l f->r
said County, on the lOch day of Juiv, A. I) 19)1.
at two of the clock in the afternoon, and show
cause if any they hive, whv the
prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Cn as. P. Hazeltine, Register.

NOTICE. The

subscriber hereby
EXECUTRIX’S
gives uotice that she has been duly appointed
will

Executrix of the last
aud testament of
HENRY HUDSON SIDE >, late of Belfast,
in the Couuty of Waldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to preseat the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
COR A vl. SIDES.
payment immediately.
Belfast, Juue 11, 1901.

ceased.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give uotice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the
Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 9th day of July, A. D. 1901,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioners shonld not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

SPECIFICS.

XOTICE.
Tbe subscriber hereby
that he has oeen duly appointed
estate of

EXECUTOR’S
gives notice
of the

executor

AS A B. HARVEY, late of Freedom,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, aud given
bonds as the law direccs. All persons having
demauds against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
JONATHAN BARTLETT.
Mmtville, June 11,1SOL.

septembeTtoursTo Hope
40 D AYS $245.00.
All expenses paid. Full particulars on application to
F. E. BOOTH BY,
Gen’l Pass. Agent, Halne Central R. R.,

Portland, Maine.

Arooa

man wan tea

in tins

locality oy

A. T. Morris, Cincinnati, O. Write me!

LEWIS’
INHALANT

FOR

PHTHISIC

The only patent medicine in the world that give s
universal satisfaction. It never fails to giy* im
mediate relief; it never fails to greatly lessen the
severity of attacks,
viany distressing case-. ,>f
Phthisic cured in a short time. Not a fault foun d
nor a failure reported in thirty-eight years.
Sent by mail. Price Si.00.
lyl*
Patented.
J. C. LEWIS, Proprietor,
No. 16 Prescott St., Somuville. vtass.
A. A. Howes & Oo., Agents, Belfast, M ?,

FOR SALE.
s-))i) »'ig, length over all :H feet, beam
11 feet. In tirst-class condition. Six
sails and new rigging last summer. Brass
hweel and port holes. Can be seen at
E. L. MACD IBER’S, Belfast. Me.
LOtf

YAPHT
nun i*

new

For Sale at

a

Bargain

T ut t}sirab,e anl well locate! real estite a
the foot of Muu street known as the Dauie
Laue wharf property, will be sold low to close the
estate. Inquire of
N. F. HOUSTON, Execute r.
Beltast, December 19,1900.—51
%

SEARSPORT LOCALS.

Mr. Edwin Mussy is
at Wm. J. Matthews’.

F. M. Harris of Boston spent Sunday in
town.
Kev. D. E. French of Hampden was in
town Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Snell are at homefor
their summer vacation.
E. M. Glidden is absent on an extended
business trip in the west.
Misses Eva and Elsie Towle are at the
Oakland House, Sargentville.
H. M. Hannan

was

called to Brooklyn

spending the summer

Miss Vida Thompson has gone to Searsport village to work.
Robert Mayo and wife of Monroe visited
at this place last Thursday.
Miss Kate Scribner has gone to Prospect
where she has employment.
Augustus Moody is in Frankfort visiting
his daughter, Mrs. Fred Lowe.
Mrs. Catherine Chapin from Camden is
visiting at Capt. Geo. E. Chapin’s.

Monday by business interests.

Asaph Dodge of Washington, D. C., is
visiting his sister, Mrs. C. 0. Fernald.

Norman Russell of New’buryport is the
guest of W. T. C. Runnells.

Mr. and Mrs. Almond Rivers from Stoneham, Mass.,are visiting at Jas. E. Marden’s.

John S. Dutch of Waltham, Mass., is visitMr. and Mrs. Mell Durham from Boston
ing his brother, J. C. Dutch.
are staying a few weeks at J. W. Matthews’.
C. F. Treat, who has been following the
Mr. Harmon of Bangor was in town the
the races, returned home Friday.
first of the week visiting his sou, Mr.
Samuel Beals and wife of Springfield, Wallace Harmon.
Mass., are at Capt. J. C. Gilmore’s.
George A. Massure of Boston is visiting
The spool mill has been shut down the his
father, Geo. Massure. They are stoppast week for repairs on the engine.
ping at A. Stinson’s.
Harold and Raymond Norton are spendThe North Searsport Sunday School has
ing their vacation in South Penobscot.
organized with J.W. Matthews as Supt., and
Misses Maud and Grace Nichols of Bucks- Fred Black as Secretary.
port are the guests of Miss Maud Colcord.
C. 0. Fernald and wife, Asaph Dodge,
Mrs. Prudie Putnam returned Tuesday Miss Rosa Russell and A. Stinson attended
from a visit to friends in Boston and vicin- the veterans’ meeting in Unity.
ity.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Durham of Rox-

Eugene Kneeland of Presque Isle is visit- bury, Mass., arrived last week and will
ing his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Milton Knee- spend the summer with Mr. and Mrs. Wm.

laiUl.

J. Mathews.

Some of the proposed patrons are impatient for the new bakery and restaurant
to open.

Mrs.Eliza George and Mrs. Hannah George
wrho have been visiting relatives in Stockton Springs the past three weeks, have

Miss Henrietta Plummer arrived Tuesday returned home.
evening and is with her aunt, Mrs. J. C.
Nickels.
Friends of Master J. Lawrence Woods are
to see him again with us for the

pleased

summer.

Mrs. Isaac C. Closson returned home recently from a visit to friends in Massachusetts.

During the absence of Miss McClure Miss
Jessie Black is acting as assistant at the

The school in Dist. No.taught by Miss
Abbie Crockett of Stockton Springs, has
closed after a very successful term. The
District w ishes her to return.
Mrs. C. E. Hills and three children, who
have been visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
W. J. Mathews, have returned to their
home in South Natick, Mass.

post office.

COUNTY

Mrs. Mary Perkins, accompanied by Miss
Annie Kneeland, arrived by steamer Tues-

day morning.
Benson McClure, who attended the centennial celebration at Newburyport, returned home this week.
Miss Ethel M. Nichols has a fine situation
as typewriter and stenographer at No. 00
State street, Boston.

CORRESPONDENCE.
_

Miss Mary McClure and her mother, Mrs.
Jane McClure, are spending a few weeks at
the Lake House, Willimantic.
We were pleased to receive a call Tuesday
from Charles S. Ilichborn, cashier of the
First National Bank of Augusta.
The Book and Thimble Club will meet
Tuesday p. m., July 13th, with Mrs. J. C.
1 iutch. A full attendance is desired.
Miss Mary Bailey and Miss Annie Nichols
left by train Monday morning for a trip to
the Pan-American Exposition at Buffalo.
Charles Chase, who has a situation in the
of Eugene 1*. Carver, Esq., Boston, is
spending his vacation at the Harbor.

I'ttice

The owner of the overcoat lost on the
back road recently can hear of something to
his advantage by calling at the post office.
Rev. and Mrs. R. G. Harbutt arrived by
train Monday evening and will occupy their
cottage on the shore road during July and

August.
The ladies of the Congregational society
will give a lawn party at the residence of
Mrs. Susan Sweetser this, Thursday, afternoon from 4 to 7 o’clock.
t apt. Andrew S. Pendleton has bought
an interest in ship Ayran, and has gone to
Baltimore to take command. The ship will
load coal for San Francisco.
Mrs. Belpliine P. Nichols, daughters Lillies and Wealthy and son Amos, arrived
by steamer Tuesday and will occupy their
residence here during the summer months.
Hr. P. P. Nichols and family of NorthHr.
ampton, Mass., arrived last week.
Nichols has returned to Massachusetts, but
his family will remain here during the
summer.

Rev. Charles Ilarbutt will occupy the

Congregational church pulpit next Sunday
morning and will speak in the interests of
the Maine Missionary Society. A contribution, which it is hoped will be a generous
one, will betaken for the society.
As stage proprietor Lancaster is proving
success, and so is the driver John McBusiness in the line between
Belfast and Stockton has improved two
hundred per cent., proving that an outlay
a

Laughlin.

for

a

good

team pays.

McLaughlin

as a

driver is a hustler, and it is a rare thing now
to see the stage without a load of passengers
aboard.
The ladies who were not present at the
regular meeting of the W. F. M. Society at
the home of Mrs. J. B. Sweetser last Tuesday p. m. missed a rich treat. Mrs. Eveleth
was present and spoke many helpful words
in her “Informal Talk.'’ Her many years in
the foreign field enable her to give the workers in the home field valuable points on mission work.
Miss Mae Chisholm of Boston, Mass., a
representative of the Deaconess Work, will
speak at the M. E. church next Sunday
morning. She has been making a tour of
eastern Maine, speaking in Calais, Eastport,
Machias, Pembroke and other smaller places
to large and appreciative audiences, interesting and instructing them by her addresses
and sweet songs. A cordial welcome to all
will be extended.
The services at the M. E. church last Sun-

day evening were unusually interesting. The
delegates to the State Epwortli League convention, Misses Maud Dutch, Sadie Marks
and Annie Stevens, gave very full accounts
of the sessions of that body, which were
listened to with interest and profit by all
present. The remarks of Rev. Dr. F. H.
Eveleth and wife, who have spent many
years as instructors of young men and women in Burmah, were also very interesting.
Base Ball.

The game of base ball

played here Saturday afternoon between
the Belfast and Searsport nines proved a
good one. The fine pitching of Nichols and
the excellent support given him by the members of the Searsport Club kept down the
score of their opponents and won the game
for the home nine by a score of 10 to 3.
The tie game played here the afternoon of
July 4th between the east and west base
ball magnates was one of the most exciting
and interesting games ever played on the
Searsport diamond. By the fine play of both
nines the interest was kept up to white
heat to the last half of the last inning.
NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.

Mr. Asa Carter is
#

on

the sick list.

Holt was summoned.
He is somewhat
better at this writing—Mrs. Wealthy
Walker visited her niece, Mrs. R. T. Rankin, in Belfast last Tuesday. It was Mrs.
Walker’s 91st birthday.
South Liberty. Mr. George McKansey
is visiting relatives and friends here and in
Palermo_Lin Whitham of Jefferson called
on friends here Saturday— Nearly all here
attended the band concert and dance at
Marshall’s shore the Fourth, and a fine time
is reported—Rodney Morang will cut the
hay this year on his own place and Len
Heyers’ farm; also the Ansel Snow farm in
North Union—Silas Hannan is cutting the
hay on the Turner farm, preparatory to buying the farm.
Smithton (Freedom). Mrs. Laura Hussey, who has been boarding at Charles Carr’s
the past year, died quite suddenly last week.
Miss Ella Oliver, formerly of this place,
was recently married in Rockland to a Mr.
Crockett. Ella is one of our best, and has
the best wishes of all who know her_Our
new stage driver began his duties July 1st.
Quite a number have availed themselves of
the privilege of having their mail brought
to the door and find it a great convenience.
—

Belmont. We read in The Journal of July
4th an account of Miss Josephine Bicknell
Neal taking first rank at the commencement
at Bates College. It was also stated that M iss
N.’s family formerly lived in Belfast. This
is an error; her parents lived in Belmont until they moved to Lewistop, and Miss Neal
was born in Belmont. We are glad to hear
that she was at the head of her class, and
we wish her much success_Alonzo E.
Fletcher of Koxbury, Mass., who has been
visiting at O. F. Allenwood’s, returned home
Friday, called there by the serions illness of
his brother, Henry H. Fletcher
We have
heard since the last issue of The Journal
that Miss Mae Knight of Thorndike was
visiting at Geo. W. Knight’s and Mrs. Martha White of Belfast and her stepdaughter
Miss Eva Foye of Milford, Mass., were at
Mrs. Mary White’s, instead of at Mrs. Nell
Mr. and
Grey’s, as reported last week
Mrs. L. F. Allenwood were in Morrill Sunday and called on Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Vickery— W’e are sorry to learn of the death of
Horace G. Jordan of West Roxbury, Mass.
He was our old friend and neighbor and was
born on the farm the scribe now owns. He
was a very kind-hearted young man, and
won the friendship of everyone.
W’e extend heartfelt spmpathy to the bereaved
wife, mother, sisters and brothers.
—

—

J ackson. The Misses Mary A. and Julia
Johnson of Philadelphia, former residents
of this town, are visiting friends here.
Their brother, Erastus Johnson, who has
been a resident of Seattle, Washington, for
the past eight years, is also visiting in town.
W. E. Gould, who has been employed in
the store of A. B. Sparrow of Freedom the
past year, has returned to Jackson to live.
His father, D. D. Gould is in failing, health.
H. H. Rich dedicated his new barn July
2rd, with a dance. Quite a large crowd
attended... Miss Mary Johnson gave Bible

Reppard, Southern port; 4, ar, seh. Lizzie
Williams, Bangor; sld, in tow, sch. Geo. W.
Wells, Bath, to repair; t>, ar, brig Havilah,
Ponce and Arroyo, P. R.
Philadelphia, July 3. Ar, sch. Frank A.
Palmer, Portland; cld, sch. Austin I).
Knight, Jacksonville; 6, ar, Lucy E. Friend,
Thomas, Pigeon Cove; 8, ar, sch. Henry R.
Tilton, Fernandina.
Baltimore, July 2. Ar, sch. Maud Snare,
Lowell, Tarpun Bay; sld, sch. George V.
Jordan, Lynch, Laguayra; 5, sld, sch. Y oung
Brothers, Boston; 6, ar, sch. John I. Snow,
Georgetown.
Bangor, July 6. Sld, schs. Maggie Mulvey, New Yrork ; Sadie Corey, Port Chester,
N. Y.; Odell, Rosyln, NT. Y.; D. H. Rivers,
readings at the Cong’l church last Snnday Kennebec river to load ice; 7, ar, seh. Mary
Ann McCann, N.
9, ar, sch. Henry M.
morning....Loren Fletcher of Belfast visit- Cramp, Baltimore.Y\;
ed his brother, A. J. Fletcher, last week
Newport News, July 2. Sld, sch. Daylight,
Collector A. J. Webb is busy cleaning up Salem.
Perth Amboy, July 2. Sld, sch. Annie P.
the remainder of the 1900 taxes, which must
Chase, Ellis, Bangor; 8, sld, sch. Hattie H.
be completed by July 10th_Mr. and Mrs. Barboitr,
Bangor.
Frank E. Clark of Citypoint were the guests
Jacksonville, July 1. Cld, sch. Edward
Stewart, Winslow, Newburg.
of Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Stiles July 5th.
Port Royal, S. 0., July 1. Ar, sch. Maggie
S. Hart, Farrow, New Y'ork.
Seahsmont. Mr. and Mrs Wm. II. FroFernandina, Fla., July 4. Sld, sch. Abbie
hock celebrated their fiftieth wedding anni- C. Stubbs, P.iilbrook, New Y'ork; ar, seh.
Gen.
Adelbert Ames, Dodge, New York; 7,
afterthe
2nd.
During
versary Tuesday,July
sch. Gladys, Perth Amboy.
noon a large delegation of friends assembled ar,
Bath, July 3. Ar, schs. J. M. Haynes and
at their home to proffer congratulations. The Geo. W. Wells, Boston, latter to repair.
rooms were tastefully decorated with roses.
Carrabelle, Fla., July 5. Cld, seh. Henry
Rev.E. M. Fowler ottered prayer, Miss Ethel Clausen, Jr., Portsmouth.
San Francisco, June 28. Sld, ship S. D.
Luce read the poem, “The Old Man to his
Carleton, Tacoma and Honolulu.
Red Beach, July 8. Ar, sch. Herbert E.,
wife,” and Rev. Wm. Berkeley in fitting
words pr esented, in behalf of their friends, a Shute, Calais

Manley Clarke was at the Corner Saturday
making calls.
Camden. Important changes have taken
place at the Mt. Battie and Camden woolen
mills, new superintendents being in charge
in each mill, says the Herald. In place of
Geo. W. Taylor at the Camden Mill, is Ja
cob II ary, who has long been an employe
of the mill and who thoroughly understands
the business. Undoubtedly Mr. llary will
make an efficient superintendent. At the
Mt. Battie mill Geo. G. Crane has taken the
place of Walter Taylor. Mr. Crane was
formerly superintendent of this mill for
several years, but left here less than two
years ago to take charge of a mill at East
Glastonbury, Conn., where he has since
Mr. Crane is a thorough mill-man,
been.
hard worker and popular, and his friends
are glad to welcome him back to Camden.
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Lincolnville Centre. The 4th passed
quietly here....Ora Mathews is at home
from Boston for a summer vacation.
Percy I irake arrived from Boston this week.
_Willie Lane of Yinalhaven is visiting
in town_Among the arrivals at the Wentworth House this week are Messrs. Robert
and James Kane and Harry Fitzsimmons of |
Jamaica Plains, Mass., and Miss Annie
Miss Lora and
Farrar of Chelsea, Mass
Geneva Ileal of Belfast visited in town the
past week_Everett Ilobbs of Hope visited
at Josiah Miller’s Sunday.Mrs. Sadie
Knight arrived home from Boston last week.
_The dance at the Band Hall July 4tli
was a decided success. A very large crowd
There will be another
was in attendance.
dance Saturday evening, July 13th—Mrs.
Jason Marriner, Miss Bancroft and Alice
Jepbson, all of Lynn, Mass., are guests at
Austin Marriner’s—Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Ginn of Lynn, Mass., are occupying their
Rev. H. 1. Holt
cottage, “Green tields”
and wife of Morrill spent the 4th with relatives in town.
-.

—

Mrs. Isabella Griffin,
Lincolnville.
Mrs. Mame Coombs, Miss Vesta Carver and
Miss Lucy G. Freeman called on C. A. E.
Long and mother, July 5th—Miss Lillie
Frohock, Miss Margaret Williams and Miss
Nettie Stoddard arrived Saturday—Mrs.
Joseph Stoddard arrived Saturday to visit
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Frohock.
_Miss Lina Fernald of West Rockport is
visiting her cousin, Miss Bessie Fernald—
The Centre base ball nine defeated the
Youngtown's on the Youngtown ground
Saturday afternoon. The score was 15 to
14—Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Gushee and daughter Mabel spent the 4th in Rockland..,.
Good Will Circle will hold a sociable at
Freeman’s hall July 17th, A good program
will be given, consisting of recitations, readings, a dialogue, solos, etc. Refreshments
will be served—Bay View Lodge, I. 0. G.
T., held a sociable at their hall June 23d_
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Munroe of Northport
have moved into their new home here_
Miss Mabel Gushee, who spent the past few
months in Appleton, returned Wednesday.
.Mr. Eddie Mathews of Brockton, Mass., is
visiting his grandmother, Mrs. Lizzie Mathews— Mr. and Mrs. Melvin of Etna are
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Fred Melvin_Rev.
H. E. McFarlane went to Belfast Monday.
He will return to the Centre, spending the
week in the back part of the tow n_Mrs.
Arthur Young is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Nathaniel Young in Youngtown—Mr. G.
L. Carver opened the Lincolnville Inn
Monday, July 1st, with several boarders_
Paul Young spent the 4th at the Beach—
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Mathews and daughter Beatrice, accompanied by a few friends,
arrived Saturday and will spend a few days
here—Mrs
Emily Frohock and Mrs.
James Ferguson came Tuesday_Mr.
Fred Jennings of Everett, Mass., is the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Dearborn.
Mr. George Woodward of Boston is at E. E.
Carver’s... .George Pendleton spent the 4th
here—Alfred Veazie of Bangor is at Mrs.
Grace Frohock’s—Ralph Coombs came
Wednesday for a visit to his mother, Mrs.
Harriet Coombs....Mr. and Mrs. Will Melzard of Lynn spent the past week with I. D.
Pearson and family—Clifford Young, who
has been very ill with typhoid fever, is
better at this writing....Mrs. L. A. Crooker
is visiting Mrs. D. A. Weed in Rockland....
Mrs. G. Arthur Richards returned Wednesday to Winthrop, Mass.Mrs. George
Morrison and little son Kenneth, accompanied by friends, arrived Wednesday.
Mr. Morrison spent the 4th at home—Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Duncan left Monday for
Thomaston, where Mr. Duncan has employment.
..
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Swanvii.ee. E. H. Nickerson and family
t of gold and extended the congratulations
of Portland arrived at their summer home, gif
of the company. Then all joined in singing
last
Terrace
Maple
Farm,
Saturday night. “Blest be the tie
East Searsmoxt. Mr. and Mrs. Burthat binds,” etc. Ice
Mr. and Mrs. Percy L. Nickerson recream, cake and lemonade were served.
gess and son Harold of Rockport, also Ed. turned
from Harrington, Sunday.Miss
Mrs. Martha Keating and little grandCarlton and lady, were at Arad Mahoney’s
Nancy Nickerson is in Prospect, the guest
last week....Clifford Marriner spent last of her
daughter of Belfast, Mrs. Annette True of
sister, Mrs. Arthur Boyd_Isaac
week in Camden with his aunt, Mrs. Ralph McKeen
Orrington and Miss Carrie Piper of Medand daughter Grace arrived from
ford, New Hampshire, called upon friends
Heald—Cora Mahoney visited relatives in Woburn
C.
Marden
Sunday morning—E.
Northport July 1st—Mr. and Mrs. Charles and family of Centre Conway, N. H., are in town July 2nd—Mrs. Arthur Martin
and Master Don Smith of Nashua, N. II.,
Cobb aud daughter Ilene of Brockton, Mass.,
spending the summer at their cottage at
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Wood.
Mr. and Mrs. Elliot Clements of Belmont, Swan Lake-Mrs. Maria
Goodhue, who
Me., were in town July 4th, calling on has been caring for her sister, who was sick, Mrs. Abbie Webb has moved to Bremen,
where she will make her home with her
friends and relatives—Maurice Towle and was taken
suddenly ill the night of July 1st.
Charles Header of Belfast spent July 4th It developed into pneumonia but she is im- niece.. .Mrs. M. J. Poor and Miss Alice Poor
have arrived home—Mr. Charlie Manswith Albert Marriner....Mrs. W. H. Arproving under the medical attendance of Ur.
field of Hope was in town last week_Rev.
nold and Miss Greenlaw of Belfast were in J. S. Cole. Mrs.
U
is
still
Nickerson
Mary
and Mrs. Edward Cunningham of Long
town Thursday... Mrs. Sarah Mahoney of
gaining—Miss Maud Shorey of City Point
Island, New York, are in town for a few
East Northport is visiting her son, A. II. is here to
assist Mrs. Alonzo Damn) during
Mahoney....Miss M. C. Frazer of Boston, the hot weather_Mr. and Mrs. Albert weeks. Mr. Cunningham will preach at
Mass., is at E. P. Mahoney's for a few Goldsmith of Salem, Mass., are guests of the M. E. church Sunday morning, July
weeks....Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Header of Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Chase—Miss Louise 14th....Mr. Bert Knight is seriously ill.
Dr. S. W. Johnson of Belfast was called to
Morrill visited Mrs. Leroy Marriner July
Cunningham has returned from the Pan7th
They have a new boarder at F. E. American Exposition, with the firm convic- consult with Dr. Millett upon his case SunGeloe’s. It is a boy.
tion that there is no place like Swan Lake. day.
Walter J. Nickerson spent the 4th in
Frankfort. The glorious 4th was usher-1
Mokrit.i.. Mr. Frank Brown is at home
ed in with the usual cannon crackers and Albion and at Windermere.
Many of our on a vacation... .MissGracie Simmons arrivtin horns in the hands of Young America, young people attended the ball game at ed home last wreek from
Connecticut, where
and dancing began early onAllyn's platform. North Belfast, and they speak in the highest she has been
Master Keith Pearteaching
At 2 o'clock a game of ball was hotly con- terms of their entertainment there—Miss son from
Providence, R. I., is visiting here.
tested. It was Frankfort vs. Bucksport and Kate Small is about home for the summer. -Frank
Ingraham, Esq., of Rockland w as
the score was 13 to 10 in favor of the home
Appleton. Miss Ella Mae Phillips of in town July 2nd, on business
Misses
team.... Venus Grange will observe chilSwampscott, Mass., is visiting Miss Linda Robbins and Hopkins of Hallowell have
dren’s night next Saturday evening with an Annis.W. H. Sumner and wife of been the
guests of Miss Nellie Thompson
entertainment and refreshments.Capt.
Booton called on friends here recently. since last Saturday....Mr. Thomas Connell
A. A. Ginn and wife, Isaac Cummings and
.Sherman C. Hazeltine of Haverhill, is at home from Islesboro, where he has been
wife and Mrs. John Libby visited Venus
Mass., is here for the summer.Mrs. employed—Miss Flora Murch and Mr.
Grange Saturday evening, July 6th.. .About Erastus Proctor has returned from a Huff returned to
Augusta last week... .Mr.
forty members of Venus Grange visited visit of one week with her daughter, Mrs. I. W. Cross
lately bought a cottage on MeriNorthern Light of Winterport June 26th. A
Hustusof Burnham—Dr. Elbert Stuart of thew square, Northport Camp Ground_A
splendid ride through a line farming region Portland and his friend, Mr. George Dodge, delegation of eleven from the Morrill
C. E.
was enjoyed.
The large barns and houses
attended the convention in South Montville
are guests at Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Stuart_
and well cultivated fields show that the
J. Asbury Putman, Superintendent of July 2nd—Mr. Adelbert Paul added a U. S
members of Northern Light know how to
schools of Marlborough, Mass., is visiting separator to his dairy appliances last weekfarm. When We arrived we found their
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Putman. There are three others in town, viz., N'
spacious hall full of eager, smiling patrons, Miss Hazel Hanly of Boston is spending R. Cross, John Berry and F. M. Adams....'
all ready to give us welcome. We had a
her vacation with relatives here—Mrs. Honest y Grange enjoyed a treat of ice cream,
very fine program and a bountiful harvest Walter Gusliee of Concord, X. H., is visiting cake and lemonade Wednesday
evening, July
feast, and both were fully enjoyed.
relatives here and in Liberty—Mr. and 3rd.... Mr, and Mrs. Henry A. Rogers gave
Sandypoint. The school in this (list, Mrs. William Gay of Medway, Mass., are their annual strawberry festival to invited
closed June 28tli a very successful term, guests of Capt. Frank Hall and wife. Capt. guests July 2nd. The basis of the dinner,
taught by Mrs. Sarah Jordan Clifford. The Hall is recovering from a severe attack of however, w'as a nice fat salmon with all the
last afternoon they were given a treat of rheumatism_The Fourth was celebrated fixings and accessories. Few can equal and
ice cream and cake by their teacher. The fol- here in the usual manner, by ringing the none excel Sister Rogers as a cook. We
lowing attended every day for the term: Ger- bells, tiring guns and fire crackers. A ball were there—Mrs. Meservie, widow of the
trude, Annie, Marie, Lucy and Willie Grant, in Riverside Hall the evening of the 3d was late Charles Meservie, died last Saturday.
Susie Patterson, Bessie Perkins, Josephine well attended—Our young folks accom- The funeral was held at the church Monday
Harriman, Arthur Perkins, Faustina Griffin, panied the base ball boys to West Appleton at 2 i\ M., Rev. H. I. Holt officiating.
Cristia Crocker, French Richards, John on the forenoon of the 4tli, and attended a
North Stockton Springs. The 4tli of
Clements. 'Absent one day only, and on
picnic after the ball game between the Ap- July celebration here
passed off finely with
account
of sickness: Martha Crocker,
pleton and Searsmont boys. The game was exercises and a
picnic at the Centre school
Clarence Littlefield, Harrie Partridge and won
by the Searsmonters.
house. The first thing was the races, which
George Shute... The 4tli passed very quietCenter Montville. Lightning struck were very
interesting. The contests for the
ly here. In the evening fireworks were
the chimney of J. F. Ramsay’s house July prizes offered
by Miss Bertha Partridge,
noticed from the Kersey Retreat, Pitcher’s
2d, and Mrs. Ramsay received a bad shock. were entered by many, and the winners
cottage and several other residences_Mr.
The chimney and house were considerably were as follows:
and Mrs. Samuel French and son Everett,
Bag race, Capt. S. B. LittleP. R. Sliibles of Knox Station
field, Ulysses Grant; young men’s foot
from Weymouth, Mass., have been visiting damaged
recently sold his this year’s clip of wmol to races, Herman Partridge, Wilbur
Capt. and Mrs. Samuel French_Miss
Staples;
E. A. Sprowl. It weighed 771 pounds-R.
boy’s foot race, Hanson Wentworth; small
Alice Barlow from Xorthport visited friends
II. Kane's little child indulged iu a drink of
here recently—Miss Lucia Shute, who is
boy’s foot race, Jason Littlefield; girl’s foot
butter color a few days since, and could rerace, Jennie Clifford; potato race, George
employed in Bangor, is with her parents for
on her stomach for a day or so,
tain
nothing
her annual vacation—Mr. John Littlefield
Overlook, William Overlook.
Then the
The Gay brothers
now all right
but
is
and George Ginn came from Boston for a
company passed into the school house and
We
hope listened to the
short vacation last week_Miss Sarah have planted 4,000 celery plants.
following interesting and apfarmers will meet with
Elizabeth French entertained friends at her these enterprising
propriate program; Opening address, Wilsuccess in this new venture.
We
deserved
liam
fine new residence the 4th_Mr. Laureston
Smith; song, America, by the choir;
Smith and son Stephen from St. Augustine, know of no one having tried the raising of rec., Chickens, Dora Russell; rec., Fourth
in
this
C.
O.
Jordan
vicinity-Mrs.
of July, Hanson Wentworth; rec., Our
Fia., are here for several weeks_The celery
second party is now at the Hersey Retreat, of Jamaica Plains is visiting her parents, Flag, Ella Kelley; rec., My Papa, May
Mrs.
Bennett Kelley; song, Little
and all of the cottages are open_Mr. Fred Mr. and Mrs. X. P. Bennett.
Ones, Essie Moody,
Shute left Monday for medical treatment at is very lame from a rheumatic trouble_ Helen and Dora Calderwood; rec., What a
iliss Flora Cunningham of Freedom was Boy Can Do, Maurice Ames; rec.,
the Bangor Hospital.
Helping,
the guest recently of Misses Della and Jo- Allie Clark; rec., Rubber Neck, Jennie
Springs.
Miss
Overlook
Stockton
Emily
sieKane—Mr. W. R. Bartlett has return- Clifford; music, F. Percy Partridge, violin,
came by train from Somerville July 2nd, to
ed from a visit to Washington, I). C.Dr. and Mrs. Gertie Clifford,
organ; song,
spend the summer with her parents.,..Mr.
and daughter and Miss Pratt of The Prisoner, Miss Lillian
and Mrs. Frank Jackson and children of Stoddard
Spinney; orBelfast spent July 4th with the family of ation, Freeman Partridge; rec.,
Trying,
Belfast spent July 4th in town_Among
Mr. William Lowell—Mr. and Mrs. Elijah Florence
Braddock; story, Mrs. Freethe arrivals July 4th were Mrs. Sarah Clifcelebrated the glorious Fourth at man
Gay
Partridge; rec,. Boston, Jennie
ford and grandson, Walter Colcord, to spend
Lake Windermere—Mrs. C. R. Richards Crockett; music,
violin, George Overlock,
the summer; Mr. Harry Winslow of Quincy,
and children of Washington, II. C., and and F.
Percy Partridge, organ.
Ice
Mass., to join his wife for a visit in town;
Miss Margaret Bartlett of East Boston are cream and lemonade were served to all
and Mr. Pierce D. Lancaster, to remain over
Mr.
0.
at
James
Bartlett's.
after the races, and later came the dainty
the Fourth....Capt. Ed. Hichborn arrived visiting
Thorndike. Mr. and Mrs. Paris Dyer picnic supper. Soon after F. Percy PartJuly 4th from Philadelphia (where his vessel, sch. John R. Devlin, is loading) for a recently visited their daughter, Mrs. Willis ridge and Cecil Moody gave a violin and
week's visit with his mother_Mrs. Harry Philbriek, in Albion
Mr. and Mrs. S. F. zobo concert. The evening exercises began
W. Griffin and children of New Bedford ar- Files of Bangor were guests of Mr. and with a fine display of fire works. The comrived July 5th, to spend July and August Mrs. F. L. PhilbriCK July 8th and !»th— mittee who attended to this part of the enwith her parents—The entertainment given Mr. and Mrs. Eben Gordon of Clinton call- tertainment were Messrs. Granville Harriin llenslow Hall the evening of the Fourth, ed on their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph man, Wilbur Ridley, Emery Calderwood
and Anson Smith. Entering the school
by our young ladies in the interest of their Gordon, Saturday, while on their way to
tennis club, was acreditto their determined Xorthport for a few days stay. Their daugh- house again, the program continued with
Miss Florence Braddock. Little
efforts, and proved a very gratifying suc- ter, Miss Iva,has been passing a week with dancing by
Miss Braddock wore an appropriate coscess, netting $24. Though the night was her grandparents—Miss Kuby Vose passtume of red, white and blue and her dancwarm a large company tilled the floor for
.ed last week with her cousin, Isa Johnson,
and tamborine playing were heartily
the dance which followed, and a very pleas- in Freedom_Mrs. Bertha Jackson, who ing
She was encored several times,
ant evening was enjoyed by all.Hartly has been visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. enjoyed.
and also sang by request. The celebration
Overlock left Saturday for his home in Henry Parsons, returned to her home in
ended with a short social dance with music
Somerville. His wife and child will remain Vassalboro last week....L. G. Monroe and
Mr. Braddock, violin, and Miss Lillian
with his parents for4 the summer_Wm. wife were guests Saturday night and Sun- by
organ.
Cleaves of Quincy, Mass., is visiting his day of Mr. and Mrs. James Monroe in Wa- Spinney,
sister, Mrs. Melvin Colcord—Messrs. Rus- terville_Mrs. S. A. Collin entertained
Mr.
sell Staples and William Fuller of Boston, company from Castine last week
SHIP NEWS.
Arthur Hand of Unity was in town Sunday.
are at Mrs. Avalina Griffin’s, for their vacation— Mr. Willard Griffin of San Francisco, _F. N. Vose and family passed last SuntJ-.i OF BELFAST.
Cal., arrived Saturday for a flying visit to day with relatives in Knox—Mrs. II. J.
SAILED.
relatives, leaving Sunday for New York_ Stevens of Bangor is passing a few weeks
Miss Susie Cousens went to Bluehill Satur- at her old home, the Mineral Spring Farm.
July 8. Schs. Allen Green, Kuowlton,
day, where she will be for a week the guest _Guy Patterson started July 3d for Mon- Vinalhaven and New York; Speranza,
and Rockland; Minnie
of a school friend, Miss Hinckley_Mr. tana, where he has .employment.... Mr. and Scott, Stonington
Chaoe, Ryder, Rockland.
and Mrs. Page of Newtonville arrived Sun- Mrs. Will Ward of Fairfield visited friends
July 9. Sch. P. M. Bonney, Burgess,
in town last week—Joseph Hubbard of Vinalhaven.
day to open the Soden cottage at Fort Lawrence, Mass., is
at
J.
H.
Stevstopping
Point.Misses Lillian and Mabel Sim- ens... Lewis P. Philbriek, who has been
I
AMERICAN PORTS.
mons returned Sunday from a visit to the
quite sick with tonsilitis, is much better.
New York, July 2.
Ar, sch. Sarah L.
Dr. Hurd attends him. Gardner Philbriek Davis, Pattershall,
Pan-American Exposition.C. S. HichFrankfort; cld, brig
is also on the sick list—Frank Hubbard Jennie Hulbert, Veazie, Maracaibo; sld,
born of Augusta arrived Sunday for a brief and wife have moved into Albert Higgins
Puritan, Shanghai; ar, sch. Edward
visit with his sister in his old home, return- house on Patterson ridge—Many farmers ship
Smith, Norfolk; 3, ar, ship Acme, (new)
haying in earnest M'-tday. Grass Bath, in tow; sch. Pendleton Satisfaction,
ing on Tuesday—Miss Clara Mudgett en- began
is much better than it was i,.st year, and
Bangor; 4, ar, schs. Helena, Frankfort; Wiltertained a company of her young friends with
good weather a fine crop will be secur- liam Pickering, Bangor; Jennie A. Stubbs,
The
her
ed.... Mrs. Daniel Gordon and Mrs. Percy
occasion
was
Monday evening.
Ragged
Island; Levi Hart, Buck’s Harbor;
19th birthday anniversary_Walter Kim- Crosby were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Nelson 5, ar, schs. Sarah D. J. Raw son, GeorgeGordon Sunday.Miss Edith Harmon, town,
M. Law, Brunswick; Wm.
Lyman
ball left town Tuesday, after a five-days’ who has
been quite sick, is so much im- H. Sumner, do.; Anna Pendleton, Satilla
visit... .Mrs. J. H. Lancaster returned Tues- proved that she rode out Sunday.
River; sld, brig Jennie Hulbert, Maracaibo;
day to Camden—Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hen6, ar, sch. E. L. Warren, Closson, Somes
Sound; 7, ar, schrs. Edward H. Blake, Ferdricks, who came from Vinalhaven to spend
nandina; A. Hayford and Mary Stewart,
the Fourth in town, returned Tuesday—
Bangor; Pochasset, Mt. Desert; 8, ar, schs.
Church street has in preparation an “upAlmeda Willey, Brunswick ; Edward Stewwill
be
which
roariously funny
art,
Jacksonville; sld, sch. Florence Lefarce,
This signature is on every box of the genuine
given in Denslow Hall about the 20th of
land, Jacksonville.
Tablets
this month in the interest of the Village
Boston, July 2. Ar, sch. James A. Webthe remedy that inns a com la cm day
Improvement Society. Bills later.
ster, Webster, Vinalhaven; 3, sld, sch. Viola
—

»

■
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Clark’s Corner (Prospect). Will Shute
had one toe jammed off and one crushed very
hadly at the Mt. Waldo Granite works last
week_J. O. Kneeland has moved from S.
J. Ward’s to the home of Will George in
Searsport_Ada Clarke is doing house
work at Sandypoint—Freeman Ward returned home from Bangor Saturday and has
Mrs.
engaged Gabriel Brown for haying
—

Mrs. Welcome Young and children arrived Tuesday by steamer City of Bangor
for a few weeks stay.

Monroe Centre Carl Peavey, whose leg
amputated last week, is doing well at
this writing_Miss Annie York is at home
from Rockland—Albert York had another
attack of heart trouble Monday and Dr.
was

Sleep for Skin Tortured Babies and
Rest for Tired Mothers, j„
a Warm Bath with

FOREIGN PORTS.

Point-a-Pitre, July 1. Ar, sch. Humaroek,
Campbell, Jacksonville.
Hong Kong, May 24. In port, ship Sea
Witch, Howes, Manila; bark Adolph Obrig,
Amsbury, Baltimore.
Havana, June 27. Ar, sch. Senator Sullivan, Hopkins, New Y’ork; July 7, ar, sch.
Star of the Sea, Newport News; bark Matanzas, Philadelphia.
Cape Town, June 19. Ar, ship Mary L.
Cushing, New Whatcom.
Ililboa, 'une 30. Ar, sch. Edith L. Alden,
Gilkey, Fernandina.
Hong Kong, July 3. Ar, ship Manuel
Llaguno, Nichols, New Y'ork.
Neah Bay, July 3. Passed, ship Abner
Coburn, Honolulu for Puget Sound.
Kahulni, June 19. Sld, ship Emily F.
Whitney, San Francisco.
] Santiago, July 3. Ar, sch. Medford, Leland, Philadelphia.
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Ointment, purest

single application
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Cuti-
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lients and greatest of skin cures.
This is the most speedy, permanent, and economical treatment for

torturing, disfiguring, itching,
burning, bleeding, scaly, crusted,
and pimply skin and scalp humours with loss of hair of
infants

and

children,

known.

Millions of People use Cuti.
-,
assisted by Cuticura Ointment, i.
tying the skin, for cleansing the
the stopping of falling hair, for
whitening, and soothing red, rough,
hands, and for all the purposes of t -.
bath, and nursery. Millions of wonn ti um
ticura Soap in baths for annoying irr .,.;
Inliammations, and chaflngs, too free or ::
sive perspiration, in washes for iT
v
g
weaknesses, and for many sanative am;..,
purpo6es which readily suggest then;., \...
Complete Treatment for Everv Humour
Cuticura Soap, to cleanse the skit
pr,,gtj
and scales, Cuticura Ointment, to
-iv
allay itching, and soothe and heal. ....
cura Resolvent, to cool aud cleaust

MARINE MISCELLANY.
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Spoken, Bq. Willard Mudgett, Boston, for
Montevideo, June 2!l, lat. 40 X. Ion. til W.
boston, July (i. Percy & Small, owners
of sch. Eleanor A. Percy, which collided
with sch. Geo. W. Wells, have agreed to pay
all expenses of towage, repairs, etc.; also
wages of officers during repairs. If the work
over 33 days they are to pay $30 per
occupies
day, besides damages estimated at $20,000.
Rockland, July 3. Sch. Thomas Hix, commanded and owned principally by Capt.
Anderson of Mt. Desert, is on the ledges at
Tenant’s Harbor.
At low tide the bilge

,,,'g

■

stove in and the vessel rilled with water.
The Hix was laden with coal from New
York for an eastern port. After the cargo
is discharged the vessel will be hauled off
and repaired.
Boston, July 3. The three-masted sch.
Geo. V. Jordan put into Baltimore in distress Monday, with the vessel leaking and
the crew refusing duty. The vessel loaded
coal at New York and went to Newport
News to finish loading for Laguayra, v en.
While in the Virginia waters, Capt. Lynch,
so he says, notified the owners that the vessel was leaking. He states that the vessel
was ordered io sea.
The J ordan was headed out of Hampton Roads and across the
Gulf Stream. When off Cape Ilatteras it
was found that the leak was increasing.
Then the crew refused duty, and Capt.
Lynch headed the vessel for the Capes and
anchored in Hampton Roads. He telegraphed the owners, who notified him, owing to
the strike at Newport News, to proceed to
Baltimore. The cargo may have to be discharged and the vessel hauled out for recalking. [The Jordan sailed from Baltimore

And
cura

blood.

Sold throughout the world. British Depot,
& Sons. 27-2H Charterhouse So.. London
g xn d Cbku. Cobb., Sole Props.
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Glenn’5

Sulphur Soap

July 3d, having completed repairs.]
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.

is added.

[Corrected Weekly for The Journal.]
/•rices Paid Producer.

Produce Market.

Apples p fou., 50 to 1.00 Hay p toil. 10.00a 13.00
dried, p lb, 5«<> Hides p ib,
555*
-J.25to2.50 Lamb p lb.
12
Beans, pea.
2.25 Lamb Skins,
50(51.00
medium,
7
Yel’ eyes,
2.75 Mutton p lb,
latois Outs p bu.. 32 lb, 25535
Butter p lb,
7«‘.» Potatoes p bu.,
85
Beef, sides, p tb,
G
Beef fore quarters,
(U Hound Hog,
40ft45 Straw p ton,
10.00
Barley p fou.,
12 Turkey p lb.
Cheese p lb,
1G.517
H 53
10toi2 Tallow p It..
Chicken p lb.
G«7
Calf Skins,per lb. Halo, Veal p lb.
IS
Duck p tb.
14a 15: Wool, unwashed.
3.00SN.O0
loi Wood, hard.
Eggs p doz.,
3.50a4.00
8a 15 Wood, soft,
Fowl p tb,
loan
Geese p lb,
Retail Price.

He fail Market.

Beef, corned, p lb. 8a 10
Butter Salt, 14 lt>, 18tO20
Corn P fou.,
57
Cracked Corn p foil., 57
Corn Meal p fou-,
57
Cheese p If),
131015
Cotton Seed p cwt., 1.50
Codfish, dry. p lb. 5a8
Cranberries p (it., 10tol4
(’lover Seed,
13 a 15
Flour p bbl.,
4.75to5.25
H.G.Seed pbu.,
2.50
ll
Lard p lb,

Lillie P bbl..
0051.00
Oat Meal p lb,
4.55
Onions p lb,
4aS
Oil. Kerosene, gal.,l3;5l4
Pollock p It..
4£4A
Pork p lb.
10
Plaster p bbl.,
1.13
3
Kye Meal p Ib,
1.05
Shorts p cwt.,
Sugar p lb,
6@6*
35
Salt. T. L. p bu.,
0
Sweet Potatoes,
3
Wheat Meal.

I

Use it in prcfviv

costly scented
injure, instead

soaps wide!
of

improve,

ti

SOLD BY DRUGGIST

Dr. Emmons’

Monthly Regulator has bronchi In

hundreds of anxious women. Tlitively no other remedy kn >wn :«»m«-. u
that will so quickly and >a:. h d
Longest and most obstinate irregi d.u.
Su<
any cause relieved immediate!
anteed at any stage. No j
d.u
ference with work. Have ndit*\« d
cases where others have ftulnl.
'!'!••
cult cases successfully treated
ticial results guaranteed in
risk whatsoever. We treat In
whom we never see. Wri te for
and free confidential advice,
long. All letters truthfully fins’,
her, this remedy is absolute!
possible condition and posit i\
ill effect upon the health. Senr
sealed, $2.00. Money letters sii
DR. J.W. EMMONS CO., 170Trem.m:
>.

BUKIN.

o
T

Clark. In Vinalhaven, July 1, to Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis (J. Clark, a daughter.
Clark. In Vinalhaven, June 28, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles C. Clark, a son.
Gray. In South Brooksville, June 23, to Mr.
and Mrs. Leonard Gray, a son.
Gross. In Swan's island, June 18, to Mr. and
Mrs. A bion F. Gross, a son.
Smith, in Vinalhaven, July l, to Mr. and Mrs.
Hibbard H. Smith, a daughter.

P
A

N
a

MAKKiED.
Candage-Sleeper. In Waldoboro, June 25,
Lorin E. Candage of Bluehill and Bessie Sleeper
of South Thomaston.
Dutch-Day. In Waldoboro, June 25, Alvin M.
Dutch of Vinalhaven and Florence M. Day of
Waldoboro.
Grinple-Frienp. In North Sedgwick, June
26, Bently G. Grindle and Miss Nellie M. Friend,
both of Brooksville.
Haynes-crie. In Rockland, July 4, Harold
W. Haynes and Miss Nelllie W. Crie.
Parkek-Plummer. In Belfast, July 10, by
Rev. G. E. Edgett, Willard A. Parker and Miss
Martha A- Plummer, both of Hvde Park, Mass.
Rituhie-batuhelpkr. In Monroe, July 7,by
A. H. Mayo, Esq.. Stanley F. Ritchie of Monroe
and Susie K. Batchelder of Jackson.
Wkbber-Clough. In Bar Harbor, July 1. BenWebber and Miss Maria Clough, both of
I den.

i'amin

dikd
Beckett. In Belfast. .Inly 4, Mary E., wife of
George A. Beckett, aged 63 years, 1 month and 5
days.
Cousins. In South Brooksville, June 26, Herman R
son of Albert and Mena Cousins, aged 1

TOURS
Leave Portland 8.30
3lst, arrive in Buffalo

Personally conducted.
first-class; $55.00.

A

n

10.:

expenses paid. Through"
Mountains and Montreal.

TO

7 u..

BUFFALO

Individual tours every d.r.
ments made for board.
Any price you want to pa>

Excursion Steamer fet
The steamer Castine is witlnli
Brooklinand Belfast route and iv
private parties, Sunday sell"
,
fishing parties and general exno
Regular running speed 12 miles
! can
be chartered at reasonable r.O'
let to

I

month.
SHERMAN «. SWli
68 Main St 1
Telephone call 9-2.
L. W. COOMBS,
On board steamer at Lewi'

week

or

I

year and 2 months.
In Aberdeen,
Cousins.

Wash., June 10, Euphronius Cousins, formerly of East Bluehill, aged

67 years.
Curtis. In Belfast, July 5, infant son of Mr.
and Mrs. James T. Curtis.
Knox. In Somerville, Mass., June 27, Lizzie,
daughter of the late Robert Thompson of Belfast,
and wife of George Knox of Somerville, aged 55
years.
Lapp. In South Brooksville, June 18, Joseph
W., son of Joseph and Mary Ladd aired 33 days.
MoLauglin. In Rockland, June 30, Isaac McLaughlin, a native of Camden, aged 71 years, 1
month and 20 days.

INI II.
Take Advantage of Belfast Citizen’s
Experience Before it’s too Late.
When the back

All persons who have not paid
1900 are requested to settle inn-.
taxes are due and liable to cost'
T shall be in my office in M
from-8.30 to 11.30 a. m. daily, and
1.30 to 4.30 l*. M.
M. C. HIM

Profit by a Belfast citizen’s experience.
Mr. Ralph Sliute of Searsport avenue, shore
road, says: *‘I was taken with a stitch in my back
and side. I was so bad that I was laid up for six

weeks, my back aching constantly and along with
it I had another weakness which was very annoying. I saw Doan’s Kidney Pills advertised and

got a box at Edmund Wilson’s drug store. I found
after using them that the pain was lessened, in
fact they helped my kidney trouble in every way.
I will always speak well of Doan's Kidney Pills
to my friends.”
Sold for fifty cents per box

by all dealers. Foster-Milburn Co., Biuffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the
United States.
Remember the name—DOAN’S—and take no
substitute.

*

Belfast, March 28,1901.—31tf

WANTED
A middle-aged lady who \\"
home where the work is not lend
(.11.1

Belfast, July 11,1901.-2SH

Mansfield

begins to ache

Don’t wait ’till backache becomes chronic.
’Till serious kidney troubles develop,
’Till urinary troubles destroy night’s rest.

=

1

Cottages

TO LET
Northport. Fine
Enquire of
A. 1*. MANSI it 1.1'

On South Shore.

privilege.
24tf

■

Housekeeper Wanted
!
Wanted a housekeeper of good
^
from *25 to 40 years of age. One
Address
preferred.
L. C. C., l,,v,a
oW25*

u

Dr. John Stevens,
HOUSE BLOCK.

OPERA
OFFICE HOURS

:

1 <"■’1
II to 12 A. n. i
t0 12
and Sunday 11

